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I. OVERVIEW OF Tr PROJECT

A. Funding Intent

During the early part of this decade, the policy of the National

Science Foundation (NSF) Lad been expanding from an earlier emphasib on the

development of teaching talent * to include attempts to support large scale

'efforts aimed at influencing broad educational networks.- This latter

'evolution can be traced in the Foundation's development of support for

ft

ComTnensive Programs, and; later, the Systems Awards, both of which stressed

.
concern with issues that were more intricately interwoven within the deeper

structures of education. The problems addressed were broader and solutions were

aimed t the level of fully developed systems rather than at discreet

indiviiduals working within them.

The Foundation was .also re-examining at this time.the issues of impact

and residue, i.e., how the projects supported were influencing the education

of students, and7Irhich. influences remained operative when funding.was With

Tne re-examination led to the support of long-term efforts in which the

Foundation committed itself to multiple year funding. Such an approach allowed

recipients to design programs that were longitudinal in nature, and whose

assessment could contribute in important ways to our knowledge of particular

aspects of the educational effort. This approach represented a significant

departure from the earlier practice of supporting non-product. oriented

interventions on a, short term baths, which had been the predominant mode.

e

* An emphasis which manifested itself mainly in the form of summer and

academic year institutes. that provided,training for in-service teachers.
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A
In assessing these more broadly conceivedl'long-teym propogels,

support was given to projects that focused on a specific need or problem

within the larger educational system; and wnich offered a design for

coordinating the efforts of relevant agencies and institutionsconcerned

vith'the ntified problem. In pursuing this policy, the FoUndatiOn

Was seeking tquallow the directors pf such projectd a greater amount of

discretion and glexibility. It 'was hrthL. hoped that these long term

commitments would result in decisions.by local funding agencies to offer

financial backing for project functions,whose usefulness had been demonstrated

during the time that NSF .Lad supported them.

Project City Science (KS) represented one sucn effort.* PCS appeared

to be'an important, and in many ways necessary venture on the part of NSF,

-

to.support a broadly conceived innovative"eduCational venture in.an urban

environment. The concept was, for a nuMbpi of reasons, an idea whose time .
4 \

nad come. The nation was increasinglyooncerned with the social,consequences

of urban decay and dislocation. The writers of the original proposal put

forward a sound analysis of the plight of theschools in the inner cities

of the nation. "The compe lling need to learn more about the -environments

in which increasing numbers of our young people were being educated was

clearly and skillfully developed. to Project had-the focus that the /r

Foundation-was Seeking and offered a means of coordinating the efforts of

a number of, agencies concerned with the problem.

Beyond specifying a particUlar environment (the inner City), the

proposers Of the Project went on to identify a spedific level,(the juniorhigh'
6p

scnool) and bane-tic:6n (science) within the educational structure that clearly

required greater attention than-they,had theretofore been given..

The Prdject was propbsed and conducted by members of the Department 'of

7Sciedbe Education at New York University,

11
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The junior high school has long been an anomaly within the public,

school structure. Despite its problemstic status, all too little attention

,has been paid to the unique s et of problems faced by educators at thii

level. The developers of PCS addressed these concerns with skill and_

imagination. They presented a perspective that provided a broad view of

the problem, and recognized the need to specially train.pre-service

teachers for this environment. The proposal indicated an intent to offer

additional aid to those'currently in service, andto develop a schoq-
c

university support system that would make available the best that each

institution hld to Offer. It was a well coSceived design, ambitious in

scope, although perhaps overLyioptimistic in its statedand expectations.

411e design clearly encompassed major piObieMogacea-by eduOktors.at junior

high school level, and offered the Promise of dealing with them through a

coordinated, inter-instftraumAeffort, comprising research, teacher
k

*
A

;

.....t r *

G.--
training? and implementation of innovative 'ideas. .

, . r ,' ..
. )

.

%
.

Project City Sciende became
-

one of seyeral.large scale, long term,

programs,supportedby NSF. In supp6rting such,projects the Foundation appears

to have had several sets, of expectations - some more explicit than-others.

First, of course, was the hope of fulfillihg the particular purposes for

which each project had beeddesigned. .Second, and perhaps of lesser concern

4

to the internal project management, was the Foundation's hope that the

. programs sUpp§rted.might not only accomplish their purposes, but do so in

objectively measurable ways. A further hope was.that a'residual,effect of

.

such aid would be the willingness of local funding sources
,

to assume the
I

support of certain Worthwhile project functions.

12 .
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To aid in accomplishing these purposes, each of the projects,

including PCS, vas provided with an internal evaluation capability. In

the case of ProjecCity Science, an external evaluation mechanism was

also provided.*, The ultimate purpose of the evaluation was to provide an

outside perspective on what the Project ham accomplished. T.iis included

an assessment of its outcomes during the funded phase, and an estimate of its

continuing influence and prospects for the future. As stated in the

Foundation's original charge to the evhuators:

mee

(T,le) third party evaluation is requested to
provide a summative look at the funded period of the

project from an external perspective. The evaluation

should include a portrael of the project indicating
its strengths and weaknesses as determined by both

the examination of existing data and the collection

of new data. In adpition, the study should provide

insight on poadiblefdture directions for the project
during the remaining ten years'and aid NSF in making
future policy decisions regarding projects of this

t e.1

B.1. Project Intent

As noted earlier, the submission of the PCS proposal. coincided with,

and va s responsive to;

a stated NSF interest (in) experimenting) with
moreflexible, more- sharply focused and more/fully

coordinated approaches to.staff development and
,support activities than was possible in other NSF

programs, such as teacher institutes.

The PCS propoT1 vrz 3 based ona conscious decision by the leadhrship in

the science 'education department at NYU to identify an area of need that

was large enough to require their attention, and yet snall enough to respond

A

--/.* Tbe PCS staff has note hat a fuller external evaluation Vas not p ded until

the fOurth year of e Project's existence, which in their view was rather

late to be of's icient help.'

-13
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to efforts at improvements. It was decided that science at the junior

high school level met these conditions'. That it WS an important area

of need, few would dispute. The NYU staff Ilso felt that as a' roject

focus, it represented a problem of manageable proportions - one that

Bias in their opinion sufficiently well defined o admit of possible

solutions. That view was most clearly expressed by the project'staff

in its response to an evaluation of Phase I, that is the first two years

of the PCS effort:

We do not regard the gigantic City as our object
of interest. We are interested in only a small but

very important part of the City, namely the teachers
and students in the intermediate science classrooms,
and we do not regard these teachers and students
as resistant foes to be overcome. The teachers are
individuals who can change and become more effective
if they are given help in clarifying,goals, and
provided with new insights concerning their students
and their situations.3

As is clear from-the response cited above, the ect staff had a

reasonably clear picture of its major intent. It was one of revitalizing

science teaching within the junior high schools of New York City. In the

process, the staff hoped to discover and document some things that would be

\useful to educators in other urban areas. The immediate purpose was to

develop two model districts within the New York City system that would

reflect "the highest possible level of intermediate science teaching."4

,A more long range intent was to gradually fill a significant portion of
6/1

the city's junior high school science teaching -positions with PCS graduates,

who had been specially trained to work in the urban environment. Indeed,

the Project leadershipenteqgined the hope that:

1'1
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If Project City Science succeeds, and if
it is duplicated in other cities, in ten years

. we could replace up to leo percent (df junior
high science staffs) with a cadre of science'

'teachers trained for the job.)

In brief, these two statements epitomize the nature of the long and

short range purposes to which the Project had committed itself. The

Project staff believed that the junior high occupied a: position of

unique importance in shaping students decisions to continue their education

in science, since-most of the courses offered in the high school.are elective,.

rather than mandatory.

In working toward the accomplishment of the goals described above,

the staff anticipated the achievement of four definite objectives:

ll The development of the two model school districts.

2. A unique pre-service training program. at NYU.

tr
3. A research and evaluation institute..

4 A strategy model for institutionalizing change.*

'In explaining what PCS was attempting to accomplish, it is important

to point out the difficulties the'Pmject faced as it prepared to implement

,its design. The staff had .already chosen perhaps the .most difficult

educational environment to work in - that of the inner city. iilhe difficulty

was further compounded by the fact that the Project was conducted in the most

populous, and perhaps the most varied and complex, of the nation's cities.

Beyond this, the staff had decidid to work at a level within the schobl

system, which while surely in need to aid, has been an enigma to many

educators; the education of adolescent's is still the mosedemanding and

*This later evolved in or was replaced by, a program of dissemination.

15
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chanting task facing the schools. While acceptance of that

challenge gave the Project added importance, it also posed a serious-

'test of the skills and resourcefulness of the staff selected to implement

the objectives. The vision and foresight of those who would hire the

'vs
staff were to be put to the test, for the scopeof the tasiAmumed was

.

audacious.

Within this complex geographical setting and demanding instructional

level, two school districts were selected that themselves offered numerous

challenges. Whether by design or through oversight, few concessions were

made to the mounting list of difficulties with -which the Project would

khave to al. The apparent intent was to face, as completely as possible,

the-full set of, burdens encountered by teachers working in this environment.

During the second year of its existence, the Project was faced with

a fiscal CriSia in. New York City that threatened to destroy much of what

had previously been accomplished, and which thoroughly upset all plans for

the future. There were massive lay-offs of instructkonal staff, indis-

criminate reduction of support services, and wholesale reassignment of

teachers with seniority to .positions for which they were neither licensed

nor trained. The Project staff, which had earlier attracted a number of-

younger innovative teachers to participate in their activities, edddenlY,

found that most of thoie with whom they had been working were no longer

employed. Compounding theproblem.was.the fact that many of those who

replaced them had little experience and even less training in teaching

science. Much of what had been initiated needed to be reinstituted and
4

most of what had been planned, redesigned. It must be unde

I

d that the

C
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Project faced more than a simple change in personnel in the schoo4.

The entire climate was altered. Teacher morale had been dealt a serious

blow, and the CS staff was working in an environment which was far less

hospitable to the concept of school staff committing extra time

and effort to the improvement of teaching. Even where attitudes remained

more wholesome, energies were consumed by the more compelling demands

of maintaining a,badly shaken system of education. Few in such a climate

were prepared to turn their attention to the implementation of innovative

instructional techniques-7

Finally, to the problems facing New York City, must be added the economic

difficulties which New York University itself was undergoing. The Project,

designed during a growth period, was actwftlly funded during a time when the

University was-experiencing, some rfapal problems of its own. The result

was a reductioli of the total staff, thereby placing great restrictions upon

the. availability of supporting services. PCS, predicated upon a university

t
wide support system, now found it more difficult to marshal the type of help

once hoped, for. The problem was exacerbilted by the fact that he Department

of Science Education was also experiencing shrinking enrollments. The crisis in

New York City made the prospect of obtaining a teaching positioh appear poor,*

and so stuaent applications fell accordingly. jiountingecOnomic restrictions

seemed to settle upon the Project from every direction.

It iitdifficult for evaluators to render a judgment as to how damaging

such'a series of crises were to a fledgling project struggling to establish itself.

*That this was never completely true for positions in science and math,ww,tics,

was not clearly understood by many teaching candidates, although- it was t

beer more readily apparent with each passing year.

17
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It certainly seems reasonable to assume that they'retresented.a serious

blow to the enthusiasm and hopes of the staff. Providing leadership

during such a time is difficult. The maintenance of the Project vision

and of staff morale must have been particularly hard. There was considerable

staff turnover during the-early years of the Project. Some" of this was

planned, but not all. The lods of so many staff members, and particularly

those who were mission-oriented, could well have taken the edge off their.

efforts. What is,cleax is that Project City Science was faced with a

difficult set of additional burdens early in its history. The extent

to which that inhibited Project achievement will never fully be known.

What has been described above is not offered as an apologia for the

Project. The evaluators do not seek to imply that one is needed, nor

would we attempt it. .While there were problems, there were rich opportunities

as well. What -Ve have tried to do is to describe objectively, and in

fairness to the PCS staff, the historical circumstances in which the Project

foUnd itself as it attempted to lement its design. We note that these

events took plaCe prior to the evaluation Qeriod for which we are specifically

responsible.* A number of the circumstances described were far less pressing

. _

during the time of the current evalUation, but we would not interpret our charge
4

so narrowly as to 'preclude the possibility of their exerting a continuing influence.

In pointing to them, we hope to provide a backdrop against which the Project's

continuing activity might be examined and better understood. Where the constraint

upon achievement is attributable to the general environment. it should be

noted, as must be the failure ofIthe Project staff to fully seize or

.700

* This evalua) ion covers the second Phase of the Project's operation, 1976-79.-
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capitalize upon the opportunities that their,unique position afforded them.

C. Summary of Original Proposal

1. Funding

.Project City Science was initially funded by NSF for a 34 month

period, beginning in Pay,'1974, and terminating on March 31, 1977, though

a subsequent proposal indicated that:

the intention was for most of the funds to be
expended over a two year span ending August 31,

1976. The grant was made to underwrite the init al
phase of what hopefully would become a three-
phase, fifteen'year plan to greatly improve
science'tea2hing and leaKning in the large cities

of America.

In accordance with this plan, a second proposal wabsubmitted by

N.Y.U. requesting and receiving funding for an additional three.years of

operation that would constitute the second phase of the original design.

Such funds were to insure continuation of the project from September of

1976 through the summer of 1979. Thus, the entire duration of outside funding-

was to extend over a total of five years, though there appeared to blsome

overlap in the funding provided for Phase I (1974-77) and Phase II

(1976-79):

Phase III of ..roject City Science was expected to continue for another

ten years beyond this initial five year funding period. The last'phase was

to be entirely self-supporting.
7 The PCS staff would use the funds initially

provided to create the structure upon which the continuing operation of the

? .
:-.,

program would be built. The intent was to make the PCS model a part of the

permanent structure of N4W York University as well as to develop a strong base

of support in the New York City schools and surrounding colleges and universities.

I-
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The proposal* noted that at the end of these years of funding,. project

functions and activities will be self - sustaining:

114
2. Project Intent

Project City Science represents an attempt to exehine and deal with the

problems of education in the urban setting. The proposal notes that while

nearly seven out of every ten school children in the United States' reside in

metropolitan areas, the schools they attend too often reflect the limitations

of the urban environment: Persistent overcrowding, a rapid flux of ethnic

population, a stdedily increasing proportion of the very poor to be served,

deteriorating physical facilities, and el: shrinking financial base.
8

In the

view of the proposal writers, one consequence of these limitations is that

the quality of education in American cities has declined Sharply and there is

an urgent need to develop
0
means of addressing the problems that have resulted.

PCS was designed to deal specifically with one dimension of that problem.

The proposal states the major intent of the project as follows:

1). to put together a cooperative effort in New

York City involving teachers in the city schools,

the teachers' union, administrators at school, district,

city and state levels, community organizations,

professional associations; and several universities within

the city, a coalition that can bring about over a

fifteen year period a dramatic improvement in the

teaching and learning of science in the intermediate

schools (grades. 6 through 9);

2) to do this,in such a way that the reform process

becomes continuous and institutionalized; and

3) at the same time, to generate and disseminate

knowledge about adolescents,.the_learning of science

in. the inner city sivation, and the process of impro na

science instruction.7

*Mess otherwise specified, the proposal referred to will be the-fulI

;Oppose' dated 12/1/75, which was initially submitted requesting funding

for Phase II of the Project.

20
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- In a later section of the proposal,.what'is referred to as the central
I9

purpose of the project is restated from the original (1974) proposal:'

\to help bring about a major, lastiig aad'self- .

'perpetuating improvement, principally in New.York

City, in the teaching of science in the mi. l.e -

grades between elementary and high school.

-While the rationale for placing primary emphasis on science rather than

on other subjects, such as reading or mathematics, is not clearly stated,

it is evident that the proposers of PCS feelithat science is area in

which instruction in particularly ineffective. It is noted that:. '

"4,t,

science teaching at the middle school level in

New'York City and many other c ties can only be

regarded, on the whole, as gravely inadequate...

(Further), science education iA the city elementary

schools rema4ms woefully weak, when not absent

altogether,-"

Raving concluded that, "improvirfg elementary school science in the

cities..seems to be an intractable problem of massive proportions."12,

Project staff apparently decided that the Middle school (i.e. Ades 6-9)

should become the) logical focus of their efforts. The reasons offered for this

appear to be three-fold.441.rst, a large fraction of inner Ai-5r youth do not

go on to attend, high school, and so efforts made At a later stage would be

too late. Second, by the time students reach high school, a deep antipathy

toward the study o° science has already dveloped, and so they will usually

not choose to take courses in science; and, third; even though many educators

agiee the junior high school years may be critical for stueezits, very,little

emphasis has been placed on developing procedures that improve instruction or

mo:Lernize curriculum at this level - particularly in science.

Tile proposil goes on to.,clearly emphasize its junior high school focus.

.0°
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i
For many ity youngsters, junior hig, school

, provides Ap only formal instruction in science

they receive.ii:,their lives!...it constitutes
quantatively the moin science they will

fgrmally encounter. 'e
, j

Project emphasis Waa.not solely upon, the direct rovement of

science instruction in the school,'butupon the-development of a model

program for training junior high school scienceteachers as well. The

intent was to both provide science teachers fdr the ew York City middle
i

schools, and to develop a training model With widespread Potential. The

then. Project Director, interviewed for an article about PCS, indicated

.4

what the program's major concerns were: r

(- 4

First, we're doing in!ervice twining of teachers
who. are alriiay in the schools. Second,. we're

designing a training program for the whole next
,generatiOn of junior high school teachers. Third,

were working to analyze instructional problems and

devise systeM-wide'solutions. ....Over the long run,

(the Director) can envision Project City Science ,

helping to effect a new kind of science teaching...
I;,Project City Science succeeds, and if it is
dupliCated in other cities, in ten years we-could

re lace up to 40 percent'with a cadre Of science

teachers trained for'the job... What we want to
develop is a desigg that can be used in city schools
'throughout the country, something that ,can be adopted

quickly by other universities and other school districts.
14

3. "Project GOals

Since the funding provided for Phase II of the project was substantially

less than thal originally reqnestedla revised proposal was submitted to NSF

by New York UhiversiAy restating what was to to accomplished. The goals

of the 'project had changed very little, though the revised proOsal notes

.that:
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Atthe'level of funding (provided)...it will not
be possible to accomPlith (them) as rapidly as

originally
'"2

ppposed or with the same probability

of success.

Nonetheless, the proposal clearly states that:

The main purpose of Project City Science remains unchanged:
to improve intermediate and junior high school
teaching in New York City and to'learn something
in the process that will be useful to colleagues -

in other urban areas... (Program cutbacks would be)

undertaken using-three criteria:

1) the projedt's chief characteristics must be preserved.
These include utilizing a cooperative and functionally
comprehensive approach, keeping the school district as
the chief unit of attention, being knowledge-
generating and making and keeping long-term commitments.

These features were to be regarded as more crucial than

extensiveness and magnitude.

2) Those activities most' likely to lend themselves to
institutionalization should be-favored. To insure

continuing reform, this must be sought in the
university; school, and community setting.

3) Whatever is to be undertaken must contribute to
the development of a concrete, describable, visible

entity or product that has disseminttion caRabilities.lu

While the Phase I aspect of the project that was initially funded dealt

with 16 separate areas, the revised proposal submitted for PhaseII functionally

reduced these to four areas in which a major effort would be Cbacentratee:

At the level, of fUnding now available, the project

will work toward the achievement offour definite products.

These are: 1) two. odel districts; 2) a unique pre-

service program; 3) a research and evaluation institfite;,

4) a strategy model for change and iastitutionalieation.'"

The developmentof these fdur "products," then, is set forth as the

major goal of the current phase of the program with whiCh this evaluation'

is concerned. The report will attempt to clarif)y tie aatickp!Vr'outcomes of

each of the four major aspects of the PCS program ,and comment on the effectivenesi
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of the effort the project staff has moun.,ed to attaiii them:* In

analyzing these effortSTals useful to keeP-i:Ciiiiiid the major

problems that the proposers'of Project City Science felt PCS was

created to address:

Assuming, then, that tnere is an especially
urgent need to improve science instruction during
the transition years, what are the particular
problems that must be solved or at least
ameliorated? The 1974/proposal.exp4citly
claised, and Project eicli&iefice has subsequently
suirted; that three exist:

teacher
preservice, and inservice, to prepare science
teachers to deal effectively with the early
adolescent child,in the inner-city situation.

` (2) A continuing reliance on Science programs
that do; not reflect sufficiently what has been
learned in the last decade or so about science
curricula and new approaches to teaching science.

(3) A scarcity of systematic knowledge about
the age group and about what conditions and
techniques best promote an interest in a learning
of science at that age andin inner-city circumstances.

Implicit in the proposal and accentuated by '

Project experience is a fourth problem: The failure

on all sides to identify, organize, and bring to bear
in a coordinated way the not inconsiderable material
and human resources of the state, city, district schools,)

univefsitie and community at large. Related to this

is the p lem of establishing a self-sustaining

syst or continuing reform rather than merely,

instituting this or that imprOvement, regardless of
how alluring a-given reform seems to be in the short
run, or however such desired by one or the other`agenCy

or institution.I''

As clearly demonstrated by the text cited above, the four components
0

of the project were created as a meads of responding to the problem areas

defined. Those problems center around the need for improved teacher

* For a clear and brief definition of the goals of each
of. themrogram, the reader is referred to Appendix 0,
the revised proposal submitted by New York University
Science FOundation.

24

of these four areas

which is taken from

to the National
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training, setter instructional practices, a more informed research
0

4

effort, and an improvement in the way resources are brought to bear

on difficulties that have been defined.

As will eviaeut .,nroughout, the evaluators feel the most equitable

practice in stating project objecttges and clarifying intent, is to

allow the. documentation to speak for itself. Summarizing the overall

purpose of Project City Science, the following excerpt from Progress

Report #11,seemato offer the most concise explanation of both the

immediate and long term purposes of the program:

.o

As stated in the Project City Science revised proposal
for refunding, the Project is committed to the
establishment of four products: two model districts,
a unique Preservice Program, a research institute
for the study of inner-city science, and a well-
articulated model for change and institutionalization.
Furthermore, activities undertaken which fallunder,
each of these rubrics would be ones which lend them-
selves to visible.entities with dissemination
capabilities. Clearly, from'its Inception the Project
has had a wide scope in'mind, with the hope of having
its model for educational reform adopted by other
major universities and their neighboring school systems

' throughout'the nation. Indeed, this notion is contained
in the phrase, mission-oriented Projedt. To accomplish
broad goal calls for communication with university
researchers and adiinistrators and the adgnistrative
and teaching personnel of school systems.

The Proposers of the Project as can be seen from the language'of the

1.
above quotation, set very important goals Tor the program.- The Pr9ect

had high expectations for what it could accomplish in its immediate

environment - the schools of New York City. Beyor0 that, the hope was

to establ sh models and assemble data that would be'of interest and use

to she br er community of science educators.
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As.noted edrlier, the PCS Project Director-beiiev, that the

program could ;help "effect a new kind of science teaching." Each of the

foui major components of the program was intended to meet not only

local,, but broad, long -term goals. A CBTE document filed With the State

of New York described the preservice program as follows:

The preseiliice Intermediate School Teaching
.

.:,'14Program is taking form, acquiring character

and before long should. have established, itself
nation as the highest quality program of

fr

its kind.

Similarly high expectations were held for each of the remaining

major components of the program:

Dissemination: ti

. We're disseminating Viet we learn. Eitbatualy
we'll haveed national network of city school
systems that-have access to wilat'we've developed_
and we'll have documentation foethem:to go to

5

.7

Model DiatrIcts:

Research:

We propose to have Within three years two school
districts operating in such a way'as to stand as
visible, visitable examples of what/can be attained
even iarthe face of21nner city economic and
political problems.

A'comprehensive reseh program to analyze
instructional probliems and offer broad solutions

-(.l,s part of the program). 'The intent is to
des*g,ia lasting mechanism that will begin to bake
headway in generating systematic knowledge about
the science./earnidg of early adpleseents in the

1...



inner city situation and also about how to
achieve scienq teaching in the inner
city schodld.

The.task the Project sought to undertake was'a serious and

difficult one. The goals set were broad in scope and oftsn quite

complex in dimension.* Even following two years of experience and

facing a reduced budget, the Project leadership appeared to feel the

accomplishment of the major goals originally set for PCS remained, within

_each.

D. Evaluation Plan and Procedures

The assessment of Project City Science addressed itself to the major

priority of the program, the effort to imprOve science instruction in the

urban intermediate school environment. The evaluation followed a

"responsive" approach pioneered by Stake and otherekt the University of

In a responsive evaluation, considerable emphasis is placed

upon close observation of the program being conducted and continuous

'interaction with project staff and others participating in its functions

at served'by them. Primary attention is giveh to the activities and

.

communications of the project, identification of major issues related to

these activities, and the collection of relevant data upon which

judgments can be based.24

To accomplish these purposes, the evaluators 'employed a design

sed of four basic elements: A program'of regularly planned observations, a

series of interviews conducted with key participants, the collection of

*ppendix P offers the full set of Project goals and a list

of attendent activities related to these gbals, drawn from the

pmposal submitted by PCS.to implement Phase II.
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questionnaire and survey data, and a thorough review of Project

documentation. -Once the design had been developed, an advisory

panel was formed to offer the evaluation team an outside perspective.

The advisory panel consisted of Drs. J. Myron Atkin, Jerome Notkitand

Vincent Reed. 'They provided the evaluators with expertise in the

areas of program assessment, science education, and school administration.

Members of the panel visited PCS field;sites, observed and interacted with

Project staff at NYU, and consulted with the evaluation team at regular

intervals.

The program of,planned observations constituted an element of major

importance in the conduct of the evaluation. It included regular visits

to classes conducted for pre-service interns at the University, monitoring

PCS staff meetings and attending meetings of smallergroups of Project

staff. Evaluation team members were also in attendance at several

conference's where Project personnel discussed 'activities or presented

papers. Observations were also conducted at all Project field sites on

a regular'basis. Observation visits were not confined to members of the

evaluation team. A balanced set of visits by science educators working

at the college level, science supervisors from the public schools, and

classzooth science teachers was also arranged. Observation protocols

containing evaluative comments or written reports were requested of all

observers.* Observations were conducted throughout the course of the

evaluation and observers were seat to both University and public school

classrooms. Some videotaping of instruction in the schools was also

conducted.

*Appendices F-H represent a summary of these reports.
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An equally extensive effort was made to continuously interview those

connected. with the-Project. Interviews were conducted with all Project

staff, interns and school personnel over a two year period. Both structured

and informal interview procedures were employed. A number of interviews

were taped to allow a more accurate and reflective'appraisai of views

expressed. In addition to those immediately involved'in the Project,

interviews were conducted with New York University officials, members of the

United Federation or Teachers, PCS advisory panel members, NSF officials, and

various school district and Board of Education personnel.

Questionnaire and survey data were collected from pre-service interns,

on-site coordinators, teachers and administrators in the public schools,

PCS Advisory board members, metropolitan New York and other selected

colleges, recipients of Project publications, former PCS staff members,

interns who had dropped out of the program, and all recent and former

Project graduates. A case study was also conducted of the PCS involvement

in another school district during its initial twoiye*e,of operation. The

bulk of the data referred to above are presented in Appendix Q. of the

full report.

The last major element of the evaluation consisted of an ongoing

assessment of all Project communication. This effort focused heavily upon

Project publications, particularly the Progress Reports, but also included

the original and revised proposals for funding, Advisory Board minutes, .

internal correspondence,
courseoutlines, papers presented at conferences,

communications to staff and school officials, agenda for staff meetings, and

a variety of external correspondence dealing with Project concerns.

23
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The data collected from all these sources were presented and

discussed at evaluation team meetings. The results formed the basis

for planning successive stagesof the evaluation.. In terms of the

views which are offered, the evaluators make no claim to infallibility.

We cat only state that we heiNe attempted to insure that the important

observations we offer are well supported. We believe they represent

an accurate picture of the Project but'understand that others, including

the PCS staff, will find points of disagreement. As we have noted, the

methodolOgy which was employed placed a heavy emphasis upon the collection

of observation, interview, and survey data. 'The conclusions we have

reached have been extrapolated from such data with care exercised to

be sure that they were confirmed moremore thad-one source. It As our

sincere hope that what has been assembled Will prove of some use to the

Project staff and others interested in making similar efforts.

5'

00
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II:Operation of the Project
41W

A, Staffing and Organization

As we have noted earlier, the accomplishments of the Project have

been limited by the size of the staff that was available. The problem

this posed was not confined to staff size alone. That is, it moved beyon14

the sheer limitations of numbers to present further co lications in regard

to the variety of talents and skills that were available. In a project

that was working in as complex and demanding, an environment as this one,

there was a constant need for a diversity of insight and understanding

that was necessarily limited in so small a faculty. Given the ambitious

intent of the pro:gram, it seemed that the scope of the talents needed

was always broader than that which was availablt.

To point to such limitations is not to offer an implied criticism

of-the professional ability of the-staff that was employed. Admittedly,

the ambitious goals of the Project did place a premium upon the intelligent

0

hiring of staff and a careful match-up-of their skills to the tasks

that needed to be-performed. ,eat issue should not be avoided and min-

,be addressed in a later section. What is alluded to here_is the simple .

lack of human resources and the restrictions that posed for a project

with such a diverse set of expectations. The Project had available to

it the eguialent of three full time faculty positions. In attempting

to meet the many demands upon them,-these postions were at various times

spread out over as few as six and as many as nine part-time faculty

members. While that met the need to expand the set of skills available,

it left each member of the staff with other sets of responsibilities,that

I.

c.
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Xgoluired their attention.

Faculty members 'working on the Project were to be released from

an equivalent portioh of their normal responsibilities. It is not

easy to determine precisely the set of responsibilities of which Project

staff was relieved. The number of faculty in.the Department of Science .

Education had been dedreasing for ievera14ears. Because of this, it is .

hard to determine how many persons were needed to conduct the normal business

of the department, aside fronhe concerns of the Project. The separation

between the Project and the department was nor. clear: In certain ways this

was intended and necessary. To accomplish the intent of institutionalization the

lack of separation was good, but in practice it meant that the remaining

staff had to conduct all the'ongoing business of the department alocwell as

that of the Project. The organizational strain Was obvious and was noted by

PCS staff. It frequently appeared that PCS was added on to the normal set of

departhaental responsibilities, with key staff members assuming heavier loads

to accomodate the needs of the Project rather than being relieved of other

'tasks.
S I

Because ofthe lack of sufficient resources, there was a considerable

premium on skillful organization, administrative leadership, and inter-

departmental cooperation.. Ii the opinion of a number of like former and

some of the present staff `members, these important 'conditions were not

Always satisfactorilyMet (See Appendix J). Much of the inter-department

effort that was planned never came about. A portion of this was due to

conditiOns at the University, discussed earlier. This, however, cannot account

for the almost complete lack of cooperation from other departments.

.'\.
L



Certainly, a part of the lack was also due to the barriers to

cooperation which normally exist between departments. A certain

resistance to such efforts, particularly when they are under the

aegis of a single unit, could have been anticipated. A.reasonable

41.

Plan or design for dealing with such territoriality was necessary, but

apparently did not exist. That represented a failure of foresight on

the part of leadership, thereby denying the staff some much-needed help.

The Project was also. handicapped by changes in administrative

leadership. The influence of such changes cannot be fully evaluated, and

it would be wrong to attribute more to them than is reasonable. Nonetheless,,

such changes at important junctures can and do have important consequences.

The actual shift in leadership often is preceded by a period in which the

impending change JO anticipated, and the complete attention of neither the

incumbent nor the incoming leadership is fully available. That can be

disruptive, as can the normal change in leadership style and emphasis. In

the case of PCS, the staff operated for a year with a Project,Director who

was present only two days a week. 'Thus, to the complication of a change irk

leadership was added the need for a certain division of administratiVe

responsibility. That too provided some difficulty. Beyond this, since

the Project was predicated upon an evolving definition of roles, it may

not have been prey fired organizationally to handle the types of problems

it encountered.

After the New York City crisis (and perhaps again after the change

in leadership), there appeared a need to reprgahize; find new resources,

k

b.

A
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and use the s aff in different ways. That this wanot done seems, in

retrospect, tunate. Surely the,climate in and around the Project

at that time had changed drastically It was no longer clear that the

original goals remained within reach, but it seems certain that they were

not attainable in the same way or to the same degree that had initially

been planned. That an extensive reassessment of purpoSe was not conducted

should not be overstated as a fault. Consideridg the extent of the crisis,

one could reasonablysconclude thatthe PCS staff responded well enough

to have survived ,and remain a viable force after it was over. Still, the

choice was possfOrer:---

For the benefit of those attempting future effort of this type,
,

it may be useful to consider'what alternatives.were available under the

circumstances. It would seem that the best *counselOhatMight be offered

a, project staff facing changes as extensive as those which confronted PCS

r

would be.a recommendation to consider a thorough reorganization' Tnis would

include a complete re-examination of purposes, and of the structures that

had been created to accomplish them. It simply does not seem appropriate

to continue applying a construct which had been created during one period

to a circumstance for which it may no longer be appropriate. It could. be

that the superior course of action in such an instance would consist of /

simply marking tine *die reassessing what is possible.

We believe that such a course or action Mould have benefited:Project City

Science. It is not that the failure to employ it emptied the Project of

purpose or direction. The staff continued to do useful things. There is a

3
,



real possibility, however, that allowing the staff to remain fully

0 engaged throughout the(crisis was a mistake. PCS offered the Ichools

a welcome service but at the possible expense of denying its* staff

a.

the time they needed to consider how to redirect their own efforts. A

4

temporary halt might have allowed the PCS staff to react better to the

changed circumstances and to even find means -of capitalizing upon some

of the-unique opporfUniiies-these changes may have provided.
.,

We noted earlier our concern about the Project staff".13 tendency to

set goals4at such an unreachable level that the practical operation of the

program was conducted without real reference to them. The Project appeared

to move increasingly into an informal mode-where the relationship betwe94
,

'behavior and purpose was notalways clearly charted. The crisis described would

appear to have reinforced that tendency. A temporary halt would have

provided one means of rectifyllig the problem, allowing the staff to plan a

better fit la-4eenat was intended and what now remained possible'

B. Modifications
0

In an Earlier evaluation (See,Appendix AF), we noteda)modificationCof,the

,Project in which Vie formal model for institutionalization and change was

apparently' deemphasized,and the disseminatibn effort expanded to replace it.*

The shift in emphasis may have been dictated by, a number of changes in the

climate;of the project at that time, though there is little record of conscious

.4, 7

0.
S.

4

0 S .

0 . S
t

*As will be shown in a later section the change model 'was not completely

abandoned. Attempts t9 formally apply it were drdoontinded but some

elements of t} e' effort stiil'reMained:

t
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planning. At that same time, however, the Project faced another set
,z.41.41(

of circumstances which didseem to demand that important modifications

be made. Having shaped its design ansubmitted_an accompanying budget

for the conduct of Phase II of its effort, the PCS staff found itself

confronted with a fifty peicent reduction in the funding that had-been

sought. One would haWexpected an adjustment in some of the broad aims

Of the Project which would have corresponded to the new set of realities

dictated by so severe a cut. In our qpinion; thiddid not happen.

The Project staff'sought to make its adjustment mainly in one

dimension, that of reducing the number of schogl districts with which they

proposed to work. The revised proposal'sent to NSF noted the need to "reduce
a

°staff and to eliminate or cut back certain activities." It goes on to

7/-
indicate,, however, that the major modification would be to substitute

"intensity for extension," expla/ningthat Project staff would work in

two school rather than the'fourthat had been originally proposed.

What they did not atteIt was to reassess the broad ambitions of the Project

and whether or not they could still be accomplished. Thatdecision seems

crucial. In retrospect, It appears that the.Project:staff did not give

sufficient thought to how the budget cuts would affect their ability to perform

a number of the digicult tasks to which they had committed themselves.* The

reduction was dristiC. The analysis of what was now possible need& to be

conducted at a level proportionatl to:those redUctions. It was necessary

*What was at issue was not only whether such tasks could be accomplished

.but the quality with which they would be performed. Manyremained
wlthin reach, but not at the same level of performance. i

3G.
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tO determine whether the outs were slich that they would influence not

only the number of locations but the actual scope of the problems the

Project could address.

It surely seems that the inflmOlUe the cuts would have on the central

purposes of the Project was underestiMated. This_may have.had results

that continue to seriously hamper the effectiveness with which a number

of Project activities could be Conducted. One example of this, preitiously

45eferred to, was-the impact of reductions in the total number of%staff
.

anticipated in the initial planning. Such reductions had an expanding

influence on the whole operation of the Project. That influence hadsto

intensify when initial objectives were nbt satisfactorily adjusted.
4

.

As one begins to circumscribe the number of staff who will be available,

it becomes clear- that what is -lost aMounts, to something more than mere

faculty positions. There is a decrease in the scope of the interaction

that is possible, the-diversity of ideas exchanged, and the capacity of the

staff to excite each other's interest and inspire fresh activity. In

brief, the budget restriction posed more than a simple case of reducing

the services that could be offered. The inner vision of the Project was

itself affected.

It seems that two possible modifications could have been entertained

at this point. One would have been a reconsideration of earlier objecti;res.

lc... That would involve a reorderidg,of,overall aims and not simply the working

environments. A, second consideration would have been the launching of a

concerted effort aimed at making up for the loss of faculty. This would

have included contacting other souroes of help within the University to
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find. constructive ways to fill anticipated gaps, in the project created

by reduced funding. Thus,-one of two alternatives would hive been

expected: either a restriction of the original scope of the Proje0t, or

efforts .to find alternative means of performing functions that would

otheMse be detrimentally affected. Efforts at adjustment *ere made,

N
but not ata level consistent with the budget restrictions that had been

imposed. It seems that the ftoject staff simply miscalculated its own needs

by assuming they could attempt what had. originally been intended even
Y

when faced with such a grievous reduction in funding.*

4

C. SUbport for Implementation

Thini9cating a discussion of this type, the evaluators feel compelled

to emphaiize the intense difficulty faced-by a project working actively in

the schools. Much of what takes place in education conspires against

risk- taking. Funded programs," operating in that same milieu, are far from exempt.

It is easy to fail when these are is many elemeryts over whibh no real control

_can be,exetted: The broader .the influence that is soyght, the greater the risk.

It becomes increasingly dimple to haVe impor4.4 things go wrong. The

possibilities fOr interpersonal,disharmony are greatly multiplied when-
. . ,

one adds the variable of inter-inslitutional codperation. Conflicts can erupt both

within and between staffs. Inexperienced interns or faculty can use bad

'judgment that reduces or hinders Ptoject acceptance. The prospects for

failures are numerous.
.

.40/in PCS staff has neerred to the newt to achieve a "critical mesa" in

reference to its research effort. The term is lacking in specific'

meaning but the idea it attemp4s tO convey is applicable in regard to

the pool of faculty talent that Projects such as this require.
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At the interpersonal level, this Project has handled its relationships

with the schools quite well. The districts in which they are currently

working want them to return. Their efforts are generally respected and their.

relationships remain positive. This is no small accomplishment and it

has left the Project in a position where it can continue to work with and

influence instruction in the schools.

In managing its field relationships as-well as it has, the Project

staft.has not had a great deal, of'exterCal support. As"pointed'out earlier,

some portion of this may be their own'fault in not overcoming the inertia and

resistance of other departments at NYU.. The University leadership, however,

P.?

14g not been of great aid in this endeavor. As at other universities, much is

offered in the way of verbal support. University administration expresses the

desire to see its staff involved in the community and offering aid. The

individual reward structure for fekulty and the broad university support

systems, however, say otherwise.* From the level of Dean on downward there

appears to have been insufficient appreciation-of what was done, or support

for what was being attempted. While prepared to acknowledge the Project's

importance, little in the way. of either material or moral support was offered.

Despite the rather clear nature of the'nee4 for University support*implicit in

the-proposal, the Project appeared to be verymuch'on its oWn. Not ever

its success in managing its,field relationships so skillfully seemed

appreciated or,much valued. In many/ways, the University leadership seemed

unaware or the opportuhity that PCS represented. That opportunity, in our

. 4

*The University continues to apply a'one-dimensional rewakd System that s

honor% publicatiOn as the sole activity meriting either tenure or promotion.

Right or wrong, such a system militates against extenside efforts of-this tybe..

k

'/
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opinion,Aent well blyond the confines of science education.' It .

included a broad potential for worki1ng in the pchools, and with other

community agencies. In any event, less seemed offered in the way of

support_than would have been expected. Outside of what was funded, little.
was provided. It is difficult to see what:the University contributed to the

Project's efforts to accomplish its major objective. In that respect, it

seems that University leadership was far better,ierved by what Project City

Science offered them than by what they offered in return.- .:

41,

4
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III. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT: THE OVERALL PROJECT

A. Funding Implications

The evaluation team has stated at several points its belief in the

'usefulness of this Project. Itvould seem appropriate to clarify and

expand upon that belief, particularly in the light of some of the criticisms

that haye been offered. PCS constitutes an important effort. On a broad

level it represents an attempt on the )art of the funding agency to-determine

the efficacy of concentrating resources, focusing upon the support of_large

scale efforts rather than a series of smaller ones. The final estimate of

such an outcome will take some years to determine. It is unclear at this

point whether this Project will continue, or if it does, precisely what form

it will take. Time alone will allow a determination of the Project's long°range

success in finding its own sources of funding and establishing its importance

as a voice for science education.

One can, even at this juncture, however, offer some estimate of:the

reasonableness of such a funding apprOach. The, evaluators, from their present

vantage point (and we admit there are important limitations-to what we cai

now see), believe that experience of this Project raises some important

.
questions which need to be considered when funding major endeavors such as

this. On the one hand, the value of supporting projectswith the broad

capability 'of a PCJ is recognized. That support allowed things to be attempted

that thirty smaller projects could not have done. On the other hand, the PCS

effort has given reason to believe that such large scale attempts often bring

with them problems that axe not easy to overcome. For example, when one

'launches-an effort of this magnitude, it seems that it almost inevitably

4
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. .

results in the creation of a complex or sophisticated model. Such models

are, by their very nature,` often at variance with the systems into which their

proposers seek to have them introduced. They are also efforts whose actual

functioning often depends upon a partnership, but which have usually been

exclusively conceived and developed by only one of the partners--the university.

As noted in our earlier evaluation (See Appendix A), the inherent inequality of

such partnerships frequently results in inter-institutional working arrangements

that frustrate attempts at making permanent change. These twin dangers seem

general, and future funding should be predicated upon a clear demonstration that

they have been considered and that compensation has been made for their

disruptive potential. ,

-As is obvious, an orgami ion such as NSF must make a number of

.important decisions ab t how funds should be allocated. Discoveries about the

limitations of a particui0. type of funding in no way indicate a failure.'

Such egorts allow important understandings to be reached and thus,

irrespective of results at the operational level, something of value will

be learned from projects such as this. In regard to the funding of programs

d

with broad intent, we believe the potential limitations we have noted above are

serious and require attention. While we fully support what has been attempted"

through the PCS venture, believing it an effort that should have been made,

we are not at all convinced that we would 'recommend that other such efforts

be fundei without assurancethat some of the related problems have been

confronted, and dealt with.
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Project City Science is.important at a number of'other levels and

these also need.to be examined. The Project has provided an opport

discover the extent to which large urban school districtd can be

influenced, and whether different teacher training models can produce unique

and even transportable results. As in the Case of funding procedures,

what can be learned is not limited to a narrow definition of "success."' What

the evaluation is seeking to determine is not simply how well a particular

aspect of the Project has succeeded, but what has been learned and how

effectively it has been reported. Inpsuch a vqNiew, even "failures" that lead

to the raising of significant questions are valuable.

Because this is so, the evaluators have chOsen not to shrink from a

A
critical examination of issues both large and small in regard to this Project.

As will be evident, we feel PCS has fallen short of its expectations at a

number of levels. Nonetheless, the attempts, if openly examined by either the

evaluators or the PCS staff, constitute an important part of the learning

that can evolve. The danger we have tried to avoid is that of excusing the

Project's failure to add to our knowledge by pointing to the hardships it

1

faced or by focusing upon the nobility of the effort. That would be unfair

to both the effort made and the results intended. The Project accepted the

serious responsibility of attempting to further inform the science education 0

community on a number of,important issues. The evaluators have attempted to

give that charge the serious attention it deserves.

B,' Instructional Methodology

.
How effective is the clasSroom instructional model the Project is seeking

to see implemented? We believe the Project has. not made a significant

contribution in this regard. Little that would add to the depth of our
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understanding about the effectiveness of the "hands-on" approach, or

that would improve our use of it, has been reported. It has not been the

subject of serious research, Or even extensive reflection by the staff. To

a large extent, Project personnel seemed to begin and conclude their efforts with

the assumption that such an approach was implicitly superior. Far too little

was done to explore those asstimptions in any detail or to offer supporting

'evidence.

One of the real problems;witha "hands-00 approach is that students often

bring to it a personal agenda that is non-lesson related. They come to the

experience which has been prepared by the teacher with their own social and

psychological needs. At least some.of these Will be directly contrary to. the

intent and the requirements of the learning that is being offered. Under such

circumstances, the very structure of the "hands-on" approach can invite a

'conflict of purpose. Subtle responses and adjustments need to bb made by

teachers. The difficulties inherent in the approach must be candidly assessed,

' analyzed and dealt with, not ignored. Too much of "hands-on" teaching is built

upon-an assumption that interest and the need to learn will so far outweigh other

considerations, that those considerations do not really require serious

attention. There is far too little evidence that thisls so, and,the entire

approach needed to be explored rather than given an a priori acceptance.

Itsis generally acknowledged that this teaching method rests upon the

"intellectual, curiosity or at least the interest of the student. What is not

so easily seen is the great difficulty involved in instructing teachers in its

use. Its is hard to understand exactly how one is "trained" in such an approach.
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It has to be experienced, understood, eveallived by the teacher before it can

be.passed on to anyone else. Personal acts of discovery are just that; if the

teachers have not themselves experienced suchacts with considerable frequency,

they are ill-equipped to guide students.in making them. This is as true for

the university teacher as it is for the intern. Too often trainees attain the

vocabulary without having experienced the''process either deeply or often enough.

Worse, they are'left unaware that thiis so.

..

That PCS did not entirely offercome the dilemma posed by this instructional

approach is attested to by the relative infrequency'-6f -its use. Tne evaluatdis
.

did lot observe a great deal of "nands-on" instruction anywhere, including the

university classrooms. Some eighty to ninety percent of what was observed at

NYU was teacher lecture or group discussion. It was not common to see the

teaching model so often spoken of actually practiced. Tne field experience

was roughly similar with regard to the frequency of "::ands -on" instruction

observed. Observers in the schools,to a large extent saw a practical rein-

forcement of the instructional model most frequently practiced at the

\ university. The.PCS staff itself lacked7a mastec teacher who could demonstrate

the model in sufficient variety and detail. Moat of the instruction viewed was

quite traditional in nature - an observation shared by the majority of visitors

to either Project field sites or NYU Asses. (See Appendices F-H)

b Perhaps if the approach had been more intensely examined and its possibil-

ities more closely explored, greater use of it might have been seen. If the

PCS staff had from the beginning treated "hands-on" as hypothesis to be tested,

more of importance could have been learned about the specific Conditions under

which it does or does not work.* By assuming that it was the best instructional

*A number of-science teachers in the schools in which PCS was located consistently
reflected the view that as an instructional method, "hands-on" was more suitable for
able students. Views such as that needed to be systematically examined, probably
by the research arm of the Project. Unfortunately, they were not.
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intervention mailable, PCS has left the science education community with the

same questions, the same lack of lo;iPwledge, and the same gaps in Its under-

standing. Tbo little has been learned from five years of project experience in

this regard.

-C. -University - School_Interrelationships

The schools serve a number of important purposes,,and balancing thed

always ;Asents,a problem. The socialization function of the school vies with

the educational, and often a real conflict is posed. .Teachers, sometimes uncon-
.

ciously, struggle to maintain what is in their-view -a reasonable balance-. Students

are increasingly peer, group oriented, and place great premiUms upon the need to
7

be liked and accepted. Thus the social aspects of school life compete wish, the

4

acadelhic fol. the student's time. and energy. Some ,of the methods posed by teacher-,

'training institutions implicitly require a considerable increase in the degree'of

socializing allowed. Teachers resist this, and p4haps they should. There are,

some deep and vital questions here that need identification and discussion. The

university too often moves directly to answers Tether, than explorations, neatly

ignoring some of the,real problems. The schOols, which have to deal with

.consequences, can afford no such luxury. The larger'educational community needs

to fade the fact that schools ignore the advice of university teachers and re-
,.

searchers not because they are ignorant, recalcitrant, or both, but because

they dp not )elieve the real issues are being addressed. That, belief may not

be as inaccurate'as critics of. the schools would prefer to think.

-Part of the difficulty is thattew formal mechahismsfhave been established

that would facilitate a real exchange of ideas between the school and the

university. PCS attempted to create such a link in the form of an on-site cd-

ordinator. This diChot prove to be a completely satisfactory mechanism. The

4
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coordinators' profepsional standing did not seem strong enough for members

of either institution to utilize them for such a purpose. That would have

required more teaching and/or supervisory experience than most persons who

filled that positiori possessed. Their'status appeared to leave them ili-

equipped to address institutional differences with authority, as several of

the coordinators.themselveg pointed out.* A corresponding difficulty was posed

by the fkt that three of the eight coordinators this year were employees of

the public schools. Due to the nature of their responsibilities, the degree of

interaction with PCS faculty appeared extremely limited and little was done to

use any of them effectively as a liaison between school and university:

In the absencelof an effective mechanism, resistenee to implementation
A

efforts is likely to persist. The schools continue to offer opposition and those

A

in the university continue to offer convenient explanations for the refusal of

others to adopt their ideas. To accept their explanations would require the

belief that the reasons for rejection are almost always unsound. That seems

unlikely, and so deeper causes need to be sought. While teachers do not always

take the time to offer a formal analysis; the constant refusal to adopt a particular

approach should be viewed as something more than simple obstructionism on their

part. There'may be a basic flaw,in lipstis being suggested, a real conflict

between it and the environment into which its incorporatn is be ng sought.

The responsibility ..:or discovering the conflict lies with the uni ersity; not

the school. Since the university advocates the suggested change, the corresponding-1'

obligation of demonstrating the proof that the change has virtue remains thefts.

*It appeared obvious tlo several of the coordinators that in their capacity

as key implementers of change in the schools, they were often not taken

seriously by either group.those in the University or the schools.

4 7
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It Is an obligation Which has not frequently been accepted - indeed

one that often appears to have been studiously avoided. It is a simpler task

to condemn the schools, attributing the lack of acceptance to their extreme

conservatism rather than the university's refusal to give up such comfortable

rationalizatiohs and seek deeper, structural courses.

There are two conservatiems at work here, but only,one is generally

identifiedi The university has for_too long been expert at identifying the

resistance to change in other institutions while remaining blindlto its own entrenched

patterns. It remains too tolerent of behavior. that is comfortably self-serving,

ezi>

but has proven neither productive nor fruitful. PCS has been prey to this

problem. The Project began with a heavy field emphasis.' In the beginning, in-

service workshops were conducted in the schools, and university faculty made,

'frequent visits to field sites. Over the duration of the tiveoyear funding
41)

period, howeYer, one can chart an increasing withdrawal of the faculty to'the

IctMfines of ithe university campus. This seems part of a larger pattern for

such programa. The staff begin with an emphasis upon working in the field. but

increasingly yield to the temptation to return to an environment in which they

feel most comfortable,* There is a pattern of gradual withdrawal from what was

the central arena of intended activity. During the last year of this Pioject,

there were increasing complaints about the non-availabil:ty of even the on-site

coordinators in the schools. Thus one is witness to the retreat first of

'front line university facity, Yellowed by what Would constitute second

staff.** The schools note such withdrawal with more than passing,intere

1.

*The lack of power, authority and status within the schools are probably
important factors in the gradual reduction of the university presence.
The capacity to 'influence always seems greater when viewed frail afar.

** The coordinators were not considered faculty.

4 3



That they draw appropriate conclusions about whether the university's ideas

are workable in their environment, cannotlbe doubted.

The universities, thus, have their own problems to overcome. They often

employ a one-dimensional approach for dealing with the schools that is in-

consistent with their expectation*s of a flexible response. While the problem

referred to above requires resolution, the overall dilemma is far from unique

to this Project: That it was not overcome is not surprising. It is not noted.'

as a special flaw but as part of a constant and continuing limit to innovative

efforts initiated at the university level. Those employed there need to take

'a broader 'and more embracing view of the university's own conservatism, its re.

4

sistance mechanisms, and its hostility to modifying long ingrained practices.

They need, in short, a fax more sophisticated approach to attempts at cooperative

interaction with other institutions than they currently possess.

The interfacing of institutions is a complex and demanding process,

requiring an understanding of institutional behaviors, ana.the development

of distinct strategies or approache. The NSF would be well to requ'ini

a demonstration of such an understanding (andja well-designed plan to put it

into effect) from any outside institution seeking funds to implement programs

- in the schools. Tnis Project Made reference to-an institutional cnange model

in its proposal, bunever appeared to take it seriously enough to formally

plan and apply it. EVen then, the model was t "other-institution" oriented;

reflecting an ethnocentrism that was ill- pped to deal with the full set of

problems inherent in such inter-institutional arrangements. the scope of

what was.being considered, 'PCS took too little account of the types of resistances

'40



they were bdudd to encountOr. Even less thought was given to these to

0
,which t ey themseives'miggt prove susceptible. The result was that the

impleMentation e ort was at best uneven, frequently uninformed.

D. ,Effecting Chaige

The Project had, as part of its design, the calculated u e-6- key in-

dividuals who were, to serve as agents of change in the schools. PC3 had

,

' assigned this role in different ways toboth.its on-site coordinators (OSC's)

and its interns: The'strategy seemed to be-to,work at changing_conaitions

in the schools by skillfully employing, the talents of individuals filling

those ,two roles. The 0We, being professionally more experienced, were

4
generally.pharqed wittgreater responsibility in this regard.

-vBased on obseivation and interview data,a. reconsideration of who
°

vduld serve best as the agents of change,is suggested. The evaluators would
Tr

.

urge that the PCS'ataff contemplate training school personnel to fill this'role.

In particular,0we.woUld sudeat working with administrators at the building

level, and science cootdinafors .(or other key personnel) from the central office:

-w,r,r54

There is a need t& interact witnthesei'indiVidusli and discuss questions of

,

deeper edUcational significance. their ova .admission, school administrators
A

have all too little opportunitf to do this. They need to be invited in as jpint

/ ,

partners: co-planners of. key Project efforts. They need to be consulted

about direction, 'and used iii a way which would help them see theMselves as

conscious agents of change, with a particular purpose and an accompanying

'plan in which they have confidence. This-will require developing a strategy

with them, and clearly defining iheir role: Including them in such planning

-would not only employ their talent and experience, but would.ipeovide the op-

portunity to inform and direct the key implementers of such a strategy. 'This



would appedr a more promising approachfthan-that which has been. attempted.

V
The training task is not an east one and needs to be carefully#Considered.

Tne resulting applidation would be far more direct, howeyer. Further, if it

proves workable, the potential dividends are-much greater. One can make a

real beginning at the development ofAel schools through such an approach.

These administrators have a large say in employing staff and often set the

standards for the school. Tneir normal institutional role allows them to

hire teachers,* thus using their positioi to improve the quality of the staff

and change the tenor of the scgol.

PCS appeared to believe that they could minister directly to what they

felt was` a. small, well defined population: -Ene junior high school science

,teachers. In retrospect, it does not appear that this was ever possible - at

I

least not ialthe way that was assumed. Tnese teachers are part of the total system.

They workvithin it not outside of it, and cannot be separately influenced in

the manner attempted. The whole system impinges on their day-to-day activity,

exacting from teachers a'behavior which conforms to the structural demands of

the school. In'some ways the Project staff seemed to know this, but in important

ways they did not act upon it. It was a fault in the design that was never

fully compensated for. T Le staff_ needed a better vehicle for making a fuller

impact upon the whole system. PCS could'have considered how to affect admin-

istrators and other teachers in order to infltience scieace instruction. They

chose the reverse route: attempting to- influence the system throUgh. its science

teachers. In'sucn competition to influence teacher behavior, the university

was badly overmatched. It would appear that attempting to use the.natural

,* Tais includes internal graduating from the PCS program who could presumably

- provide the foundation upon which revitalization could be built. As

.
noted in an earlier evaluation (Appendix B), the Project failed to give,

much attention to seeing that their graduates were so employed.

J'
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Structure of the system would have been a wiser course. It is possible

k
N that middle management, i.e. building administrators and subject area cootal:-

nators, are the most influential components in a large city bureauvacy. Their

tenure is often more permanent than that of eitner the teachers below them or

'those at the superintendent level and higher. TJey are.clearly more access-

ible,,and more time can be spent with them.* T.ey have tne capacity to more

directly influence actual classroom instructional.practices. That they were

aot worked with more closely seems to have 'been a major error. They appear to have

far more influence as potential change agents with both subordinates and super-

ordinates than those the Project Choose to use in this capacity.

Whether the PCS staff decides to usethe administrators in the manner

suggested or not, they must increase their interaction with theM. The full

burden of responsibility to effect change cannot be left to interns and to-

ordinators. These latter are potential instruments which the Project staff

and school administration might Well employ to help implement decisions which

have been jointly reached. Tney can serve an impbrtant purpose for the Ilroject

--if used this way. If the original role planned for coordinators ever had a

-

chance to work, it was dependent upon PCS employing exceptional individuals in

that capacity: master teachers whose demonstrated example was so strong it

could compel oth to reexamine their apPrbaches. The Project did not fill ,

these positions with such indiViduals.* That failure vitiated whatever

Oikelihoodof success might have existed. To a large extent, the Pro;ect operated

a

Teachets, particularly in large, an, opized school systems, tend to

_ leave immediately following the last pert and are rarely ayaildhle during

the 64y. Superintendents are generally far busy to give the problem of

classroom instruction the attention it requir s.

** Wnile the staff was able, they could not be described as master teachers

at least not within the realm in which the Project as working.'
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on the one had at too higha lever for meaningful change. and on the

other at too mundane a, level to be effective. Somehow middle managemedt(

personnel were too, little consulted or influenced, and on a day-tio-day

I

basis they are the ones who run the school system.

I
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I.

IV GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A. Vision

PCS represents an important and necessary attempt on the part of NSF

to support innovate educational efforts. Aside from the strengths or

4

weaknesses of this particular Project, the effort that nes been mate 17-

important. Educators have recognized that the.junior,high school has been

too long ignored. gany agree that it often represents a pivotal. point in

tne.1 fe.of students: a time in which vital decisions about their educational

future are being made. FOr all that educators acknowledge the importance of

junior high schools, little of practical significance has been done to address

or attempt to alleviate the problems so,often alluded to.
(

Project City SciAce represents an attempt to deal'directly with ong of

. the problems. The-orlg,inal concept was-sound and tne Project authors did not

avoid the reakoissues. .Tagy chose to work in the schooils, de

,

directly

with students and teachers, thus exposing the project to the risk of failure,

in exchange for placing tnemselves

That,risk was compounded since PCS

/
in a position wnerethey could\make an impact.,

choose .to work not only, at the junior high

school level, but within au inner 'city urban setting that was experienc

clining economic conditions,
incrqasingpopulaiion shifts., and-great prob

with teacher morale.
AC

der

ems

"04

The initial design for dealing withthese prOblems was audacious in'its

'

-vision. ,There were Sam drawbacks to tnat as will be noted in the next section;
fp

a conception so elated eventually needs to be translated into gnto cpncrete ac Lon,
,

and that can prove a stuMbling block. Nonetheless, in the initial stages, a

41
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grand vision of what can be accomplished needed to be offered. Such a

vision was provided. The design offered was prescient, anticipating Interests,

7 0

and pointing to ad,important policy dir4tion. What was proposed was bold

and imaginative. It pinpointed an area of need, and,ideatified the separate

resources which could be formed into an alliance to meet that need. The

implementation of such a design was a separate matter, requiring a different

set of skills. Translating theory into practice offers few guarantees. The

experience of Project City Science has demonstrated again the difficulty of

attaining objectives that are ambitious in scope and require major institutionaicd/

adjustments to accomodate them. The Project .,as far less successful in meeting

-
suchtobjectiNes, and some of that can be tied to the very breadth Of what was

envisioned in the original. plan.,

B. Scope

The evaluators believe that an excessively optimistic set of expectatiOns

was entertained by the Project staff. This was also alluded to by the evaluators

of Phase I of their effort.* A program that is overly ambitiousin its intent -

ambitious to tne point of being unrealistic - can end up in a state of organizational

confusion. Aiming high on the assumption that falling short will still result

in important achievements, is not always a positive attribute. It can result

\

in subverting. project planning by creating a level of illusion that confuses

program functionin,, leaving, the staff without clear direction. In such situa-

&ions a dichotomy is often introduced between statements of intended purpose

(which 'the staff begins to conceive of as ideals rataer than guides) and actual

behavior.- The result is that statements of purpose. and\actual behavior become

*
increasingly unrelated. 4

*The evaluation was conducted by the Center for Iribtruction, Researcn

and Curriculum gvaluation (CIRCE). 4ee PCS Progress Report 4.

5'5
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Suti a separation between thought and action appears to have been

an unintended outcome of this project. Based upon observer and interview

data, the connection between expressed Project purposes and 'actual outcomes

was consistently weak. The ambitious scope of the proposed research effort,

tne design for institutionalizing change, and the attempt to create model

districts were examples of goals set so high that actual performance

was left without realistic guidance. This resulted in key Project activites

often seeming random rathec than purposeful, and discontinuous rather than

aggregate in nature. In our view tne "Progress Reports," while useful, ire-
.

flect that discontinuity and lack of long range focus.

Despite the ambitious nature of its goals, the Project remained somewhat

insular in its actual operation. Far too little outside help vas sought.

The Project's failure to make use of the New.YOrk University community is noted

in Appendix B. With the exception'of a portion of a single sociology course

(dropped in the final year), only PCS st were involved in the actual

ulfinstruction of interns. We believe a n er of outside consultants or guests

could and should have Ivenlit. As one of the interns noted, "It would have

been good fa' they had brougnt in a Black or Hispanic-psychologist who could,

have given us a little-better insight about the kids and their problems." There

were a number of such special circumstances where outside expertise could have

proven invaluable, and not all, of it need have been financially prohibitive.

Resources from the Board of Education and a variety of New York City institutions,

.
including other universities, could have been obtained free or at nominal cost.

There were, and are a number of minority coalitions, alternative'schools and

public service organizations willing to Offer services or provide useful experiences.
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A similar problem wasthe Project's lack of a broader vision of its

purpose. It retained a narrow view, often seeing its role in specific

,-
New York City terms, and never really addressing the larger issue of inner-

eity instruction in science: Attempts to put staff or students in contact

with science educators working in similar circumstances were far too in-
.

frequent. Drawing upon the experience of programs in neighboring cities,

was seldom attemptedl,yet the evaluation staff found there were individuals who

were bdth knowledgeable and interested in sharing concerns.

Failure to seek these interconnections may have been an oversight, but

it deprived the Project and its interns of views tnat could have been at

once broadening and informative. Italso served to deny the Project staff

access to the potential dissemination outlets they were seeking. There

4
seemed to be too limited a sense of responsibilititdthe wider audience of

0

science educators. Operational aspects of the Project were conducted as if they

represented mainly a-local effort, with little being tested, developed, or offered

in a form that-would stand rigorbus review. A better sense of their relationship

to t e broader science community might have encouraged a more effective use

of available resources,, and a wider scope for Project operation.

C. Status

If one is 'to be guided by recent "Progress Reports," the Project appears

to consider that important elements Wnich are transferrable nave been completed.
25

The evaluators do not concur. The Project is, from our perspective, mainly a

source of'potential that has not yet been fully realized. The extent'to which

it will be remains unclear. Viewed in a favorable light, one may consider

A

4
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that the 7ject is right on'schedUle. At the end of fiv years, they remain

a viable force tnat is in a position to accomplish-'so Tney are, in

this view, an unfulfilled but possible source of good in the area Of science

education. Perhaps more could not have been expected than that the Project

staff would have brought themselves into such a position by this time; althoug

their own hopes were surely greater than that.

Regarding the Project's present'status, the evaluators want to emphasiz,

their view that PCS is not that it appears to be on paper. An extensive attempt

to document that discrepancy is offered in an earlier report (Appendix A).

The Project's reports in which the staff assess their own endeavors,

are, in the opinion of the evaluators, inflated in their optiMism about both

wnst_Aas been accomplished and what remains wit yin reach.

Projects such as tnis develop' a certain isolation from the immediate

world in which they live. Tnere is a tendency to receive only data that

reinforces a positive view of what is being accomplished. Some of this is

natural. Ti,e work is nand, and positive reinforcements are few. It is not

a strength, however, and needs to be resisted. It was not unusual to find

twat the Project staff discounted viewpoints from sources they considered either

biased or unimportant. T..e concomitant phenomenon was that they were not

-- profiting from what those sources had to say.* Tle Project was not well served

.by sucn attitudes.

* The attitude was manifested in the Project staff's reaction to the views of some
of the school personnel, as well as to their own interns. It is perhaps

exemplified in the response to the CIRCE report, an assessment of Project-

progress which the evaluators believe was informed and accurate in its

identification of prospective problems.

4



While tne staff personally accepted criticism of their efforts with

reasonable grace, there was not always a calculated effort on the part of

the Project as an organization to obtain an unbiased assessment of 4

.'now others viewed the quality of their work A weekly hour with interns,

presumably created to obtain feedback, was not well used in this regard.

The Project staff dominated the time with administrative and program details.

Tree hour was eventually subsumed by a course` in the 'second semester. In the

meantime, interns complained that their concerns were not neard. Considering

the extent of the need for input; this seemingly casual dismissal or a valuable

source was a mistake and snould be rectified. Similarly, the Project's research

staff was not frequently.proViding needed information about its operational

aspects. In many ways, the Project did not have an external, unbiased insight

into how it was functioning.

In the absence of either openness or access to such external data, the

Project has clung to a grander vision of its efforts than has been warranted.

Tlis, in combination with an insufficiently restrained rhetoric, characteristic

of the Project from its inception, served to-blur meaning, obscure purpose,

and cloud actual activities. It too often nid 'What tne Project was

truly accomplishing, perhaps because it was less than that which was intended

or desired.* The earliest evaluation report said as much, though sometimes

in unappealing language. Its counsel appeared to be ignored, and the Project

*In this, the "Progress Repbrts" were an unfortunate accomplice. The staff

was required to issue them at three (later four) month intervals. It is

difficult in such a snort apace to find exciting activities to report, and

one is encouraged to use inflated7language or begin dwelling upon future

promises. Tne Project staff fell prey to both errors.

5(9
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c staff continued to'believe'they could accomplish the grander goals - the larger

, 'ision of their purpose. Tuose earlier evaluators, concluded, and the present

ones agree, that this was never possible, although 'a number of smaller but still -

important things were,

D. Planning .

In actual operation, the Project was guided by tne original proposal

design. We nave noted tnat tae design was imaginative, and addressed itself

to real and important issues. It was not without.dsfects, however, tuid some

of tnese caused the project difficulty. A concern has been expressed about'

tie scope and the depth of the impact anticipated in the original design.
cc:

There were other difficulties. The proposal called for the.delfberate use of

a number of staff w:ie had no experience with the New York City-schools. There

planned turnoverpof certain staff members at Predetermined intervals.
- ,

rationale offered was not entirely convincing* and, in the view of the

evaluators-, the Concept did riot work well. The lack of familiarity with the

mechanics of the New York City schools represented an obstacle to a number

of the coordinators that was not well compensated for bithelroader view of

events which their inexperience presumably allowed. Indeed, some became effective

only as tney grew mere familiar with the way the schools'Obrked. This build-

up of experience was often lost to PC8 when, either through persOnal choice or

by plrn, such staff left the Project. Thus, the weaknesses of

these positions showed far lore than did their assumed strengths.

Another operational difficulty the Project faced was the problem of

planting changes in its own procedures to meet the new challenges that arose.

*Ss use of staff without New York experience was an attempt to avoid a conform-

-ity to the views of the city system that does indeed exist. The planned

turnover reipresented'an at-Vempt to view the coordinator's position as a

vehicle for training future college instructors.
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Even a Project that begins with the intention of remaining flexible has a

tendency to fall into an operational mold. It appears tnat once a Project has

initiated program activity, it is extremely difficult to efforts. A

major impediment is finding the time to identify, discuss, and plan necessary

changes. W.iat this Project has demonstrated to the evaluators is the'intense

need to have organizational planning and objectives clearly developed prior

to program operation. Once the Project begins, it may be impossible to recapture

tne planning time necessary. Events begin to acquire a momentum of their own

and staff is often in the position of reacting to rather than directing them.

It would appear that tne day to_day demands of the program no longer 1pave

sufficient time for °extensive reassessment or unhurried reflection about new

directions.

If proper preparation is to be made, it is likely to be accomplished in

one of two ways. The most likely of these is through the careful and thorough

organization of the program in advance. 'Elia includes making provision for the

staff to meet at prescribed intervals to assess, in detail, program progress.

Sucn a mechanism must be provided in advance. A second method is that of halting

program activity while planning a new direction, a course of action that seems

justifiable only in extreme emergencies such as PCS faced. If finding the

necessary time to plan changes in direction is as difficnit.as has been perceived,

then a great premiLl must be placed upon developing a thorough operational design

at tte outset.

Important elements of Project City Science were not fully in place at

the initiation of program activity. Some of this was planned. Tnis was

particularly true of faculty roles, which were not carefully described but were

expected to evolve with experience. It was also true of the planning for

model districts, which lacked detail in regard to key roles or how major objectives

4
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would be attained. The research phase was similarly open-ended, not clearly

identifying roles or assigning responsibilities. When the operational need

for job descriptions that would avoid_Javerlappingefforts arose, there were

too many deminds upon the staff to allow systematic planning. Weekly faculty'

meetings had to deal with many pressing isaueg and generated their own dynamic.

In any event, they wduld have provided an inadequate forum for the extensive

analysis that.needed to be conducted.

_In the absence of a formal structure to vtlich one could resort for defin-

ition of roles and functions, PCS evolved an increasingly informal operational

style. This had its strengths in that it allowed the staff freedom and

flexibility. It also has notable weaknesses: the staff was neither thorough nor

systematic in their efforts. A clear line of research was not identified until

late in the Project's existence, though a number of interesting speculations

had been offered earlier. The implementation of changes in the schools was not

pursued in an orderly and precise manner. There were not consistent attempts at

raising questions or closely defining concerns. The Project lacked an oper-

ational persistence, a clear definition of its major tasks, and an unyielding

determination to pursue them in a manner that would identify important issues,

raise substantive questions, or produce information of consequence to the field.

'Even the production of monographs.portraying a host of school' related activities,

or journal articles pointing research directions or identifying concerns,

would have represented significant contributions. Such outcomes, unfortunet41

did not result.

On a different level, several consultants recommended that the Project

employ a number of master teachers who could translate what was being suggested

into classroom instructional, practices. This appears to have been a sound

suggestion. The lacic of availability of such personnel hampered the ?reject,
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and was noted by a number of interns and some cooperating teachers.

Such practical demonstxations of successful techniques would have

constituted a potent means of changing teacher attitudes and initiating the

developlest of -model schools. As one educational critic has suggested:

There can be no significant innovation in

education that does not have at its center

the attitude of teachers and i is an

illuSion to think otherwise.

TW existence of the master teacher-mould have been a great aid'in allowing

:tne-Project,to translate its purposes into concrete, observable actions.

PSC also needed to address tne organizational issue of developing ef-

.

fecti/t intra-staff working relationships. ,T.lere was an operational gap

between clinical and research-oriented elements Of the staff. Such differ-

11.

ences are to be expedted, and can even be productive, but they must be dealt

with skilfully. They appear to have gone unattended, perhaps unrecognized, for

too, long in this projeCt. Neither group clearly saw the other as a powerful

source of aid in accomplishing some of their key purposes. Because of the

nature of Project activities and the position of the clinicians, that group

attained an ascendency in practical decision - making, which weakened whatever

research effort may nave 'been possible.* Here, then, was a program attempt-

ing to bridge the gap between universities and schoOls - which iswidelitra-

ditionall and multi-faceted - which had not completely resolved subtle,division0

within its awn faculty. T.le result. was that the staff was left to implement

its ideas without viable assessment of their impact or value.

T.le rift experienced by the staff was a minatUre version of the practitioner/

'
researcher split that has long plagued a number of professions. Anything the

* A lack of direction on the part of the research staff was likely an important

contributing factor in the weak performance.

63
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Project was attempting to accomplish would have to overcome not only 4*

divisions within its own staff, but the resistance of teachers in the field

as wall. Because suCE oppositibn is so'formidablel'few innovative ideas,

including this one, find their way into actual classrooms intact:

Assuming that an invention is born, it,must then .

find its way into the social network of the practitioner. 'OP

The isolation of the research community from practitioners

in education is legend; Geographic distances, status
differentials (as between researchers and practitioners),
legal boundaries; and a dozen other barriers inhibit its

\

journey., Most innovations never make it so*far., Those

that do, like individually prescribed instruction, are
transformed in the process, The final metamorphosis is
performed by the practitioner, who blends the invention with
`other messages and shapes them to his own ends, which are
certain tpi,;be- removed from the vision pursued by the

inventor."'

PSC was not particularly effective as an-organization in dealing with

this common but persistent problem in education. Too much of what was at-

.

tempted yielded to, rather than overcame, this dilemma.

E. Legacy

On an individual basis, the Project has attained a measure of success.

It has survived under extremely difficult circumstances, and may eventm4lly

obtain some local funding support.* That would be a good first step toward the

ten years 0non-federally supported :activity originally contemplated.

Viewed from a wider perspective, PCS nas not thud far provided a great deal

that can be passedon. The legacy of the Project'in terms of particular

outcomes is not strong. Its disappearance would represent more a loss of

potential than anything the science education community or even the 1410Ork

*The most recent information is that the PCS staff has been unable to obtain

outside funding for the'initial years of its proposed Phase III effort.

4
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City schools would immediately miss. They remain an unproven quantity

4
and as yet unrealized potential. Their significant contribution, if any,

remains in the future - not in the past or present.

Some things have been accomplished. A number of interns have been

trained andsre working in urban junior high sehools.* The Project's pub-

lications are appreciated and seem to have been well received by some of those

to whom they have been sent. Most important, the PCS staff has developed a

working relationship with a number of schools, and put themselves in apposition

to offer effective help. Personnel in the schools report that .a relationship

with the University is important to them. It challenges Complacency, exposes

the staff to,new ideas, and invites reexamination of current prictices. As

such, it represents an associationIthat has inherent value to the schools.,

PSC ias filled this need. .

One must balance these accomplishments with,efforts that remain incomplete.

The.model districts are a long way from being formed and the dissemination

effort has not yet resulted in the Project's being duplicated elsewhere.:

the research staff has made presentations at several conferences, there

has not been an article published, in the five years of Firoject activity, nor, is

tnere any prospect that the Researdh''Institute will be formed. While the Pre-

service Program remains the. most funk developed of the Project's efforts, it

also poses a number of unanswered'questions, particularly in regard to its

power to attract a sufficient number of students.

%gnat the Priject has done well is to establish communication with, u number

of disparate forces in New York 411t have an interest in education. The staff

*,Project records in regard to employment of interns are imprecise.
It would appear that some 45-30 of the programs 1975-78 graduates

are currently employed as teachers with as few at 10 working in urban

junior high schools.
0

p
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hasdeveloped goiod relatibnships with members of the teachers' union,

educational administration, and several school - related institutions.

Trough effective use of an Advisory Board, they also have access to a

varied and highly skilled pool of professional talent. This is no small

accomplishment. Ih acaieving these things, the Project staff may have

placed themselves in a position where they can be an effective voice for

science education in New York City. If Project personnel can scale down

0

their ambitions and organize themselves to do better what they are realistically

capable of accomplishing, they could make a real contribution. Theirs is a voice

that can be helpful. What they have attempted is important and can be a

constructive aid. To the extent that Project staff can focus their effort

on clear objectives and capitalize upon the influence they have gained, they

Surely have much to offer.

In saying this we in no way mean to imply that the Project staff has

teen successful in attaining their original aims, for we do not believe they have

been Nor do we claim they,have attained their global objectivey for clearly

they have not. Taey are a small project doing some interesting things, a

number of which are commonly done by other departments of science education..

T,ere is one notable exception. PC6 has made political contacts and alliances'

withinthe New York City educational bureaucracy that are impressive, and unlike

those which most comparable departments manage to achieve. They have

laid the groundwork to becomd a useful and constructive force for science

education in New York. In pointing this out, we do not suggest the Project
.

.0

is what its written documents imply.. It is not. We do hate that when the

overstated claims that often obscure what the Pilbject is doing have been scaled

O
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down, they have the potential to do some interesting, and useful things.

A foundation has been laid and some good may result. The direction is

not yet clear and the eplan not fully foimed, butte the staff us4nat has been,

established'in an imaginative and intelligent fashion, some of what was

intended may yet result. Their considerable_skill in establishing and'effectirely

maintaining a network of communication grit important elementa,of the educational

bureaucracy can be used to help science instruction in the City. That much-has

been accomplished by the funding. It is up to the funding agency to determine

whether or not that is enough.-

F. Report Format

As has been 'indicated, t.e Project had four major operational aspects:

Preservice, Model Districts, Dissemination, and Research programs. In

the sections that follow, a separate assessment is offered-of each\program

component. Tne,reporting in each part will employ a similar format, An

introductory,section will bri explain the major purpose of the component as
..,

* '

i
drawn fromProject documents, ajatIr 411. include a description of the program.

t.
, .

ThisWill be followed by ,eoltalaative,comments7dealing faith that part of the Project.

Each section will conciude,witdCaset of xecommendstions related to tne

'progam dider discussion. `Both the elluatign aad the recommendations which

° lk.

are.logisedupon aata more fully reported on in & sepaiate set of appehdices,

whichPincluZwa earlier evaluations of the Project`, Readers with deeper interest

.

and greater endurAnce are referred to the,fUli report.
.

. *4-r

_ ,.4> .
,, A ,. .0*

. ..

4 4 .

II

* Fo?a'fUller review of the docuMeatation.dxplaining.Project purpose, see

Appendix'A of the tull'report., ° o

4 .
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V THE PRESERVICE PROGRAM

A.' Introduction
0

The preservice component of Project City Science may be the most fully

developed part of the Project. In essence it deals with the recruitment,
e.

4
selection and training of graduate students4W teach science in the inner-

city's intermediate and junior high schools. This section of the report will

deal with those specificefforts, and will include a description of.the program)

as well as a review of the preservice activities as described in progress reports

Vritten bithe Project staff.. The, reader 'is directed to Appendices A and B of r

o
ft A*

the full report, in which a number of the activities during earliei..periods
4

been discussed at some - length.have alr
O

B. Objectives of the PreservideProgram
F

One,ofithe four mein products that .were to be developed during the sedond

funded phase of Prdject it Science's existence. was a model'preservice train-
,.

'ing program. KePi?ject *staff. felt that such a program was urgent from
.

.

several standpoints,:

. to

AA an institutionalized embodiment of the Project's

phipigphy, its standards and its approaches to inner -
city,ihtermediate school science teaching as an on-

going link to the model districts, and as part of -a

lgtabilizei gAnancial bade for cdntinuing Project

4

In orderthat tther universities may adopt a similar

approach to the preparation of inner-city junior
high school science teacher*, the Projecwill
have its system tested and in operation by 1980.

--Explicit descriptions rill be available in the
literature doncerning all aspects of the program,
Ile.J.Witag'selection processes, field aspects, the

content and structure of special courNts develop-,

ed for the program, assessment p adures. and

results,Aand. placement outcomes.

.1,
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C. Progrsm.:Description

The p'reservice training model Which'was ultimately"developed included

a masters degree, program designed for individuals who had completed their,

baccalaureate degrees with majors in science. The approach was to seek.

Out individuals well versed in science, who would then be given's variety of

planned experiences in education. The training of interns'would emphasize-the
o

deed to understand the structure of the schools,, thesociology of the inner'

city, and a process approach to the instruction of students. Except fOr the

1978-79 academic year cycle, these preservice interns were'not given a stipend.

Twenty -four of the thirty-two credits needed to complete the M.A. were offered.,

by the,Project,on a tuition-free basis.

4 All coursework is conducted at New York University. During the early-part,

of-the school year (Sept.-Oct.), the interns are provided with a iety of

orientation experiences, including workshops on various topics and visits to

field sites. `they also visit, on a rotating basis, each of the schools partic-

ipating in the, Project.* Eventually each intern chooses the school in which.

:le or she W9uld prefer to work, and, after consulation with Project staff ,is

assigned. T,e time spent in the school gradually increases until the intern

is eventually spending four days a'week there. ,T,e.fifth day is reserved for

course work at 'the University.

Quarterly Report 1f8(covering,the' period from June, through August, 1976)

notes that what the Project had doing could not as yet^Ee considered a

v' * In-the 1978-:79 schoOl'year this practice was modified and most interns

..'-vieited participating schools in only one of the two districts in which

PCS was working.

6n
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program of teacher training. It remained at that juncture an assortment

of experimental prcicedures and attempts that needed to be refined. The status

of the preservice phase at that.time) and the staff's hopes for its future

development/were described in that report in the following manner:

45

The Project City Science Preservice PrograM is not a program

yet. It is a collection of many ideas and some experiences.

Still, it is taking form, acquiring character, and before
long should have established itself as something special. As

it is now developing, the Program intends to haie these

features:

1. Selection procedures that identify those candidates most
likely to become outstanding teachers of science to

inner-city adolescents

2. An orientation experience that prepares participants
to benefit maximally from the year's field and academic

work

3. Heavy emphasis on field work that lasts an entire year
and included citywide, neighborhood, school and class -
room'activities, ab well as work with'individual students

in nkny different contexts

4. A progressive introduction to'teaching, starting with
tutoring single students and culminating with the
simultaneous instruction of several science classes'

for an extende4>eime period

5. A high premium on developing skills of self - analysis,
including the frequent,use pf videotaping and aiidio-

taping 400100

6. Supervision of practice teaching by a team composed
of a master teacher'who has been specifically trained
as a teaching supervisor and who is also personally in-

volved in some creative aspect of improving inter-
mediate school'sciences, a university science educa-.
tion.professor_who is investing his or her research
and development energies in the same schools in which the
student teachers are placed, and a science education doctoral
student who is flreparing to become a professor of science

edudation
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7. A science learning experience that is the university
equivalent, philosophically and pedagogically, of what
science teaching at the junior high,school level should

be like

8. Special attention, including substantial field work, to
the psychology of the early adolescent, to the sociology
of the inner'-city, and to their interaction .

9. Independent study opportunities provided to assist candidates
-

in reaching a criterion.:referenced knowledge of the physical,

biological and earth sciences

10. A methods course that focuses exclusively on teaching, science

in grades six through-nine and that faces up to the realities,

both positive and negatixe, of inner -city schools

11. A set of intensive workshops on topics such as group dynamics,

bilingualism, the reading problem, classroom research, and the

like, that fill lacunae among, reinforce, or cut across - topics

dealt with in the scheduled classes and field work

12. A culminating group experience that helps each candidate reflect

on his total year's experience in view of his or her ownopersonal

needs for self-actualization and approaching professional

responsibilities

13. -A built-in monitoring, system for signaling the need to revise

' one or more aspects of the program

Linkage to continuing research and development activities

that are also concentrated on inner-city intermediate school

science teac4ing

15. Follow-up supp6rt for participants '(,job placement service;

visits during first two years of inner-city teaching, if within

range; newsletter)
0

16, Master's degrAe program in science education, specifically designed

to build on and implement the preservice experience

Our aim is to develop a unified program incorporating the .above

features. EventuAlly an overall design should emerge that is disWinctive,

coherent and more durable than the individual parts making it up.-"'

(1
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The actual instructional part of the,training program conducted

at the college (1977-78) consisted of five basic courses; the psychology

of the early adolescent, the sociology of the inner-city,:methods of

science teaching,curriculum, and science. The program for interns was

as follows:

FALL SPRING

Integrated Science I* (3) Integrated Science II** (3)

Psychology of the Early Sociology of the Inner
Adolescent (3) City (3)

Methods of Teaching Supervised Student

Science to Inner-City Teaching (6)

Adolescents (3)

Science Curriculum (3)
12 12

The training program, apart from providing specific instruction and a

variety of important field experiences, was also to offer interns an

example of the quality of teaching that would be expected of them.

The Integrated Science, courses were designed to organize the New York

City science syllabus for grades seven through nine into four large units:

Each unit will be designed using a differe4t organizing

principle: contemporary social-political issues (Energy);
the powe9f science -based technology to change life .

radically Science and Revolutions); universal tWmes
,(Movement) and scientific methodology (The Search for
Simplicity). Each of the four units will include materials
from all of the natural sciences.

* It should be noted that the title, Integrated Science, is, strictly
speaking, an,in-house expression. The official title is. Recent

Advances in'Flaysical Science.

** Recent Advances in Biological Science

ti
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Furthermore, it is anticipated that the point will be

reached in which each-of the four units will employ a

distinctly different teaching approach. In any case,

in every pedagogical aspect (presentation, use of

materials, testing, etc.), the teaching must be

exemplary. As a result: our program participants

will come to know what good science teaching is by

Itexperiencing it; we will have a reference base to

use in the methods course; and we will be continually

establishing our credentials as their teaching mentors.

For their field experience, preservice'interns are assigned to work

with one or two cooperating,teachers in the Project's school sites.

The interns' initial respohsibilities include observing and tutoring

individual students or small groups. Eventually, they are expected to

take over two to four teaching periods per day.

Each of the participating junior high schools has an on-site coordinator,

assigned by the Project, who is available to aid the preservice interns

in their efforts. The function of the coordinator is to help improve the

q ality of science instruction ofnot only the interns, but of the regularly

assigned teachers in the building as well. By thus helping to create a model

teaching atmosphere in. the schools, the coordinators are seen as serving a

vital and important purpose in'the training program. 'heir presence as

observers and their support of good teaching are consIdered'key elements in

the model the Project is seeking to develop.

D Overall Assessment

O
Evaluation ,judgments are based upon observations and interviews

r

with Project staff, preservice interns, and cooperating teachers and

their admAistrators. Additionally, some written datawerecollected from.

preservice participants,' on -site coordinators and cooperating teachers.
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Visiting 6bServers, i.e. science educators, science supervisors, and

teachers, also contributed their assessments of the Project. All

observations, discussions, and interviews were conducted between September,

1977, and June, 1979.

1. Recruitment

The Project has consistently had a great deal of difficulty with

recruitment. PCS has never been able to attract a large pool of

prospective candidates. One posSible reason is that there may be a

very limited number of college graduates with undergraduate degrees in

science who are interested in junior high school teachin careers. Further,

such prospective candidates may tend to be more subject-matter oriented, and

thus more interested in a high school teaching career. In New York City, a

secondary teaching certificate is sufficient qualification for teaching in

either the junior or senior high schools. Based'on past experience, one

is led to believe the senior high grades are more attractive to many

candidates. The salary schedules are the same for both levels. Many feel

the working conditions are not; with the junior high being considered both

more demanding and less rewarding than working at the senior high level.'

An additional deterrent is ,the fact that since the financial crises

in 1975, the City's teacher salary schedules are no longer as attractive

.as they once were. It is also true that there are a number Of career

activities 'other than teaching available for those with undergraduate, egrees

in science that many consider to be more attractive. This may be especially

true in the case of minority students.



In any event, the PCS preservice model has not proven its ability to

attract candidates, despite the existence of nuderous opportunities

for science teachers in the City's public schools. The shortage has

become so acute that the Board of EdSation, in cooperation with some

branches ofi the City University, offered a twelve credit tution-free

graduate sequence in the summer of 1978. Upon completionof the summer

program, the participants were guaranteed one year's emplbyment in the

City's schools. Beyond this, a number of articles have appeared in

newspapers describing the shortage. Thus, the availability of positions

has been well advertised. This apparently has not helped.

Project City Science was able to get a description of its program

included in the City's mailed responses to prospective teaching candidates.

As a result of this mutually'benefiCial arrangement, the Project, according

to Progress Report 15, received approximately seventy applications from

which they were able to select eighteen students. This represented their

most successful recruitment in terms of sheer numbers. The Board of

Education, received approximately 2000 inquiries. While this suggests a

pool of prospective applicants, it is impossible to know how serious the

interest is or how many would choose the junior high school.

It is difficult to compare the benefits of the City's program with

those of PCS. Obviously it would be easier for an-unemployed individual to

opt for a summer Session that offers a promise of regular employment the

following September, .than to make a full time commitment for a whole

academic year with no prospect of financial help. The shortage of science

teachers was such that full time employment as a science teacher was a

7'5
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reasonably good possibility even if the City warned that it was

nOt "guaranteed:". The availability of such an alternative has surely

not helped the Project's 'recruitment efforts. On the other hand, PCS

did not demonstrate its-power to attract teaching candidates ev When

such alternatives did not exist, though again those J4to are confounded

by, the generally unsettled situation in the New York City schiols over

the past few years.

What then can one conclude? It would seem impossible to draw any

definitive.conclusions about the long range usefulness of the preservice

model that PCS has developed. That it has not proven itself in the area

of recruitment seems abundantly clear. To get others to adopt a model,

with such a deficiency seems highly unlikely. A model which does not

attract candidates, no matter what its potential effectiveness, has little

prospect of widespread use. Even if PCS manages to continue at NYU, Its

usefulness will remain minimal, for what school could afford to adopt such a

program in tin age of declining enrollment in the area of science education?

Whatever its prospects at NYU, PCS would appear to have limited appeal

elsewhere without some major modifications being made. It seems that the

program is more consistent with the circumstances of the Project's earlier

funding than the realities of the present situation., Current conditions may

simply have stripped once important elements of their potential. It is

difficult to see how universities can become dependent upona program that

requires a'graduate student to commit a year of full-time study when his

undergraduate work has been in science - an area in which career alternatives

do exist. Additionally, the need to haVe an on -site coordinator who will
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sustain and support the training which the university has offered

creates another expense in economically trying times. Financing such

a position will prove difficult..

PCS has attempted some modifications'of their program tO.adjust

for these difficulties. These modifications are little tested as of

this time, and how effective they will be in correcting the problems

remains unknown. The role of the on-site coordinator has been assigned

to personnel in the schools. That relieves the financial bUrden on the

university, but, as has been noted elsewaere, its influence upon the

original conception of the role may be such as to rob the position of its

intended purpose. The Project staff have also been attempting to interest

school districts in providing the financial support necessary to provide

prospective candidates' with free tuition. Should such financial support for

trainees not be found, it is impossible to see how the program can survive.

These modifications seem excessively risky and problematic for dissemination

purposes. They remain untried and unproven, appearing to come less as the
Pr

result ofthe Project's efforts to develop a theoretical base for a training

program than out of the present need to find support. Had such attempts been

Cmade earlier, within the funding period of the Project, one might now have

more reportable, results about how well the approach has worked. Without such

data, it is difficult to see what the PCS staff Can assure colleagues is

disseminable, though the model, may continue and even prove workable for this

particular department at,NYU.
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2. Selection

The selection process appears reasonably/ well orgainized. A

set fQf procedures has been developed that can serve as useful guided.

A copy of the PCS selection guidelines was sent to several knowledgeable

staff members at different universities.* Or of these evaluators

characterized them as "appropriate and potentially useful," though not

and how well the program r its participants.

gram using them,

and that the interview procedures, as always, were completely dependent upon

the professional skills of those using them.
....

The following table shows the selection and dropout rate in the

final three years of federal funding:

Table 1

# selected # dropouts Lloss ,

1976-77 15 5 33.3

1977 -78 19 4 21:0 .

N4 ,

1978-79 18 4 22.2 .

It ia clear, that a number of students left for financial reasons,

even when given. a $1000 stipend for the academic Year. Some students

L

continued to maintain full time employment, which is not what the Project

. had originally intended. But whether students dropped the program for i

personal or financial reas

:
a question is raised about selection procedures

Vs

**Two local colleges were selected and-the guidelines were sent along

with an appropriate iet of questions to staff engaged in tie selection
V

of students.

and how well the program r its participants.

I. 73

**Two local colleges were selected and-the guidelines were sent along

with an appropriate iet of questions to staff engaged in tie selection
V

of students.

73
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We believe the Project recognized the potential problems some of

. .

these students might have and still opted to accept them into the program.

This risk-taking may have been brought about by the number and quality,

of the candidates available in the recruitment pool. For example,.

one intern,, who went on to complete the academic year was never eligible,

as a foreign student, to become employed in the schools of New York. !,

Without reflecting on'the quality of the. student, who served the program_

very well in a bi-lingual capacity, it must be noted that there are some

inconsistencies with program goals in such an arrangement.

It was hoped that PCS would attract a number of minority students,

some bi-lingual, who would stay and work in the urban environment. The

Project's record in this regard was above average. While as an urban project,

it did not succeed in at tracting minority members in proportion to the city's

population, It did, however, attract a larger percentage (28%) of minorities

than is dually found majoring in Ne sciences,

In brief, we believe that the selection process cannot be adequately

. 4

evaluated. It appears that problems with recruitment. prevented the j

establishethselection °procedures from being applied as had been planned.

-

The Project was often late in initiating its recruitment efforts, and rarely

4
had the lu3ury of choosing from a large population of applicants. Considering

,

the difficulties, the evaluators feel that the PCS staff performed capably.

The interns recruited were generally able and served the Project well. A

number of evaluators were impressed by the enthusiasm and,professional interest

of the'trainees. Conversely, the Project'did have a number oestudents

who aid not complete the program. While some of this can be attributed to in-

.

effective post-selection procedures,'financial lmjtations, dr health reations,

o
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a Contributing factor may haie been that the Project has been in the

s\
unenviable position 'of being able 'to exercise very limited choice over

itS participants.

3. Orientation 1

The orientation process (described at length in AppendiA.B) allbys

the preservice, interns to Visit each of the participating schools, and

to become gradually introduced to the variety of educational patterns that

exis in the City's schools. During the final year, it incOrporateS-a
;

Y

micro eaching experience for the preservice interns.

In its present state, the orientationirocedure is disseminable. The

Project staff has continuously revised and modified this aspect of the

program. The orientation period has been made shorter, limited to a single

district,'and has included within.it Some useful workshop activity. The

weekend in the POconos Environmental Education Center (PEEC) appears to

result in enhancing he esprit d'corpsof participants and in imaovi

working relationships
.

Any system will have drawbacks, no matter how well designed.

Some administrators were critical of the orientation process because

the interns were not in classrooms in the (early days of the school year

They felt the trainees were deprived of an important opportunity to see

classrooms organized! and pupil-teacher relationship established. Similar

objectiOns were voiced by some cooperating teachers who viewed the

mid-October starting date as a loss of valuable time. Some teacherd

also expressed concern, and even dismay, at the "shopping around" nature:

Hof interns' visits during the period when they were chooslp their
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co*erating.teacher and school.placement.

interns.observe and select their, field

hilt it appeared to work well overall.

It was suggested by an admidistrator at

e process Of having

s thus has some drawbacks,

one of the Project's f/eld

sites that more forsmal" attention should be given to orienting the

cooperating administrators and teachers toward their roles, and what PCS

expected of'them. This should not be taken lightly. Concern has been

expressed that the Project had made good initial contact with the

administrative hierarchy, but failed to, continue the relationship once,

. the interns
a
were in place. There.appears to be a strong interest On

0 -

the part of administrators in maintaining continous contact with senior

staff, of the Project. Several indicated they would like to have some input

:at adeciiiod-making level with respect to pre service training, inservice

.

couts'es, and field placements. Many administrators feel that they have

access to a wealth of talent
-4

withW,L_ ir distriCts, and that this talent
, --

..\ ----- _____

is not being tapp -_Without such continuous input, they tend to regard the

prerserviCe program as not much different from a regular program of student

teaching, except that interns remain in'the school for a full year.

%

- 0 In Suwary, the orientation process seems quite effective for the

- interns. .It has been well planned, and capably handled. The procedures

employe& areboth useful and disseminable. While it meets the needs of the

preservice students, it does not adequately address the needs of the

cooperating teachers and administrators. The Project would do well to make

a greater effort at fostering strong relationships at the building and

district levels,' even after the initial relationships have been established.
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School personnel also need to be otiented, given the progimm's

gdala, expectations, and operating procedures: They too could

profit from being made to feel that they are'part of a speCial prograth

with unique features. One adMinistrator,suggested that a weekend at the

Pocono EnvironmentalCenter be developed for school staff. This would

allow them to interact at an informal level with Project persliiinel. and

preservice internsx_developing the camaraderie that onelof the PCS staff

members felt was Such an essential part of the program. The Project staff

Should consider conducting, such a weekend.

4. Preservice goursework

The teacher training program for interns is build upon a twenty-

four credit sequence. SiX of these credits formerly Consisted of a

course combining recent advances in Biology and Physics, referred to
ti

within the Project as Integrated Science. This course was offered

during-the academic yeari 1976 -77, and 1977-78. It was organized around

Mar cehtial -themes: energyir-fodd-j-movement ilnd the scientific world view.

As described in the course outline, "Each theme is intended to reflect
14

important aspects of formal Science." Thus, the course, was meant to provide a
,

.,.

common content experience for a group whose background in content and
, -,,

0

scientific training span all the major disciplines in the natural sciences.

It was designed to function as an interdisciplinary science content course

rather than a typical science education course. The Integrated Science

sequence was dropped in 1978-79 and two other courses 'Substituted. An

AOS,

explanation for this...change is gi4en in Progress Report

82
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The unevenness of pre-service students' science /
backgrounds pe,rsisted as an impediment to the
effective presentation of the course; that is, .;

the diffithilty of making advanced topics in biology
Cmprehensib,le to physics majors, and vice-verse:.

4
Although 'adjustments were made in 1976-77 and again
-in 1977-78,, the 'students have continuedto complain.
that some portions of the course were too elementary) -
arid ,othera too difficult. Rather than \att-empt to. ;
make changes 'in the existing" course structure, a new
course was designed to replace Integrated$cience.
While retaining en integrated' science orientation,-

0 the new course will focus on the ecology of the urban
area (Dynamics of Urban EcolOgy) It is hoped that the
original broad goals of Integrated Science can be met...
perhaine even more effectively in the context of the urban
enviro 41 which "Project City Science is so

a

identi

In addition to the
.,.reason cited 'above, the Associate Director 'suggested

..,,,

.

1

the.',change in course jequeneeProyided the pr.e-service interns witii..mojel
..,.

y ,

pre- requisites; t} us theme greater degree of choice among-:ttie
.,,..f

tin credits-they must take ori
i
their own to complete the course reciaremehis

.4

,1:4.-:.
for a Masters, Degree.

.0 -.

t . °'" ,. -

The two 'new courses., Dynamics of Urban Ecology (three credits).,c'ind.,

. .
.,'

Pductition for an Ecological. Society (three, credits), 4e nel,?.,:only ii:-.tlie'tjens e,tflat .
,:4

. IP'
-ro:

. -
,

: -.

- '
summer

,, ,.....v.: .....

Urban Ecology' vas `first taught in the of 1978. .'s-pi,e courses, were,.."-
,pl. ,.

put into'the catalog at the 'same time as the IntegratedAaience. se,querice, .

1,
, . ...., (., , .:,.,-,. ...., ,,,1 , ..

.'1:..,. '. -14,1P:41,.'" `"

approximatly four years ago. While some staff . members' were
:
pnaware,TOt. ,

.. .
, . ,4-.

any ,deciaion td. change the Sequenc one believed that it, WAS a(iiiiti itiire*, ; '
4 ,

.
. . ,' ct ;y1

policy to rotate .courses. -, Tha. instructor. fe4t that thb''"06logy 'sequence., .;,
. , .,

. 4" .141,,41), ; .:, ::,i ; .%:: .,.; '.: 4,. ,*, i,. . .

while not the same as Integrated' Science, was the same tIpe..,,of "Coarlie,,:azi4. . ''', 4' e

.a ., - .: . ' c''4! .; t 'i 1 '., ,°,, ' ,,,, .-, p....,

..that students could profit from both sequendes.;. lie- was .unc:ertain,-liowelOr a.s..i.40'; ',ii''':

.. . ., ...,: . : f Y, .,.1, x . ; ,:' ".' " ., . .' ! ;'
A . , , 041 . ,..., : , .

whether one eqUence accomlpiishea the jProject 14.3 ptrposes ani.;better, tlia-t ne,p, ,'; '' ..
,,

0e

'other.

h

'a.

L./

L..

0I
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An examination of the course outline for Urban Ecologyindicates

four major areas are investigated: energy flow, materials cycles,

population dynamics and systems concepts. These theme appear to be

consistent with an interdisciplinary approaqh to Science content.

The thrust of "Education for an Ecological Society" is clearly different,

in that it is more pedagogically oriented and deals with teaching

methods and environmental curricula. This course's description does notes

appear to focus on science content. While students may find the content

more relevant and applicable to their teaching needs, it does not appear.

to be a substitute for the Integrated Science Course whose objectiveswas to:

recall and applyt a formal 11 the .coot. t of each of

the sciences (biology, chemistry; physics and earth science)

.that rqlects.the topics uspa?ly taught at tho intermediate

level.' .. '

Though,Project staff.objected to the evaluator's suggestion that the

change in courses was not carefully thought out, subsequent interviews

have not convinced us that the process was thorough, or that the

'reasons were clearly understood.

During the academic year 1978-79, the evaluation staff spent a number

of days visiting the Project courses, seminars, and staff meetings at NYU.

In addition, the evaluation team made multiple visits to each intern at his
/ J

or her field placement. College professors of science and 'Science education,

science supervisors, and science_teachers from New York City and other
do
urban

areas were also brought in as consultants 'to,observe the c onduct of the

course workand the activities of the on-site coordinators and interns

in their field experiences.

It is igs evaluation'team4 experience that bourse outlines reflect the-
,

intentions 15f the instructors wi th regard to raiionale; content topici and

fi

, .

8
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term, assignments. Outlines cannot convey the quality of the teachingper7

forman6, or the enthusiasm, excitement, and scholarly interests aroused \-

within the students. Thus we are Anvrested not only in examining the

written outlines of the course work, but also in examining how they were

translatecLinto action in the reality of the classroom. This view is in

apparent agreement with the intent of PCS when it suggested;

the teaching must be exemplarl...our program
participants will come to know what good science
teachingis by experiencing it...34'

The course outlines are, for the most part, competently done. They

clearly reflect the intent of each instructor. The Integrated Science.

sequence and the alternative Ecology

We find the course assignments to be

sequence have been written with care.

particularly interesting, and in many

cases unique. The readings are. up -to -date, appropriate and, sufficiently

rigorous. More attention is given to urban issues in the Ecology sequence

than in the Integrated Science.and we regard this.as.a pAs. While it appears
o

more appropriate, however, there is no evidence that this course sequence

was any more effective in preparing the pre-service interns than was the old -

a view which is shared by the instructor.

The revised ?sychology course, in its outlineP, Aalso appears toad

some c the concerns

room management,

'with this course

r-

expressed by last year's interns with-iTgard to class-
4.

and learning theory. The case-studies a*ssignme4t_aseOciated

is also vi ,red as a positive attempeto prOvide in

some-insight into the backgrounds of their students as part of the pre-service

teacher work.

V,

411

"?'

:P

,1.1412
; .1*

V



The Methods and Curriculum course outlines remain virtually unchanged

from previous years, reflecting little of the urban thrust one might have,

expected from a Project such as PCS. The lack of any modifiCation from

last year suggests that these courses are'in their final stages of

development. The Implementation course, presented for the first time, does

not haVe a clear outline, and the evaluators do not feel it is well
,

organized:or clearly focused'at this time.

In general, the,evaluation team and its consultants were not

ent,husiastic about the quAlity of the classcoOm sessions at' the University. ,

In spite of the fact that visits were usually scheduled beforehand, little

teaching which could be described as exemplary was seen. Classroom

sessions were for the most 'd'art mundane and uninspiring. Consultants

frequently raised issues.about the relevance of classroom discussion to the

inner-city situation, the, rigor of the content, and the enthusiasm of the

presentations.

One evaluator felt the presentation had little relevance'for either

th- interns] or fora the students they are preparing to teach, while another

evaluator indicated that the expected urban emphasis was hot strongly evident.

Such comments should be disconcerting-to the Project staff, for they raise ,,

.3questions about whether the coursework truly differs from that of other

I department of education. .One consultant observed that little was seen of

dynamic exemplary .resentation,of urban orientation,' and especially of .

teaching strategies suitable for use with academically disadvantaged'

chit ran. Ihese comments did not'reflectupon a single couree,'but were

in response to the-full range of Project coursework.'

VP

41140

4 C.)
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This perception was not unlike that expressed by the Project's

preservice interne, who appeared to entertain similar views about the

courses taught at the University. Fourteen of the interns participating

in the 1978-79 program were asked to identify the most disappointing aspects
a

of Project CityScience. The course work was prominent among the items
/

mentioned. The results df the intetviews are presented in Table 1 below:

4

Table I

DISAPPOINTING ASPECTS OF PCS

Disappointing Aspect' Number Percent

.1.
2.

. No team feeling/no support

Courses too shallow

4

4

28.6
28.6

3. No curriculum developed to start
hands-on 3 21.4

4. Nothing 0
3 21.4'

5. Inflexible program 2 14.3

6. Project gOalS too sigh, unrealistic 1 7.1
.

- --( ,A

A review of the consultants reports shows an alfiost uniform concern

with both the content, as presented during the observations, and the-

qbality of the delivery of the lessons (Appendices F -H). In fairness, a

11:7 classes were judged to be good, however none of the evaluators reported

seeing anything exempla*y, and the overall tone of such reports Is not

encouraging. These views are consistent with the pre-service interns'

* evaluation ofthe courses given both in the 1977-78, and 1978 -79, cycles

a vieia shich did not change despite major course revisions in the fival

year.' A sample f specific items from the intern questionnaire is offered

to illustrate the po,int. The complete questionnaire and an analysis of

IF. -4
inter; responses is included in Appendix Q.

A sample of the responses is giveil in Table 2 which follows..

4*

Q
L.)

K

a



Table 2 35.

1. Overall, how would you raterthe.project related courses you took at

NYU during the year?*

"
k, . Poor

1 -2

1977-78 (0) (2)

1978-79 . (1) (1)

.Excellent

J 4 .5

(&) .(7) . (o)-

(N=15)

(10) (1) (0)

(N:13)

2, Overall, was the coursework applicable to your classroom situation?
i

Definitelx No Definitely Yes

1 2 3 4. 5

1977-p (o) (1) (N) (3) , (o)
.(Nr-3.4)

1978-79 (0) (4) (6) (3) (0)

(N=13)

3. Do you believe there were important =missions in your treparationN.

as,a tescherY.

Definitely No Definitely Yes
L t

1 2 3 5.

1977-78 (3) (5). (1)
\ (N=16)

1976-79'
(c) (2) . (2) (7) (2)

,(N=13)

4. Was the coursework ausistent vith your teaching needs?

Definitely No
1 3 4

' Definitely Ye%

P

1977-78 (3) (7) (5). y (0
(N716)

1978.'79 (1) (5) (6) (1) (0)
(isN:13)

a,

,* The questions employed a five point Scale and the number of interns

responding is given in parentheses under they appropriate rating. As

can be seen, the majority of responses cluster'in the "average" range.
%AP
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Questions regarding a PCS model for science instruction fared

no better. No student responded lefinitely yes" when asked whether he

or she had been given a clear model for science instruction: The evaluators

. ...-

interpret these responses to mean that the pre-service students were neither

overwhelmingly enthusiastic nor overwhelmingly critical of their course-work.

-";
The majority, in both years, saw the'coursewOrk as average. We concur with

the students in this regard.

In the Haile "Report on Interviews with Preservice Teachers and On-Site

Coordinator in Project City Science" (Appendices C-4 the change in coursework

most frequently suggested (Table 12) was to "Improve instructorspreAentation

or change instructors" (Five students; 35.7% of the class), For a fu2.ler and

detaile'd'view preservice attitudes toward their traning experience, the.

reader i).referred to this report.

The field.experience is the most important single aspect of the students'

training. Students appeared to find thi's the most rewarding experience, in

?

terms of preparing them to work in the classroom.* This is a traditional view,

held in most teacher education programs. While the extended two semester field
A.

plamilent was regarded ravorably by the participants, the evaluators believe that

this field experience could be enhanced through the use of planned observations.'

0.
.1eitner1the Preservice interns nor the on-site coordinators were specifically

trained in observation or supervision, in formal sense. This is a specific

exaLple of where .yaw City personnel could have been better utilized to offer

a sistance.'

Most interns *ere not observed on a

and their cooperating, teachers reflect

coordinators are a critical element in

* bee Appendix :Q

.

regular schedUle, and.both the interns

this pattbrn. We believe the on-site

the PCS model, and yet, As the program,

41.
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is currently structured, they are frequently,not available to the intern.

Five interis stated that either- they felt they had no coordinator or that

he or. she not...play much of a role for them. More than half of the interns
-7 t

. (q .

eiii5tesed concern about the unavailability of the On-site Coordinators. A

summary of the perceived deficiencies in the coordinators' role is showa.in

a samplingtakenfrom interviews with interns.

Table 2

AREAS OF DEFICIENCY IN COORDINATOR ROLE IN PROJECT

Areas of Deficiency Number of Persons

Responding

Percent

1." Lack of availability/time 8' 57.1

2. No on-site coordinator 3 21.4

3. No evaluEltions/observations/ftedback 2 14.3

4. Lack of experience/finesse as supervisor2 14.3

Lack of'experie4e as a science teacher 1
1 7.1

6. 'Doesn!t serve as a teaching model 1 7.1

. As presently constituted, the coordinators aretorn between their

duties as liaison with the schools, and their needs as doctoral candidates.

If the model is to be transportable, this role will have to be clarified.

The alternative approach of using a school employee pteseats similar problems

of availability.

E. Placement Outcomes

A'
The Project doeajnot appear to hive developed a formal network for

0

maintaining cOntact,with ite; graduates, 'Ind until recently its placement

service appears. to have relied heavily upon casual telephone eontact'6 to

job information.

F-

MR
C

So

44.
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-Data supplied `to the evaluation team in. June, 1978,e4dicated that the.

Project was aware of only one graduate teaching in a ci ty junior high

school, and the job status of 11 of it previous 25 graduates (1976-77) was

,ThatThat same month, the Project began a more formal survey of its

previous participants.

During its five years of operation, 57 students have completed the PCS.

pre-service sequence. Fourteen of these students are in the current (1979)

class, and it would be premature to include them in the placement figures for

two reasons:

a)' They may be completing their M,A. degrees, and not yet be in the job

market::

b) They may not ha've had sufficient time to be placed as of the writing

4

of this report.
o

In May, 1979, PCS provided the evaluation team with a list of 40 former

,participants and their educational and career status. Of, the 15 graduates in
.

the class'of 1976, nine appear to:be teaching - one possiblyin a city junior

high school - five are listed as teaching science in pu blic or private high

schools in-New York,'and the remainder are teaching Out of state.

Of-the 10 graduates in the class of 1977, all are listed as teaching.

Four are teaching science in the City's intermediate or junior high schools,

one is working for PCS as an on-s e.coordinator,three are in suburban junior

4

high schools, one_ii out of state, and one is in,a private school.'

4
.'

Five of tge fifteen graduates of the cldss of 1978 are employed in'the City's

,intermediate or junior highachools; one does per*diam subbing, another is a

_ .

.

O



part time science teacher .in a City adult education program, one is a

teacher id a city high school, and four others are teaching in suburban

and private schools:

.

In summary, of the forty participants listed as Preservice graduates

°

- during the first fOur years Of.the.Project's 'existence, no mare than ten are

known to peregulariyy employed in the city's intermediate or ,junior high
, /4, .

schools. Presumably,,thercurrent graduating class of 14 will. increase that
...., t a

number.

F Project; city Pcience Staff Assessment of Outcomes

A

Interviews with Project staff were conducted during May, l979, to

offer individual faculty the opportunity'to state what they felt PCs had

accomplished in the preservice component dingy; the final threeyears of

funding. It became apps Int during these, discussions that a major source

of satisfaction for the staff has teen the long-term, in-depth interaction

. .

wi,th t4 pre-service intern. The staff felt this allowed them to bui34 a

I

4,

-logood relationship with the interns, while at the same time enablihg them to

4. 4

observe their professional growth 'oer a gar's time, both at thei?University

, and in the.fitld.

14

1..

,

In
..,,,

general, the staff felt that the accomplishments "had been diffuse."

Specifically, the Project had established itself in the City, and by its'
1I.

-4\-7-
presence, had upgraded the science program in the schools bysupporting,scie ce

.

,

,

fairs and, through extended teacher supportimproving morale. One s

4t.

member

/4 expressed the belief that the Project had been successful in that it had "begun

i

t
.

.

,Y -a training program to teach tlacherb to relate to the community and to groups

rt . . 7
.00. .

.
.

. outside of the Achool."
.

.

o
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There appeared to be some difficulty. in identifying specific components

of thepreservice model ithich were unique to Project City Science. One

component was obvidusly the graduate support within the school personified

by the on-site coordinator. Another was the-interns' overriding feeling

of "belonging to a4project designed explicitly for junior high school"

This .sense'of accomplishmpnt was-for4one staff member "a gut reaction"

based in part upon teacher feedback.

In'ierms of a:transportable model, the components most frequently Identified

by Project staff were:

1. The extended time the interns worked in.the school.

2. Clusteing interns with )an pn-slte coordinator

3. 'A team approack; 'a sense of belonging to a Project that focused

on,a single school level- in this case the junior high school

4. Cc:pi-5es that provided ,a variety of teaching techniques ',

On the,last pbint,, there iras Some uncertainty expressed about whether the

PC3 courses as presentlXonstituted would:be "dniversally beneficial", but
.

it was felt that h science content course (Integrated Science, Urban Ecology,
.

e
etc.) was a step in the "right.diredtion".

One final outcome identified by a staff member was the, attempt to

incorporate "a sense of visual literacy".in the participants through the use

of photography, video taping, and other courere assignMents. -There was some

.
.

uncertainty as to whether this was a pertonal direction of cettgin'staff members-
.) o . .

.

'T . .

,

or a conscious,' deliberate effort on the part 6f.the Projeci.Z e.

ro

.

f

4"

o

A
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G. Summary

S.

In the.final analysis we must ask whether the Project City Science

;preservice Program has done any good,' andwhether, in fact, it should have

been funded. With all itsfaults,,the evaluators must conclude that

the answer is yes, theagh, as has-been made evident throughout the report,

there are a number of resOvations. Despite drawback the program- offered._,.
or

to-do'something that few others were attempting,. to Wit:

Preparing junior high school science teachers,. and

addressing the demanding needs of the inner city schools.

-While we do not believe that a disseminable model has been generated, the

Project-has shown that itis possible for a large urban University to develop

cooperative working relationships with-a complex bureiUcratic structUre such as a

is

New YgriZitir school ,district. While the. Preservice Program has not produced

large numbers of science teachers, it has developed'an approach which appears

capable of introducing teachers to classrooms in the inner city schools while

nid.riiraizing their cultuA shock.

The Project tried a number of things which did not work,'it has had some

athell success. It has aw4kened an interest in science in some children by

O

institutionalizing Science fairs in school buildings, encouraging the submission -.

110

of mini-grants in science, and causing a number of teachers .(however small)` to,

, .. 0 ; ,

stop and reflect on the 'efficiency of their own teaching techniquet;t. The Project .

. -

- ,
-

could not have been expected to anticipate 'she financal'crisee'of New York,

. -.
-.

change in
. ....,

. -

or the c its
T.
own leadership "which gave rise to a costly period'of-confusion.

1
.

, . * .
.

We believe
.

that the Project made errors'in judgment. .That was inevitable.

. .

.
.

It vas, after all, an ambitious attempt to solve a major problem which too'lew
,..

. /

,

f /

/

.
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educaprs had sought to address. It is always easier to look back and

recognize the warning signs. To suggest that such signs were clearly

evident is offered less as criticism than instruction. What then; can be

learned from the present experience? Project City Science has been an

effort to effect educational change. In any Such endeavor, the key is the

relationship between the various interested groups "(school, university,

community, union). The question that needs to be raised is°what has the Project

done to explain these relationshipd, and to inform the various communities of their

successes and failures?. What does one do to implement change? Who must be

approached,,and what are the administrative powex: levels appropriate for different

typei of decisions? At which'end of the educational spectrum does one begin?

What, influential personnel did the Project approach, and wAh what success?

Who did they miss? On these broad issues; PCS has not been particularly inform-

ative. Five years of field-centered activity_has not resulted in a set of

guidelines about project or school4functiqpg-that might be useful for others

.T.

,,

embarking on similar ventures.
.

- R s I 1

, The Project staff, in tide view of, the evaluators, .18.;fe not beensufficientiy,

-.1.0flectivftlbbIlip an e5cperience that is' quite {4;otiqUe. A,contributing factor to ,

0, . , . - , . , A ,

0 S' S 1
0

S :. thislwaS -0.6.-e 4.40 o4* org#thational ri ;or and direction: The Project 'staff

'aas

-' i'' . , 4, " \.. r
. - ,

= . ..

.,

4 .. ',"esteaishqd a set of pl.lposes that required d'determined, well-organived effort

.. h
7:

a
e 0,

a . 7 . e .0
1 .if they-were-to suczeld-Y The actUal implementation was loosely organizgd,

,

e' . .., .. "4 ..
.. .

.' 'Am" 11 ' cf aleand if'is ghestpnable Whsther the sty/e adopted weld ever e A TINVe .4
t 3.* '

. ,
411 * ..*

.
. .

1 ,,,, : IV ,m, , ,

, t *

staff ,to meet it xprodantentipn- of borating u?on a.,1:44stq s tructstree- 4 . _ Agit..

4*
. $

, 4.
:. ,

,
' k 4, ,4, ,- :I *$'.41. , As

'
t. 't iN _ : ,

r a'univetsitfrtased school'buppottiSy* 40..
4

..,
1 .

A '

Throughout the.iifeof the Project, Ronc'eipicus_teen expressed about the
.

o,

as,

n 'C
scope Of the

.
task assumed, an&the resultillg -problems Which.would beQosed. A
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5.

consistent thread, stressing the need for a more organized approach to

the problems that confronted' the Project can be traced. These:include
.

z,

.

comments from within, as well as without the'Rxoject, and they began-early.,

In'June of 1975, S'member of Projects Advisory board offered a nuthber

of suggestions illustrative.of these concerns:.

The advisor began his observations by seating that the Project needed .a

...

change model. He "staffed that the,Projectmust assume .-that teachers know more
.

,

about how to improve. the situation than thercan implement, instead of assuming
V

oz ly lacks and deficitssion the part pf the teachers.
He:wasconcerned' by the

. lack of commitment which the diStrfats show, and the leek of access which the

, . '
0 o

o

Pfbject has to 'district resources . 'He felt that eacA district should Show its '

.,, ". ,

commitment'by establishing someone as a liaison person,giving space'on-site, o,

.
,

, .

,,,, a J a .:: 1*' .

. . - /0 -
s L

and, providing access to,theadMiliistration: The also felt that thee,: ..

. , t

wad'a lack-of university support. bvefall?, heWelie4ehat the PrO2eit geed.ea'''''

0

s';'
. . ;

, . 44 q .

4. : to, adopt' an explicit cliange,mqdel oi strategy, Perhaps bay 'addi4 Sri organifittiSnsr

'rya .;, -4 - ,
,

'''' "k "0 '
144 :- 0 - " ..

, ,.. . .
4

1 , .

. ' ' s It

.."1
.

'',, A ' change specialist to 'the staff, :. He felt that he Project shOUV. concentrate on ,,

..., .
. .

. .'. .:,.

A) i
n lio1

, '' '"*.
1. . ;? -6,.

o ...

4 alialyjang..asCience Zducatidn,supporp sySIem.in each" sc , and.;address itself 0.1? .

v... 0
. , .

-

,,,.f...in _ ....,

,%.
. ,

i
%

-0
to- the- question of how' tb rove -'from what is tdelithat s waated...He 'ssid"that'

,,
I,

such change reqkires' an open acknOwleagement ,of Aupport bythose.at the top. and

-
i& - '. (.) ,t

't --. science coordinators supervisors become more invOlved, while principals and
.

o

A
,

A A ,

a.13.'s-must be brought In - perhaps bygranting them adjunct pictessoprofessor', Status.

.

' ---

.

, I

t He suggested addressing the science teachers in the scho8ls lie a group,, in

i , .;

,
4;

3 &'

order to' establish a norm structuret . . , r

;

t

The advisor further:questionedithe
VEsource Te acher - strategy, asking whether

'aik X ,

it was fully applicabl4( He suggested a broad'application.crosilni schoo19and

*
Minutes of Projdct City Science Advisory Board, Meeting; June

oc
Q.



even district lines, suggesting thatroles'Enust be clarified, and phases

A
of the operation spelledout'more clearly.

t

The advisor's foments reflected a number of the observations whibh the

preaent evaluators have since reacheitindependently. Ite problems of junior.

high 'Schools in the inner city` are exceediagly complex and difficult. They

will not be resolved by casual inquiry. A more determined effort will need

,to be launched if'wbsrkable alternatives ale to be discovered, aad the conditions
,

rte'undet they mightbe stitably used repo rted accurately. The:pieservice.:

program has developed some useful ideas which can be employed in the tridaing

of teachers. Efforts to implement change in the schools and to make a broad

impact upon the structure haVe been much less SUccessf11.

"Th

a'

Recommendations

1. The Project needs to examine the specific skills of its own

staff, and optimize then use.

A key; to the success of any Project of this type lies in the proper use

staff

.
,

,

of staff skills. The Project's staffing was weak at severalskey points, in
,

that staff skills did nOt.Maich up well with the sets of responsibilities and zp

tasks that 'needed tobe performed. It is clear, for example, that not all

staff members functioned evally well in a teaching situation, though t hey may

have had compensating strengths which could well have Deea used in other areas

'There are also dangers inherent in attempting to build what is a large

and important 1...oject upon a stiff that is virtually nonexist'ant.* Such a

circumstance greatly increases the number of vgriables that must be dealt,with.

It puts great pressure on the hiring of staff, for many key Toles will need

,to beefilled with perscjnnel whose talents, attitudes and potential dontuibutions

e i
t

are unknown quantities. This adds a considerable element of risk.. Perhaps
A

* Apparently there were more faculty in place at the time of the original

runding. These positions-we"re not maintained by the University during the

refunding period.

9 ""
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it was this, combined with an open ended desi6n, that ended up compounding ,

this Project's problems.' NSF would be well advised in the future to consider

1.

carefully what staff resources are in.place at the time support is sought) and

how many key roles Pemain to be filled.

2. The Project must develop better means of obtaining inforMation
from their preservice interns.

The Project instituted a one -hour seminar on Monday afternoons, the

purpose of which'Was to provide interns with a forum for expressing their

concerns, and the.Project with an opportunity to receive feedb&k. As the

year progressed, the PCS staff appeared to gradually ignore this function

of the seminar, so that by the end of the second semester, it had become'an

introductory period which blended into the implementation course.

During the past two years of the evaluation, a variety of highly useful

information was collected by the evaluators fromp.,on-site coordinators and

preservice interns. The game type of informattoh could!have been gathered

by the Project staff and had an effect in shaping their professional efforts.

The Project had the services of.the research staff and a better effort could

A have been made to not simply test the interns but seek their inputs in a formal

and consistant fashion over the course of a school year. A sifnllar problem

existed in regard to following up graduates. Far too little was attempted

'and an invaluable'source of data about the Project was lost.

3. The Project must learn to use the free talent that is available in the

New York City School District.

The Project generated a great deal of enthusiasm during their initial

contacts with cooperating districts. A number of these district people

knew the schools, knew the curriculum, and understood the attitudes and

aspirations of the populations in the tntermediate and junior high schools of
1

/
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the inner-city. The Project eithedid. not.believe these in viduals

possessed such understanding, or deliberately chose not to use their

expertise. Whatever the reason, a valuable resource was here again lost.

Preater- cooperation and use of such resources might have helped make the

Project more effective in the schools.

4. The Project needs to make greater use of consultants - esPeciallSr
those from minority-backgrounds.

During observation of Project courses, and again during interviews, the
c

evaluators heard minority group students disagree with interpretations

of the needs of minority children given by the staff. For a Project which is

directed toward the needs of inner-city children, and which, appears to-encourage

an' anthropological view of the culture-and society, there was not a

sufficient understanding. of the problem. Minorities are not"well represented

on the Prolect staff! A better'effort could have been made to adjust for

this lack by inviting Black and Hispanic psychologists and/or scienpeducators

to Aelp in the training of pre-service interns. L e .

5. The Project Director- -and senior staff should,become more visible

at the District level.

Senior staff members from New YorkUniversity lend an added sense of

importance and prestige to the presence of the Project. Occaasional visits

to the District, could only contribute to the impact of the Project in general,

ada night also enhance the efforts of on-site coordinators'and7,interns as

'
they seek to fuLfill the roles assigned, them. The Project has underestimated

the importance of the leadership being more visible in the schools. A concious

effort to increase thtir presence would alSo serve to seta tone for other"

staff members and perhaps begin the necessary process of increasingthe

, amount of time spent in the schools.

o

99

.0
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6. The University must learn to separate Project business from the
business of the department.

The ProjeCt is a full-time venture. The University's continued demands

upon the department helped to deplete the Project staff's time and abslorb-

their energy. Because of financial arrangements within the Univn.pity, the -

department and the Project frequently shared the time of staff members. It was

not-always clear that this "sharing"freed faculty from former responsibilities.

Such c:4eriellsping arrangements also allowed the department to place non-PCS

participants in the Project courses,, something which seeme43likely to erode

the interns' feelings of participating in a special project. The-attempt

to meet both sets'of responsibilities was difficult, and frequently fragmented

staff energies

7. The Project needs to draw upon a bro
efforts.

1\

r owe for its instructional,

If the Project yants to teach in an interdisciplinary manner, i.ermust-__
o

become interdisciplinary, building appropriate contacts within the University.

Almost the entire teaching load is oorne by graduate students, adjunc , sand

Associate Research Scientists. Essentially, four people teach all tw tY-,

four credits in the program - science content, education, psychology and field ,

supervision. The Project may be trying to do too much b54itself. Invo ent

bylother departments could provide new perspectives, different expertise;.

and perhaps a new insight into persistent problems - e.g.,-designing a more

satisfactory course structure for the integrated course in science content:'.

8. The Project might wish to consider establishing a, line of

institutional research.

. 1 O

t
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Tne doctoral students in the Project frequently expressed concern about

developing a suitable dissertation topic.' The Project deals with preparing

science teachers for the inner-city intermediate and-junior high schools in-

New York City., It seemb likely that the staff could identify major strands

of research they wish to see pursued, and encourage candidates to investigate

the possibility of exploring topics within those areas. Candidates for positions

as on-site coordinators would thus have an implicit understanding of the

nature of the research-expected by the Project. such coordination could help

e . f'

establish PCs as an important center or research activity for inner-city

science education.

9. The Project needs to direct its'efforts to the specific curriculum

of New York City.

The Project was not designed to write curriculum, and yet the.preservice

interns were frequently asked to design handb-on units or activities that a3.4

not specifically related to the New York City curriculum. Like it or not, the

teachers in-the City's junior high school's are committed to a specific

curriculum. They want to learn of more effective ways of. teaching that.

which the system wants them to teach. Different aspects of curriculum prbjects

such as ESS and SCIS may be fun and exciting to interns, but many of the New

York City junior high school teachers cannot relate thoSe activities to

their, programs. The Project needs to do a better job in teaching its

trainees and coordinators how to apply its instructional methodology to a

given curriculum. The ability to make such translations would also represent

a reasonable' proof that the instructional approadh suggested has been

conceptually understood and not simply verbally acceded to.

f
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VI THE MODEL DISTRICTS PROGRAM 0

A. Introduction

The term-"model district" was first used by PCS staff in its revised pro-

posal forre-funding, submitted to NSF in March, 1976. There it was indicated

that at this. level of funding available, the Project would work tOward achieving

four products, one of which would be the development of tw9 "model districts".

A model district was defined by the staff as "one in which there is the highest

possible level of intermediate science teaching in the schools:" Specifically,

the following attributes proposed by the Project described a model district:

*1) Student achievement in science kould be at or above national

norms and higher than in city as a whole. Compared to other-inner-

city students in their grades,'model district students would be

more inclined to like studying science, with a larger fraction

electingto enroll jrn science courses in higher grades. The

number who elect science-related careers would be at least equal

to national norms.

2) A larger proportion of teachers of science in a,model district

would be outstandingly competent. They would know how to'teach

science to all kinds of children under a variety of circumstances,

and they would enjoy doing.so. They would understand and respect

both their studentS and themselves for what they are, and for what

they are becoming. They also would have a continuing interest in

science, and would make a serious effort to deepen their understanding

of it and to stay up-to-date on recent developments.

3) Teachers in a model district would join forces, with administrators

and university professors to improve'science instrUction continuously.

This means they would conduct periodic studies of-all aspects of the
0 science program (including its relation to other programs in the

school) and they would take action based on'the findings. To this

end, the administrators would endeavOr to insure that the science

teachers have the working conditions and other suppOrt they need-to

achieve improvement. goals. AV a result of 'such continuing upgrading

. of the science eprriciawn, teaching methods and learning materials

would reflect the best thinking in the profession at any one time.

4) 'The teachers and administration would consider teacher trsin'ing and

research as major responsibilities of the district, because both contri-

bute to the improvement of science teaching in their district, and

,- because as mardiersOf unique and. special districts they would be in a

position to .contribute what others cannot: Thus they would be engaged

' 4 102
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in a continuing symbiotic relationship with a major university.

5) The science program-and efforts to improve it would be under-,
stood and supported by the parents and other citizens of the .

communityin which the district is'located. This would Ve reflected

by the improvement, on the one hand, of parents in the ongoing
program assessment activities, and, on the other, by the presence
of school science. activities in th! community.

6) Most of all, in a Model inner-city district there would not only
be a receptivity to new ideas and a willingness to put them to the
test, but also a constant'outward flow of ideas, tgeniques,
knowledge. The place would be ,demonstrably

Three mechanisms or programs were suggested in the proposal as a means of

moving toward the development of a model district.(a)Inservice staff daveloyinent;,

the publication of Citiscience Notes, and (c) the design of resource materials.

A Multitude of activities subsumed within these three programs and carried out

by Project staff constituted the "raw material" for evaluating this.phase of

PCS.

Rev4,ew of Prior Reports.

An initial evaluation report of Project activities during the 1977-78 Academic

Year,* and submitted in July, 1978, concluded that:

(1) There had been limited progress towards meeting the goals'of a model

district as originally detailed bye PCS staff.

(2) Activities were undertaken by the Project which indicated a movement

from the creation'of model districts to "model schools," i.e., planA

where an administrative arrangement of support exists between schools

and the project.

An interim evaluation report**, covering the Project's activities 'during

the Fall, 1978, semester and submit d-in January, 1979, concluded that officials

in the schools in which PCS has been wo_ ing do feel that there have been some

distinct advantages. However, as one moved outward to the larger educational

if,See, Appendix A, pp, 1-113.

** See Appendix B, pp.114-175.
103. .
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communities the Project intended to serve, its impact seriously diminishes.

The material for the present evaluation report was collected during the

Spring, 1979, semester. Like the two(reports that proceded it; it contains

a commentary on the Progress Reports witted by Prolest Staff that became

available during this period; interview data, conclusions, and recommendations.

B.' Update of Recent Project Activities

The interim evaluation'report of January, 1979, provided a history'of

the model district phase of the project asul in PCS written communications,

'specifically the Progress Reports. This historical exploration of the

Project beganln the initial evaluation report of July 1978 and is concluded

here with a brief analysis of Progress Reports #14 and #15.

One Measure of the importance to be attached to the analysis of these

progress reports can. be found in the remark of the Associate Direc'tor and

4, (' coordinator of the Model Districts Program:

What is written is what the Project is - an outline of at

least 80% of the Project. Thellinformation from interviews and

observations can-push us ,towards an even more complete picture.

JAsertice staff development and design of resource materials are two

mechanisms
I

suggested in the PCS proposal as means of moving toward the creation

of a model district. Progress Reports #14 and #15 describe activities under a

"Clinical Professors Program" as the key to inservice staff development, while a

section on "Curriculum Adaptation" describes PCS efforts in the design of

resource materials:

, 1. The Clinical Professor Program

Progress Report q #14 covers the period from June 1, 1978, through August

31, 1978, which was a time of internal assessment of this program by Ks staff.
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It reports that, "the staff held many discussions during the summer

of 1978, and submitted many written critiques of what was &ad was not

successful in this model to date and how improvements could be made."

Unfortunately, this progress report does not intricate the specifics of

any of these discussions or critiques. What was sucCessfui and what was

not successful in the model? The report is silent on the very question it

raises. Such important omissions have been a constant problem in Project

reporting and a source of concern to the evaluators. Key ideas or events

are alluded to 'hut not'fully explainedd. This recent report, like so maaY

others, is less a report on progress than on Project intent or prospects.

To"wlt, "their university training is being continnally refined" (p.10);

"This program needs totie further developed" (p; 41); "a further important

part of this description will cover ... (p. 11); "the next year will focus ..tu

1!)::

Progress Report #15 reflects on t1 Clihical Professor Program activities

from September, through December, 1918.. PC5 reports that, bases on an analysis

of their jobs, "a Checklist evolved regarding the Clinical Professor's daily

and weekly tasks. This list was used at the weekly meeting,during the fall

term to emphasize all that needed to be done by an effective change agent a&

(a) supervisor, (b) coordinator, and (c) resource person." Although nochecklist.

is provided,. the function of each of these roles is described, "As supervisor,

"each doctoral candidate contributed to the'decision regaling which preservice

student would do best in a particular school (and once in the schools), ensuring

that each intern was'able to profitably follow the weekly schedule..:The

s.
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--eogpinator's rolewas to see that the intern' ould gradually assume

more and more classrdom inv.olvemen...The role of resource person for the

clinical professors (was carried out) mainly through their work in

adopting curriculum materials for use at inservice training and workshops..'

During the past semester (January, through June, 1979), the Clinical

Professor Program was carried out main* through the roles desCribed above.

The effectiveness of this program is described in a section of the repor

where observations and interviews, including comment\by the on-site

coordinators (i.e. clinical professors) themselves, are analyzed.

2. Curriculum Adaptation

\Under the heading "Curriculum Adaptation", PCS describes its effort at

designing resource materials -.one of the mechanisms suggested for creating a

model district. Progress Report #14 states that "over the summer, each.of the

es.

coordinators took on the task of adapting some of the newer national curriculum

development efforts to the standard New/York City Board of Education Curriculum.

The, task of each
fwas to prepare an overall rationale for the sequence of topics

and general approach and., xplain why material in the original curriculum was

rearranged, oittted, oris plemented. This advance preparation would provide

teachers with-new materials and, new approaches when theyeware ready to try

them out."

Progress Report #15 describes how_Ihis_adaptation task was to be disseminated.

Each coordinator presented his ideas to the other coordinators aSd to the PCS

'faculty. Then, a hands-on workshop for the pre-service interns was held.

^.v

10c
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Finally, inseervice teacher workshops were to be hel_g,,in the individual
3.

schools by the coordinators. During the past semester, interns used

some of the adaptations in their classrooths. A aescriptiin of these

curriculum adaptations is Provided in Progress,Report #15.*

C.. PCS/ Staff Inter
1N.

To assess the Project's view of progress in th? Model District program,

a number of questions were pose its staff. How well did PCS staff think

it did in accomplishing the goalg Of a model district? Defining a-model

district in his own way, how does the coordinator Of this.phase of the Project

view its progress? How did the on-site coordinators evaluate their involvement

in the Clinical Professor and Curriculum Adaptation Programs - the two

mechanisms' suggested by PCS as means of creating 'a model district? In the

following section, the views of the coordinator of the Model District program,

the on-site coordinators, and pre-service interns are presented. The responses

are useful in clarifying how the Project viewed its efforts in, this area.

y

1. Views of the Coordinator of the Mddel,District Prbgram:

The faculty member responsible for, the overall coordination of

the Model District Program indicated that there were four ways that

the Project staff defined a model district:

(a) Ideally the goal of a model district program is

( to help .1reate places where science is taught

well. A lot of teachers are doing hands-on,

. activities; there is excitement in the kids

.about science and the administration backs this

up.

(b) Organizationally, the Model District Program is

an administrative arrangement_ with principals,

supervisors, superintendents,-,teachers, Board

of Education, and the UFT. .

r)



(c) Operationally an NYU, theModel District
Program is the training we provide. We ,

put a coordinator to work in a school
,with.two interns, and spell bout the roles

of each.

(d) In a social reality context, the Model
District Program, when made operation
in the schools; takes into accoung inn
city problems:-, morale, discipline, mone
research, community, etc.

ti

PCS itself is a training program; a-pilot progra trying to

find the best way. I'm not saying that we had the best way to entei-

the syktem. We are continually trying to refine the way we operate,'

so that it matches the realities of the schools. We said many things ./

at the beginning.,We goat in there, found things that did not work,

And documented the reasons they didn't work. W6 are very_conscoious,,,'

of the need to get something" done.

,

. i

The /Coordinator was asked what he bel thp kw blemeneof:
_2-

this component of the project., He indicated-his belief that there are

-

three essential things that should be 41Zen into accunt about Model Districts:

1

*. -

(a) None of the on-site coordiators hati previou6

training as superyinors'. You really can't expect

them to perform well at the outset without
previous training in,ehe kind of job they were

.

doing. ,0

(b) All the 6re-se rvice interns are brand new each

'
year, coming from different backgrounds, and

so the trainiTng"progrgM has to be very fluid

an d imaginative to bring them into.the system-

in a productiire igay. The role' o£ the 'co-

ordinators is the key to the Model' Districts

Program.
f

(c) -The Program Director was new, and he had
to come in and,iet a grasp of a very_

difficult prograw. It is a comp).ex program

to geila handleton, because it is so
amorphous and tries to tie in with so many

things.

r
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1
invited to an information sharing meeting re their Participation in Project

activities. After several disCussions between New York City Officials and

member's of the.UFT (February, 1978, and April, L978), a meeting was held in

May, 1978. Eleven district superintendents attended. A letter sent out to

the districts early in the next school year (October, 1978), resulted in

District 15 reqUesting.that the Project start working with one of its

- 100 -

In the course of the interview, the Coordinator was,asked how he

would have used additional funds had they been available. His response'

was that suchirunds would have been employed.to tring in a number of:

./
jr.

knowledgeable (outside) consultants t5to) plan at the very

beginning a research activity that would have given'us
direction for our other activities. I would have hired

consultants who ,know the schools in the city - who could

give us material that I can't find in a typicallliterature

search. I would have hired a few more people that could

do the job that we are doing in the schools.

The Coordinator was alap asked what.he felt'the Project had learned

from the Model District c111 /W.*nentdP'its operations. He noted that.the

recent experience of PCS with District 15 was perhaps most illustrative of

the progress being made in this regard:

Essentially, the involvement of PCS in District 15 began as a result of

a PCS annual advisory board meeting held in Octbber, 1977. An official of

the New York City Central School Board suggested that districts should be

0

schools, I.S. 142,,as soon as possible. The Project was able to begin at

'once.

The principal at I.S. 142was informed about the Project through the

superintendent. The principal nominated one of the science teachers as a

A

coordinator. This coordinator began participating in classes at the university.

Two pre-service interns were sent to the school and worked with four science

teachers in the building.

. 0 9

27
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The program coordinator summarized his remarks this way:

Now, in terms of District 15, we have a model that people

said would work, and it has, in fact, worked very well.'

Last year (1978) when we met with the superAntendents

about obtaining financial support, there was strong agree-

ment that this was the model they wanted: iThe on-site

coordinator should not be a doctoral candidate, but a

district school person. The person would come to the

University regularly to classes for upgrading his expertise,

and for organizational Meetings. This person would possiblkw

be a future assistant principal in charge ofAscience, or a

district science coordinator or supervisor.

Finally, the program coordinator was asked to assess the ways in

which the Model District phase of Project City Science succeeded. He noted his

belief that it has succeeded "in that it is a viable model that can work

if we have enough of the right kinds of inputs and enough time." Be

went on to define the inputs in terms of people at 611

"administrators Oho will give support; coordinators who are capable

and are willing to be open; in-service people in the schools who are

willing to bend a little bit to new ideas. (And we need) recruits--
1

pre-service recruits who have a good science background, enough energy."

2. Views of the On-Site Coordinators:

In March, and April, 1979, interviews were conducted with the 8 on-site.

coordinators involved in PCS. Four of the coordinators were doctoral students,

one was a masters degree candidate, and the other three served while also

-holding faculty positions within the participating schools: During the

interviews, the coordinatoillf:7::::d a number of questions about preparation

for their roles and execution of responsibilities (See Appendix B). Among the

'questions, asked and the responses received were the following:

110
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Table 3

(a) Did the project prepare you to perform your supervisory function?

a

Yes 1 (12.5%).

No 5 .(62.5%)

No teed. 2 (25.0%)

(b) Was the overall training sufficient?

Yes' 3 (37.5%)

,No 3 (37.5%)

'*Not

applicable

- 2 (25.0%)

(0 Did your job of Supervision coordinate well with your responsibilities

as a doctoral student?

Yes

Some ,

No

Not

0

2

2

4

0 (00.0%)

(25.0%)

(25.0)

(50.0%)

--_applicable

When asked about their joint weekly meetings with the Associate Project

Director, three coordinators stated that they'did not attend these joint

A -r

meetings because of their assignments as faculty ,members in the fieldwork

schooli. One was unable to attend because meetings conflicted with university

icoursework. Another attended rarely due to work connected with a doctoral

dissertation. The three coordinators who attended the meetings regularly

reported,satisfaction with the way in which they were ccwiudted.

*Several of the on-site coordinators were school district persoAnel

and did not feel they needed supervisory training.
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Sixof the eight coordinators stated that they had not received

training in how to keep a diary, conduct observations, provide feedback

to interns, or other supervisory tasks. Of these six coordinators,

five indicated that the Ntoncept and format of the diary had'evplved'

during the course of'the year. One coordinator stated that he had received

(raining in certain supervisory tasks, and another indicated that sole

training had been provided. .ft is obviOus from such comments that the

Project had allowed itself to become greatly dependent upon the coordinatoAW

personal capacity for organizational analysis and self-instfuction.

More than a third of the coordinators felt that the initial Project

goals were unrealistic and needed -to be adjusted to the situation found in

the New York City schools. Again, such adjustments were more frequently

personal than organizationatl. From the perspective of the Project, they varied

in terms of how sound and effective they were. Setting goals which were

llOt actually possible led to the inevitable sense that there had been a lack

of Project achievement.

One coordinator noted:

The Project startedto admit that the goals were unrealistic.
We

came out from trying to change a district to trying to change a

school. And, even-0,411y, we were trying to change teachers in

classrooms. So, in a way; that's an admission of the fact that

there was a discrepancy.

"Three-fourths of the coordinators felt that the school administrators

and teachers perceived the coordinator's essentially that of a resource

person. From the viewpoint of the evaluators, this was a major impediment

to the formation of model districts. The on-site coordinators represented

4
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a key element in the PCS plan to change instructional procedures in the

schoOls. The fact that the school personnel viewed them in such a narrow

way greatly restricted what they could contribute,. What the Project must

decide is why such avriew prevailed and to what extent it was influenced

by the type of personnel selected by the Project to fill these positions.

As can be seen from Table 4 below, the coordinators felt they were perceived

by school personnel predominantly in terms of resource aid.

however, appekr to see that role as limiting.-

Table 4

They did not,

Role of Coordinator_arceived:by Teacherp/Administrators

Role Number Percent

. 1. Resource

2. In-service, Informal training

3. Department coordinator

The most popular means by,which the

and understanding of the other teachers

contact, especiAly during prepariaions

6

1

75.0

25.0

(12.5

coordinators elicited the cooperation

in the schools was through individual

of a science fair (See Table 5). One

wouldhaVe hoped:that the role of a change agent, instructional leader, or

curriculum advisor would have been among those things mentioned, if not

highlighted.

.Nleans of Elicit

Table 5

Teacher C..eration

1. Individual contact (as through

a science fair)

2. Acting in role of colleague or
supervisor (dual role)

3. Outside agency offering assistance

4. fliers in teacher mailboxes

AsSistance to Special Educattcp.r)

Teachers

4.

Number

5

2

1

1

Percent

62.5

e>.0

12.5

12.5
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3. Views of the Pre-Service Interns:.

The.views of interns in regard to the iOrmation'of a model district

were also sought. A questionnaire was administered to each OP the previous

two groups of interns (1977-78 and 1978-79). In it, the following question

was posed: Do you believe your school would serve as a visible model ok

effective science instruction? Of those expressing an opinion, six said

yes and eighteen said no. A second question asked if the internO-believed

thd classrooms they were working in would serve as visible modela of

scienoe instruction to which other teachers should be invited. Of those who

-,)

expressed a view, twelve' said yes and eleven said no. The interns are not

experienced teachers. The depth of their professional insight can reasonably

be questioned. Nonetheless, the views expressed do not inspire coliiidence

that.at the conclusion of five years of effort, the Project has been very

effective in establishing a high percentage of model classrooms-let alone

schools or districts.

C. 'Evaluative Comments is
The immediate purpose of the Model District Program was to produce model

(ft

science classrooms. These were to be places where Science was taught well;

classrooms where, a great-deal of hands-on activity*was taking place, where an

excitement about science was generated. The evidence, collected from class-

room obseriations, questionnaires, surveys, and interviews is conclusive:

Model science classrooms remain an ideal, elusive goal.

That thid is so does not come as a surprise,. The attempt to bring about

change in complex bureaucratic organizations is not easily accomplished-.

Such efforts require a well conceived design and a highly systematic approSch.

-
The Project, in our view, met neither cdndition. The 'effort rested upon a

Structure that was informal and personalistic. As Sarason points outs "Good

. . .

ideas and missionary zeal ar sometimes enough to change the thinking and
- .

1141
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actions of individuals; they are rarely if ever effective in changing

complicated organizations like the school with traditions, dynamics, and goals

of their own.'5T

The Associate Director and the coordinator of the Model District Program

indicated that organizational, operational, and social reality considerations

were the p'rogram phases that had to work to bring the ideal model district into

existence. A careful analysis'of each of these phases with special attention

to the following issues provides several kinds of useful information: Were the

original project plans workable? Were the plans modified) and, if so, were_

these modified plans workable? What were the najor'problems raced, and how did

the project respond to these problems? Finally, what was accomplished and,what

was learned?

I. The Organizational Phase
4,1

Organizationally, the Model District Program is an administrative ar-

rangement between the Project and principals, sup rvisors, superintendents,

teachers, the Board of Education, and the union. It won d. be usefUl.to

examine how well this support system has been developed th each of these

groups*
10

(a) Did the Project establish and maintain a supportive Wangement

at the distriCt level with the superintendent and district science

coordi -iator?

The Project established initialcontat With the superintendeat'a

office and the office of theedistrict science coordinators.* The

district science coordinators were also responsible fof the contact

*In the new district (15),.initial con t was with the superintendent.
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cdth the building principals and assistant principals. After ,

k

initial contacti'far too little was done to maintain an active,

`sustaining relationship with these coordinators. As one commented,

"Although there initially was talk of a partnership, none ever

developed." That a close working relatio p with these

coordinators was not sought and maintained seemed a serious

miscalculation. As noted earlier, their loss as a personal and

organizational resource seems a waste that the Project could ill

afford.

(b) Did'the Plbjeat establish and maintain a supportive arrangement with

the principal assistant principal, and teachers at the school level?
A

The project did establish and maintain a supportive

arrangement with the principal, assistant principal, and teachers in

the schools. As one school administrator expressed it, "Project.,

City Science contributes to school services ra er than drains them."
4.4.0

This individual was pointing out that the typical pre-service
4 -

(teacher arraagient requires a great deal of administrative support

and effort to work successfully, since the university usually:

provides so little on-site guidance for trainees. The presence of an on-

sit% coordinator not only alleviated this burden, but provided yet

additional help for in=service teachers in the way of ideas, materials,

and support for experimental efforts.

(c) Did the Project establish and maintain a supportive arrangement

with the Board of Education and the Union?

The Advisory Board members included members of the Board of

Education and the-Union. Although the Advisory Board stopped

meeting regularly in 1977, info contacts with individuals were

maintained by Project staff: Specifically, a 'network of communica-

tions was established and maintained betwen the Prelt.ct Director,

L
1.11;
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Associate Director, Board of Education personnel, and officials of

the United Pederation.of Teachers. This relationship- seemed to be

.

effectively maintained, and was used. by theProject staff in its efforA

to disseminate their ideas to other districts. . 4.)

(d) Did the Project establish and maintain a supportive etrangement with

the University?

This arrangement was important but the support did not occur. The

Associate Director'13 comments are instructive in this regard:

That's a huge problem that is ofteh not reflected 1L--the

,university's feeling about a field-based project. The

university pays Xlittle) attention to the time it takesto

run a program - and it doesn't Matter how mmeh,money is.,

coming in. They haVe their own criteria people and

what people have to do in terms of univoks±ty standards, and

they (don't try to.accomodat0' projects except in minimal ways.
m4

The evaluators agree'that theevidende that the Project was not the

recipient of strong support from the University.

2. The Operatibnal Phase

Operationally, the Model District Program consisted or placing a co-1c

ordinatot in a school to riewith two interns, and spelling out the role of

each.

(a) Haw well were the coordinators chosen and prepared?

0

The PCJ selection process for choosing coordinators has

evolved to this point: The coordinators will be.dis&ict or

school pe?sons; they will not be doctoral candidates fiom the

the university,regular-university. The coordinators will come to

ly for. classes to upgrade their skills. A coordinator.chosen

o

may possibly become an aasistli principal in -charge of:Scienceil

a district science coordinator, or school supervisor.' The RCS

staff considers this new' method2fsaleetini-eoordinators to be a

positive response to inteiests expressed by the school district in

117
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ng their-own experienced personnel fill this role.

'different point f view with respect to coordinator

ectionoiss offer 4,y an outside evaluation Lilm of science

educators. They state:
1'

A

The eroject has faced dilemmas such asthe'decision
regarding the choice of, coordinators. Ir these ter.Viaare

employees of the school district, then they are responsible

to the school district first. if theKare university

employees, then their deadions need-J:10 be accepted by

school district personnel. Over a four -year period it would

be hoped that PCS staff would have gained the confidence of

school persoanel so that the NYU staff co d serve as

coordinators, and so that their dedisionacwould be accepted,

even though these decisions adgh create ensive changes

in methodology, ourricUlum, etc.

The evaluators concur. The key to-making coordinators effective

A

is in the selection and training process. As was noted in our earlier

evaluation, and in the dissemination section of. this report, it is believed

that employing school district personnel in this role may seriously alter

.endelminish the power of themodel. The entire concept begins to closely

resemble the approach to training pre-service teache'rs commonly iniuse i.e.,

'the daily supervision of the trainee is conducted by school personnel with

S

university staff Slaking infrequent observations.

The evaluators have suggested the need to work more closely

with school district personnel, particularly building administrators and

supervisors. Such individuals should be closely consulted, and their involvement

in training programs on implementing change encouraged.; The role ofthe

coordinator, howeve, is a separate concept. In Creatingit, the Project

understood the need to have its supervisory influence sustained by a university

representative on a more consistent basis. To do leas would 'be to sun ender

k-

4I
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the power to, nurture,the'philosophical views and instructional

techniques the university is seeking to inculcate. One may quarrel

over the adequacy or effectiveness of the training that the University

offers,, but the ability of the schools to impose their views on trainees

who are j.nadequately supported during their field experience is unquestioned.

In the training model commonly in use, it is the schools which provide the

final and most powerful influence upon impressionable trainees. It is difficult

to see how the university can assume financing of the role of the coordinator,

but without it one of the major features that makes thepre-servicemodel

uaique may be lost.

(b) , How well were the interns chosen and prePairdd?--

(c)

Intern selection and preparation, like those of the coordinators,

was not uniform, and produced mixed results. On a questionnaire

administered to the past two groups of interns, negative po neutral,

responses were given byrtheNriajority to questions on subjects such

as ratings of N.Y.U. courses, appliyabilityof course work. to the

:classroom, and adequacy of thel3preparation to become science

it
teachers. .

How effective was the Procedure for choosing' participating schools? 1

'The Progress Reports would lead One to believe that an elaborate

and objective system for selection of districts was evolved.

Interviews with key persons 4nvolved in:the Project simply do not

support such a notion. ,Rather, selection of the districts and

schools within those districts was conducted on a more person

informal level. Surbly criteria were'devel*ed and applied, but
o

interviews with all involved do not leave the impression of rigor .
,

that is implied in subsequent reports. The evaluators do not

4
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0

believe that an effective criteria on school selection that would

be useful to other projects has been developed. Overall, the

participating schools allowed the project considerable operational

flexibility. Admini:Qliors were generally friendly to the project.

Too' few models of good sciencetteaching, however, were av ilable in

any of,the schools selected, and both interns and coordinators noted

that deficiency.

How well were the roles and expectation's of the coordinatori defined?

Progress. Report 1/5 offers a reasonablycgood attempt.to define wHat-

Al .

the role of the coordinator was to be.
*

Unfortunately, little :

'
evidence exists to support the notion that this defined list of rules

and expectations served any fundamental purpose in the selection,

trainin or internal evaluation of this phase of the Project,,. For

exapp e, e expectation that the coordinators would serve as change

agents not followed up with any systematic or specific instruc-

. tion on how to accomplish tasks as change agents. Such instructions

would have included work in supervisory technique, organizational

behavior, and those personal and bureaucratic mechanisms employed

to resist change. To the best of our knowledge, little such

instruction was provided.
4

The Social Reality Phase

In the social reality context, the Model District Program is what the Project

actually does in school, taking into account inner-city particularitied

(discipline problems, particulars arising from community parameters) and

4

issues such as teacher morale and psytliologic'al make-up.

(a) To what degree did the Project direct its attention to these inner-

city particularities? .br

.Not nearly enough efforts were made by PCS staff directly or

*See Appendix
4 -
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indirectly to isolate spe fics related, to the Inner-ty. No

'evidence, for example, OKiEl that a thorough review of the literature'

"was ever undertaken. Further, little has been done to develop a

systematic training program for either pre-service or in-service teachers

that would provide'a useful framework-for addressing these issues.- A

number of observers commented on the absenc) of an identifiable focus on
a0101.

inner city.concerns in the courses being taught (see Appendix C).

the coursework dealt with difficulties interns would face in the schools,

there was little that would characterize the instruction as essentially

different from that of any other departments of teacher education.

The Project also attempted to develop a deeper awareness of the4g-

ways in which schools and teachers functioned. These views were sometimes

used to provide the underpinning for operational aspects of the Project, but

0

were often not well tested°. The. Associate Project Diiector, for example]

spoke of the usefulness of interns as change agents, especially during

1 .4.

the Spring months of the academic year: "In,March, April and May, the

pre-service interns are very much the change agents. They have all the

energy - the regular teachers'are .

In the experience of the evaluators, this was not so. The interns,

with the addition of their heavy course loads at the University, were

often as tired as the teachers by the end of the year. More to the point,.

0

ti

many of them were preoCcupied with courseworkand/or'obtaining teaching

positions, and had abandoned efforts to effect change. Not only did the

teachers not accept them in the role of change agents, but most ofthe

121
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interns themselves did not accept this role as realistic. One of

the interns summarized this feeling best when responding to a

questionnaire item that asked what was the greatest frustration the

tProject.presented. His response was:

Hein introduced 'as a panacea for the school,

when in actuality I vaa unprepared, inexperi-
enced, and scared.

What Was Accomplished; What Was Learned?

No evidence has been collected (for this final report) which would

modify the-vIevpoini of the initial, and interim evaluati8n reports: There

was limited progress towards meeting the foals of a model, district as

originally detailed.

Some things, holreVer,'were accomplished, and many things were learned.

Among those outcomes and learningd which appear useful are the following:,
4

(a) One gray to tie the school and communiM together to get parents

to appreciate what the'schoolis clans., is to'sponsor.schooi events

such as science fairs. (This seems like a traditional thing to ,4"--

do bAtit did accomplish a purpose). Similarly, this can be-

come an effective way to make the school administration aware

of, and sensitive to, the efforts of the science department.

(b) To get a schoOl's inservice staff to become aware of the Project's

presence and to get a school's inservice staff to have confidence in

411 4
the Project as a-?esource in science education, have the Project team

volunteer to inventory, then organize the science materiald4tnd

S

equipment' for the_staff.

ti ,122
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(c) To increase underitanding of the relationships between the,schools

and neighborhoods and to ster better understanding and

communication between hools and communities, the Project should

sponsor and involve p rvice teachers in anthropologiCal research

efforts as a vice.

(d) To sensitize pre-service teachers to schools being entered for the

(8)

first time the Project should have pre-service teachers record their

observations and impressions in a prescribed format and discuss

them with University staff and colleagues.

To encourage pre-service students to increase their contacts with

school personnel and students and to understand the complexity

of the institutions in which they work, the Project involved the

pre-service students in observation tasks within their respective

schools. They encouraged group analysis and discussion of data

collected and compiled.

To increase understanding of various situations in the schools, in

order to aid the coordinators in solving problems there, regUlar

staff meetings for such personnel. should be held.
Meetings should

'focus on supervision of pre-service interns,. -work with inservice

teachers and administrators, review of progress during the month,

and planning for the month ahead.

To encourage non-Project teachers to use new curricular materials,

have the Project staff prepare and distribute a list of science

-objectives and Project activities for the semester to all the

science teachers.

7
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How much progress has PCS made? Has the'projeCt'arrived at a level

of understanding that, if examined carefully and developed furthleby

others, will lead to appropriate and effective efforts at changeT By

themselves, the previous seven lettered statements do not provide such a.

4 base for conceptual understanding. If, however, as the Associate

Director remarked many times, "much has been learned", and if these

learnings are appropriately and clearly included in the Project's own

final summary of its activities, then a level of understanding may be

developed from the Project's experience that could constitute a begin-

ning in this regard. At this tithe, however, the basis for such concept-

ual understanding has not been developed in a way that could measurably

aid others seeking to create model district, schools or classrooms.

Th, data that have been gathered have been neither rigorously assessed

nor orga

for review.

d in a way which would allow them to be formally presented

D. Recommendations

In the previous evaluative commentsection of this report, three aspects

of the ModeI District Program were analyzed; the organizational, operational,

and social reality portions. Within each part) a series of'questions were posed,

and narrative answers given - answers that provided evidenCe of that was

accomplished.
.p

This section of the report offers recommendations summarizing the

evaluative comments previously suggested. Recommendations to the Project will

be of specific interest to the PCS staff, and the New York City School System,

while those dealing mare with policy are aimed at the broader community of science

educators and the funding agency.
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1. The Project should attempt to make better use of personnel
within the New York City School District.

The New York City school system is staffed by some capable, highly'

sophisticated people. The system has, as one would expect, an inertia and

a'certain penchant for maintainance of procedures to which it has become

accustomed. These drawbacks, however, are not by any means the sum total of

what the system has to offer. If only the impediments are seen, then the

sole approach conceived of will be how to minimize'the blockages thgy represent.

That would lead to a strategy of avoidance, i.e. the less contact with certain

forces the greater the likelihood that the Project will attain its goals. We

believe that something like that occured with PCS. It was not a sound strategy.

Several key individuals complained of lack of contact with the Project

though they were willing to cooperate and even offer their services. Avoidance

deniesthe Project the talents of such individuals on the presumption that the'

opposition they may offer will be thus mitigated. Indeed, the likelihood is

that the key task of such a Project is to overcome preciiely such opposition,

by confronting it with a better way of doing things. Both:groups benefit from

such direct interaction. The University is kept more alert, 'and its efforts

more realistic because the superiority, of its approach has to be demonstrated

not assumed. The Public School. representatives benefit from exposure to new

ideas or approaches. Even when not totally convinced they may.end up more open

to allowing:alternative approaches than they were previously. Confrontation can

result in both sides modifying the initial rigidity of their positions, finding

that each harbors some elements of reality. The Project's refusal to use these

resources, however, assures non- cooperation.

Li
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2. The project staff should state more clearly the changes they are

seeking to bring about.

Any attempt to introduce a-chaage into schools involves some

existing behavioral or progranmatic regularity. The Project should be

capable of stating these regularities that exist, and noting the changes

in the regularities it intends to bring about.

Several recolendations appropriate to PCS can be developed from the

paraphrased remarks of Sarason that form the basis for the above recommendations.

(a) Fund a plann,r* periods

(b) Hire experts in the change process.

`(c) Provide in- service training Ven the change process for

staff, particularly'reviewlng the key literature that exists

in the fie14.

(a) Fund a planning period

a

There was an obvious need for PCS -to study and understand the school

cultu4e, to identify the existing regularities, and to state their own intended'

outcomes with respect'to those regularities. being in a service relationship

to the school for the purpose of study.and,understanding - not training and

t ,

change:- wauld.have allowed the-deveIopment,of a more scholarly approach to

the dynamics involved in the Ptoject. The present "Teacher Corps" funded
A

pAnning period is a good example of what is meant.

(b) Hire experts in the cbange process

"A dilemma is frequently developed by the attempt to create a working

relationship between many institutions with different goals and different working

relationships. Cooperation does not just happen. Management consultants and/or

120
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trainers of group process skills are necessary personnel to,be included'

in project activities right from the beginning.

The management consultant's responsibility is to alter people's perceptions

and knowledge of each other's problems and to create the conditions for

non-competitive, nutually satisfying, exchanges-of information, plans, and

resources. group process skill improvement for all members of the project .

is necessary. .

That "cooperation" was expected td be,azi important (and utine?) component

of this grant and can be gauged from the two titles given to the Projlct. In

the original proposal, it was called Project City Science: A Cooperative

Investment ix Quality Science for Intermediate Schools; in the proposal for

refunding, it was cal.* ProJect City Science: A Cooperative Multi-Functional

Approach to the Improvement of Intermediate School Science Teaching in the

Inner City.

Unfortunately, none of the different working arrangements designed by the

froject staff to increase the cooperative nature of the undertaking - components

such as self - study, task forces, workshops on techniquesin science teaching,

etc. was very successful. A more direct training program in group process

skills may have been of aid. It is Lieved that the resources for such

training were available within the University comillunity.

(c) 'Plan in-service work for Project Staff, particularly reviewing the

key literature of implementation and change efforts.

Many excellent summary papers designed to acquaint educators with the

planned educational change field exists. One.of the best4for.example, was

written by Joseph B. Ciacquinta, of New York University. Some remarks contained

in his paper presented at the AERA annual meeting in March, 1978, are provocative:
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The fact is that most, if not all, implementation
-.---efforts fall short of their intended marks.' But why do

they?...Most school innovations require substantial
resocialization (and not mere re-education) of existing
personnel, implementation that is paralyzed in part by the

lack of control:. we have over the required personality

,change process...

3. The Project should strive to meet the original goals of the Model

District Program,

To accomplish this recommenaation, these goaltmust generate an appropriately.-

implemented program. "Appropriate implementation is not ideal implementation,

but rather enactment to the point wile the essential elements of the original'

innovation are left undistorted."

A previous report recommended the following necessary actions to carry out

the original goals:

(a) The collection of data regarding the knowledge of science

content and science processes from students who are just

beginning involvement in a PCS class, as well as from students

in noon -PCS classes.

(b) The collection of similar data from studedts who have spent

a year in PCB class as well as from those youngsters who were

non-PCS students.

(c)- The collection of data indicating, the knowledge of science

-content andoprocedurespromPCS coo&rating teachers and science

4
teachers in the same schools'who do not partiCipate in the Project.

(d) In each PCS school', procedures should be initiated that reflect an

active community involvement in PCS related activities.



The collection of such data would form the base upon which the Project

could begin to measure the impact of its efforts upon partIcipating students

and teachers. Without such information it is unlikely that the PCS staff will

ever have an accurate picture of where it is succeeding and where it is

failing. The creation of model districts, schools, or classrooms cannot rest

upon purely intuitive procedures. 'The Project needs the "eyes" of its research

staff to'determine where and in what ways its influence is being felt.

4. The Project should conduct its workshops in the school districts.

This was a common suggestion for improving the competence of the cooperating

teachers. The Project has done this in the past, but gradually the workshops

appear to have been reloc ed to the University. Such a tendancy is not

unexpected, but would appe to defeat the purpose of the workshops by making them

less available, in practical terms, to teachers.

Sbhoals also cited as one of their needs a mechanisms for more effective

communication among faculty members. PCS might consider this a topic for a

special consortium of principals, assistant principals, and other district .

47

supervisory personnel. Surely it would be a topic of vital interest to all of

them. Appropriate experts might be invited to facilitate Such deliberations.

5. NSF should promote some programs whose express purpose is to identify

success models in science education - especially as they exist in urban areas.

Success models identification, inventorying,Tverification, and the subsequent

initiation of casual studies:represent a critical need. Input of federal

monies into these success models to assure their continuance and improve their

performance seems ;Co be a good investment. Such ongoing programs could become

sources of study for one another, as well as for ot ers interested in determining

1
Onti

3
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what appears to work best.. Offering such programs further support to

expand or strengthen their efforts would thus serve a dual purpose.

Such a concept is quite different from that of funding a large scale

effort that is outside of the system seeking to work its way in. Here, the

premium would be uponsfunding existing prograns,vhich are performing successfully

and have already learned something about how to function effectively within

the structure of the schools. NSF could provide important support
r

that would enable such programs to learn about one another, create a network

that would exchange information, and make an Objective analysis of the central

causes of their success.

VI
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VII THE DISSEMINATION PROGRAM 4

A. Int4oduction
1

ConfiderableInformation about the PCS dissemination goals, tasks,,

and activities is Presented in Appendices A'and B to the full report:°'

Dissemination is one of the four'major components of the project, and is

designed to.traaamit and communicate information about the model districts,

research, and pre - service components to institutions in urban centers, as

well as to other interested groups.

B. Purposes of the Dissemination Program

The goals of the dissemination component of PCS remained unchanged 0

when the project made its request to be.refunded. These goals were broadly

`stated as follows: "...to =generate and disseminate, knowledge about

adolescents, the learning of science in the inner -city situation,. and

9 o'

process of improving science education."

Through the bfief histOry of Project City Science, dissemination has been

.considered a separate program, an'aspect of the research programv part of the

effort to insitutionarize change or even an unnamed part of the Project's efforts..
a

However, at all times the Project City Science staff has recognized the major
. .

./. . - 4

o\ ug
s ,

role that the sharing of ideas through a variety of media must play in a project
.._

g

of this*magnitude. .

O

,.In the Goals, Tasks, and Activities section of the revised proposal'the
)'

follawingclarificaiv of.the disseMination phase of PCS was presented:

To extend the influence of the project beyolid

the boundaries of New York University and the

participating districts. This goal (dissemination)

can be achievedonly if the ppject, is reasonably
succesefUl in reaching its firstf ffi.re gbajs.!'

L
.*See Appendix P; p. 366.
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The 1975 propos to .NSF offered an adjust dissemination plan with

the following new features:

1. The revised plan relies even more than befdre on engaging
other universities in New York City in the .enterprise....Efforts

will be accelerated during Project Year #2 (1975-76) to inform the

universities in the city having education departments of the

project's Work. Initial inquires indicate that at least three

or four teacher training institutions and six to eight
community colleges are ready inforriially to explore various possible

ways to become associated with:PCS.

2. A higher premium is placed on the projecii.a being ableto
demonstrate substantive and unambiguous "success" in the district

in which it works. Only then will other universities and distriCts

be likely to make long -term commitments that are eventually needed to

achieve city-wide'disseminstiop.

3 This. information-s ing responsibility will have to be tailored

-to'contribute maximally dissemination'within New York City itself.

To the extent that the project gets positivectangible results and

'makes them known, teachers, administrators and parents will seek to

emulate its apprbach. (Emphasis added.)

4. To the.extent possia, the overflow (of teachers trained by PCS'

p eservice program) will be deployed in other districts in such away

t.they eventually Will be in a position toielp in continuing

di semination activities.

5. Intermediate and junir high school teachers and administrators

Jthroughout the city need o be informed continuously of ways to improve

science instrut4on in their schools.
8

As the Project learns of liseful actions that any district or school

can take to improve instruction with or without Project interaction, it

intendi iimediately to spread, the.)word. It also wants to let, teachers and

admini trators outside the formally participating districts know of help

av ab e to them via project City Science. Some of these might be:

Documents and reports; sits to project schools with special science.

programs;, teacher exchanges; "loan"-of trained resource teachers te serve as

special consultants; project,help in conducting their own self-studies and

in planning science activities; copies of New York City Field Trip and

Resource Guide (to be mpared by the project); names of individuals in .

other. ,universitieswho might be intebeate4 in cooperating with them_in

a PCS-like relationship; and attenpance at PCS symposia,

4 ,
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.0ne methbd selected for disseminating information is the

publication of an inexpensive monthly, called Citiscience Notes .

which will be sent by the project to all.gew York administrators

1\ and science teachers in the middle grades.

(The participating districts will do an additional

distribution within their boundaries, including to community

groups. The Junior High School Principals' Association has

agreed to send copies to all its members.) Another method

of dissemination (for a different audience) will come from

modifying the Quarterly Report* to include "signed articles" by

staff members, The intent of these essays will be to present

thoughtful reflections on staff experience, and they are to .

be written so as to be 'Useful to colleagues having similar

interests. Articles will also be solicited fra teachers and

a strators in the participating districis.mv-

C. Description of Activities:

¶!he paramount concern shared by the PCS staff and leadership at the

tilde of this repolt'was obtaining funding for Project continuance. -This gave

4

the dissemination program a special importance in attempts to reach varied

Ar,

groups who might consider adopting the ProjeTt. -
JP

.-.

The PCS AssociateDirector identified the pAmary audience's
,
P617.

.

audience's'

dissemination as:

1. School personnel (teachers, principals, supervisors).

2. Political influentials-(union
officials, central board officials,

higher level personnel in educational agencies).

3. College-university personnel (science educators, prdfessors of

education,university administrators).

4. Professional edUcator'groups (e.g., N.S.T.A.,

"-C

5. Informal.groups (community peoplel'parents).

Special efforts have been made by staff to reach and interest the

"political,inyluentiale and "educational opinion leaders" in the educational

::.!1As_noted earlier, the Quarterly Report (noW referred to as Progress Reports)

° is a triannwoly produced document reporting onProject activities.

N.e
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bureaciacy. This was done in hopes ofliersuadine the leaders to join PC21

t

in disserhation efforts and:eventAllybave otherilWew York City ditricts

adopt PCS. The Project mainly relied on informal Means to reach pOten ial

adopters. The Advisory Board was a key mechanism in this type of dissemination.

The Board has not met, however, since September'1977. This seems un-

fortunate, since the potential )(or devising a formal plan for dissemination,

as suggested in earlier sections dt the full evaluation report, could have

41
been a major Board agenda-item. The PCS staff does indicate that contact

with iltd6idUsl Advisory Board Members was corOnuedidmring the past year,

and that these members often suggested ideas for assisting PCS dissemination

and implementation:

Progress Reports:

Two additional Progess Reports have been distributed since the earlier

evaluation reports.2 No specific section labeled "dissemination" appeared

in these editiOns as had been done in earlier Progress Reports, however, ,

, .
several references are found to dissemination efforts under the sub-topic

, .
._

.,,)

coll,tilluance of Project 611y Science."
43 .

Here conference presentations,,arek
. r ,

/--1 .

a.

cited,d--note is made of contacts established.at those)conferences. Basically,
ft

Progress Reports #14 and #15 deal with Pr8ject implementation activities in

' 44
.c

.

.

-
the Pre-service, Research, and Model DIstrict,programs. In "Notes-from the

..)
..,..,.,

Director", a
rsuggestion is made that new groups may be conta9ted, (or present -,

,
.

contacts-expanded) ,with a broader dissemination audience in view:

If the City is unable to provide financial

sumrt, we shall approach private, oundations

and various industrters in the area."5

13,1
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If PCS seeks to dif se its achievements to private foundations and

industry in the 'lopes of obtaining funding, it appears it will again n-halie

to rely mainly upon personal, informal contacts.

Citiscience Notes:

'Four issues of Citiscience Notes *ere published since June, 1978.

The designated audience was secondary teachers in New York City schools.

These issues. have a somewhat new focus according to the PCS Associate

Director. desponding to.a suggestion by the evaluation team to improve the

"content" in Citiscience Notes, the later issues were adjusted to highlight

.)

unit work in curricular areas of astronomy, `nutrition, and oceanography. ,

The emphasis upon curricular topics would appear consistent with interests

expressed by teachers. An additioirl Citiscience Notes is planned for the

FaliA'1979, semester. It will deal with environmenthl science topics.

E. Conference Presentations:

A fundamental means for communicating PCS program design, research, and

implementation.successes is-through the use of presentations at professional

).

I
conferences. PC,3 reports that they have made presentations describing the

project to several assemblies of educators last year Presentations t!-/

made at AET, NSTA, and NARST conferences. The format for conference presentations

generally included a special inqUiry table so that interested science educators

could secure materials or attend group presentations describing PCS activities

prcAided for conference participants. Research presentations' nude at some:

of these conferences included completed doctoral studiesby PCS staff..

To reach a broad audience, PCS.has made a variety of group presentations,

including the follo:Wing:

1. NYU School of Education, Health, Nursing and Arts Professions

Alumni meetings.
135
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2. 3tate4Educati6n Department Conferences.

3. American Federltion of Teathers Consortium, 1978.
4

4. Local and regional meetings;of principals, aypervisdis, and

teachers on issues of the "middle school."

The primary purpose of group presentations was to establish a "linkage"

between university educators, urban center teaching and admiastrative

personnel. Evaluative comments will be presented on the perceived effectiveness

of these activities later in this section of the.report.
(

Other Dissemination Formats:

PCS has attempted to use a wide variety of formats td diffuse the

innovation of a "hands-on" model. Mass -media efforts included the CBS
.1

TV presentation on NYU; Sunrise Semester, in March, -1979. The PCS Associate

Director appeared aw-ztkpanelist discussing "Reading Problems andoecience.Classes."

The early hour of this programming (6:30-7:30 A.M.) may have restricted its

impact on the wide audience, but nonetheless the Project's ability to Obtain.

such exposure is to be commended. No follow-up data.on the effect of thid

TV presentation (in terms of the number of inquiries generated etc.) was

Ak
collected by the PCS staff. Such efforts, however, must be considered a

very positive means ofNcommunicating.the Project to a large audience. 111

Printed materials and publications, other than the Progress Reports and

Citiscience Notes, inclUde Project recruitment advertisements sent out from
v

the Division of Personnel office at the New York City Central Board of Education,

general references (one or two paragraphs) to the Project's work and activities
,

4._

in Middle &ha& Musings (a publication of the American Fedaratioli of Teachers'

. .

Educational Issues Department), and mention in the Dean's Report section of. the

. New York University Education quarterly, 1976- 1978. Intra-district disgemiaation
.

>
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materials'often red-aye priority, with the 'troject using school newsletters

to publicize their efforts in Districts,10 and 17.

Two formats were omitted, however, which, in the' opinion of the

gtaluation team, could have served as strong dissemination mechanisms. One

of those was the failure to use the Educational Resources Information Clearing-

house (ERIC)... Th..: other was lack of J§ attempt at formal articulation with

science department chairpersons at high schools receiving students fromthe

'junior
high and intermediate schools used by PCS in Districts 10 and 17.-.

.. .

A conprepensive

7.
search. for articles, or research reports, about PCS in

. .

ERIE documents(located only one article available under the descriptors

7

Urban Education, Science Education, Curricalum, Junior High Schools, Secondary
.6

Education and Science Programs. This article was "Science for Urbaft Junior

Highs:' in Mosaic magazine, a publication of the National Science Foundation.

PCS staff explained this lack by pointing out that a definite "time lag"

exists between completion of research projects and published reports in ERIC.

It was -felt by staff that Project research is just-getting underway this year,

thus the dearth of ERIC listings. Since ERIC serves as such a valuable information

retrieval facility in education, however, it behooves PCS to make ekfecti've use

"of it. It, would have served the Project well had a more calculated effort been

made to have themselves included in the ERIC listing. Although PCS is an

intermediate school program,- planned articulation-with high schooli is an

important element ior dissemination. A brief survey was conducted of high
7

school science chairperrns and assistant principals in' feeder schools from

47
Districts 10 and 17. Forty-five chairpersons were surveyed, and of-the fourteen

Who responded, none indicated thaehe or she had heard of, PCS, yet each of these

schools had students who had been throug6. the PCS experience. This lack of

0
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recognition should be addressed, and efforts made to inform guidance

counselors, high school science teachers, and chairpersons about the

purposes and goals of the Project as it attempts to improve science teach-

ing in city schools. The survey of chairpersons also indicated that 11

of the 14 chairpersons "feel that Citiscience Notes are of sufficient interest

and value to secondary science teachers to have the department receive them in

the future", though they were not currently receiving the publications as of

May, 1979.

PCS Staff Assessment-Outcomes:

In an attempt to have the Project speak for itself, interviews with Project

Staff were conducted over the past few months (1979). What follows is 'PCS

Staff assessment of where they believe they are, and what they feel has been

accomplished.

Below are the major goals of the Project, stated by PCS staff as intended

outcomes, and used by them to assess the effectiveness of the Dissemination

Program:

1. Continuance of the Project in currently participating in New York City

Districts

*.

2. Expansion of the Project'to qther New York City Districts

3. Establishment of parallel Project operations in other cities

'4; Attracting. - preservice teachers to the Project

5. Explaining the =poses of the Project to teachers,in New York City

and other urban centers

6. Gaining commitment from groups such as the UFT, school administrator

organizations, and NewYOrk University

Sharing research findings at professional educational conferences

8. Making-the science education community and university teaching personnel'

aware of the Projects work
N
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9.- Reaching community members and parents of school children to inform

them about the Project

10. Sharing information with teachers and adMinistrators in'urban centers

that will revitalize science education efforts at the junior high and

intermediate school levels

The methods used in dispersal of Project informati6n, and those noted by ICS

staff as examples of their efforts included:

. 1. planing or distribution of printed materials and documents such as

Progess Reports, Citiscience Notes, project articles, and project

advertift:ments

2. GrOup presentations, such as those made at conferences and

elsewhere

3. Informal personal contacts

The main target groups for receiving information'were: school personnel,

paitical influentials, college -university personnel, professional educators

groups and informal group in the community. Highest priority was, of course,

given to the New York City groups in all categories mentioned. The individual

school building was identified as the key unit for the diffusion of innovation

and development of Project "identity."

Other communication*networks identified by the Project staff as being

important in the natural diffusion of the innovation were:

1. Use of interns, cooperating` teachers, and students, to reach parents

and involve them in Pcs projects (e.g. speaking on careers and job

opportunities in science and technology)

2. Use of the implementation course,, and other NYU courses to familiarize

interns with the community, and hopefully motivate interns to become,

more involved there

133
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3. On-going communication with building p4ncipals and di trict teachers.

Recent itccompliahments identified by the Project staff in interviews with

evaluation team members were:,

1. Letters received from 20 New York City districts reporting

interest in implementitg a PCS model ,"

-

.2. Interest expressed by teachers' Union representatives in having

PCS become involved in newly formed Teacher Centers in New York.

3. An offer'to have PCS staff involved in some stage of junior high

science curriculum revision being undertaken by New York City,

science supervisors' and directors

4. Liaison with science coordinators at the State Education Department.

5. New York City's Central Board's, inclusion of PCS recruitment materials

, in their mailings

6: ,Several personsat the Central Board expressing positive feelings about

the progress of PCS, including an ex-superintendent of a New York City

district that sponsored PCS in the past-

The project leadership felt, and strongly emphasized, that a maximum

professional effort was being made by all staff members. They noted that each

individual staff member was motivated4 competent, and interested in the job he

or she was undertaking. In.the words of the Associate Director, "Not too much

more could have, been,done" (to reach effective dissemination levels).

A dedication to field work wasexpressed by many staff members, and they

strongly voiced their approval of." "grass roots! communication of the program

which would be accomplished by working cooperatively with teachers, supervisors,

and administrators in each of the.PrOject's buildings.

A:protest against overlooking the "obstacles and realities" facing thili

innovative project was registered by several PCS staff metbert in regard t9_

140 1
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' former evaluation reports. Project staff felt that the barrielitto

implementation and dissemination of their efforts were being neglected

in the analysis and evaluation of the Project components. They expressed the

opinion that the evaluation report had oversimplified:tile dif;iculties of

initiating and implementing a Project with complex elements of pre- service

training, research, model district development, and dissemination.*

Among the obstacles listed by. the staff meMbers were:

1. Sitdational factors:
ti

Early closing of schools, questionable safety for after-school

hour seminars, inadequate physical plant and space facilitties,

discipline problenS, vandalisms, shortage or destruction of materials,

and an inconsistent currikalum

2. Personnel constraints:

Turnover of teachers, effects of the 1976 strike, uncooperative

teacher attitudes, attitudes of resistance to change, inexperienced:

. staff and supervisors, and uncooperative custodial staff-

3. Financial constraints:

Insufficient monies for materials, inability to employ additional

staff when needed., New York City's fiscal crisis of 1976

The evaluators recognize that there. are numerous obstacles to success. Project

City Science is a comPlex interaction of children, administrators, teachers and

university personnel. Each of the professionally responsible^groups is.seeking
*

in its awn way, to improve teaching and learning in the City's junior high

schobls. The tasks P6' has set for itself-preparing careers in teaaing,,developing

and testing instructional models, generating research are indeed laudable.

*It should be noted that from the perspective of the evaluators, this represents
an interesting reversal of positions. Itewas our view; rather strongly expressed,
that -the project had indeed selected an excessively ambitious set of tasks and

kmmld experience extreme difficulty attempting to implement them.
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°

It is natural to expect that there Will be many instances where these tasks will

appear contradictory, and the goals conflict-producing. If one pauses to

consider the small staff, the size of-the task, and natural limits on human

energy and time, it is reasonable to conclude that the Project staff were, and

perhaps had-to be, dedicated and idealistic. Jointly, this small group attempted

to tackle head-on the inertia of a system known for its complexity, varied

problems, resistance to change, and immense size. This should be'part of anyone's

understanding when the accomplishments of the Project are assesped. On the

other hand, these are precisely the problems PCS chose to address, and that

should be part of the Project staff's understanNng as well.

As an expression of ideal professional goals, PCS cannot be denied.

Unfortunately, this Herdulesnffort.cannot be evaluited solely on theworthi-
. a

ness of its aims. There must be flxftalistic preface to dissethinating innovations

that includes careful assessment of what- is to be attempted,' what resources will

be available, what others who have made the attempt have'learned, and what

realistically can be expectedlfrom interaction between a project and the "real

world." The dissemination effort, bece0Se.it was a sub-function'of the other

Project components; has been dependent upon them for reportable results. The'

fact that in a number of instances,(particularlyr the Model Districts and'Research

Programs) uch results were not forthcoming, in itself represented an important

obstacle to the dissemination of data that could reduce resistance and invite

replication.
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E. Overall Assessment

1. Absence of a Plan:

In the view of the evaluators, a major flaw in the dissemination

effort has been the lack of a clear, consistently used, and well- designed

strategy or plan. The Staff appeared to depend upon three major dissemination $

vehicles: Citiscience Notes, the Progress Reports, and presentations at

major conferences. As a complete plan for reaching the large and diverse

audiences the Project was intended to serve, this seemed unimaginative and

unnecessarily limited. What was missing was an operational mechanism for

recognizing and dealing ilith the differing needs, interests and levels of the

audience served. If this was not possible, then a cleai- plan should have been

developed for limiting the scope of the audience, or for using available
1

dissemination resources more'efficiently.

The evauation.team raised the question of how the objective of disseminating

?roject results can be accomplished effectively without a formal plan. The.

Project did not answer this question completely, and, to this date, no fortal

plan exists. What the Project staff offered was a set of informal strategies

and tactics designed to reach opinidn leaders, educational leaders, and others.

This set.of strategies emerge from the experiences of the Project and is

partially traceable to an earlier version of a diffusion model described in'a

1975 Progress Report*. As was true of the overall dissemination effort, the

scope of these ac:ivities,appeared too narrow and their form' too limited to

attain the ends sought. A

*Foi a discussion and analysis of the dissemination model, andla detailed account
of the strategies and tactics used by PCS see Appendix R.
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2. Strengths and Weaknesses in the Project Dissemination Formats

PCS dissemination was most successful at two levels of communication:

Creation of interest among select audiences, and the creation of awareness

among select audiences. Far less success wasobservethor'recorded at the

levels of trial adoption by other school districts or universities.
48

The heavy reliance on ,Citiscience Notes and Progrega Report'as the
4

major dissemination vehicles was hampered by the lack of a systematic reportihg

system that would have enabled a two -way communication network to develop /

between the reader6 and the Project staff. Little 31 the form of reader

reaction was systerdatically collected over the Project's duration. Exceptions

to this were an occasional reader survey, and a few letters of interest from

individual readers.

The Progress - Reports recount the most important-Project work and research

during the five years of Project activity. Howevdr, in the opinion of the

evaluation team,'this publication often contained information ®f limited use

to the. rds444E audience, particularly when it focused on the mechanics of the

Project. In fairness to the PCS staff, it should be noted that a, recent survey

of Citiscience Notes and Progress Report readers (1979) indicated a positive

reaction,* though the returns from the reader survey are small ,(a response of

less than five per cent), andthprefore not statistically trustworthy. Those

responding express satisfaction with the content of the Progress Reports and

indicate that they read the publication regularly and deem it helpful. As with

the Progress Reports, the questionn7re return for Citi'cience Notes.was very small.
O

*See-Appendix Q, Results of Data Collection, Progress Reports and Citiscience

- Notes Reader Survey, 1979.

a
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Although Citiscience Notes are designed for classroom teachers, and

reach a limited audience, they have created awareness of and interest in

the Project among readers. The strengths of this publication are that it

can act as an instructional device, it is free, and.the content offered
'29.

is practical. Teachers can pick and choose the ideas they want to use on a

, ..,

given topic. Some is'ues can be used directly by the children, and the

t:listing of free reso ces is valuable-especially to new teachers. Some of

the criticisms offered by the reader audienci included concern that the

content was too easy for the junior high school level, and that it was net

consistent with the curriculum already established in the districts.

The pak,Plasred by professional conferences in dissemination was cited

by PCS staff several times. With the exception of certain Presentations of

completed doctoral studies, most PCS efforts focused on familiarizing audiences

with PCS pre-service intern training activities. An,outside consultant's report

On a presentation at the National Science Teachers Astiociation Conference

in April, 1979, stated:

The presentation by the NYU representatives did go into fair

detail abput pre-service training of interns at the University.

However, there was a lack of detail about numbers of interns who

had come through the program and their subsequent rotes in helping

to solve the serious problems of junior-high science eohthation in

urban areas.
Apparently, there has not been an effort to make quantitative
assessment of the affective or cognitive change among junior-

high students subjected to NYU student-clinical professor

instructional program Nor were any data presented on change
in*the cooperating9# achers or school administration as a result

of NYU.presence.

Thus, although the PCS presentations could spur interest and general

awareness, they certainly could not assist possible adopters of the Project

to evaluate dr trial- adopt without presenting hard data on results and outcomes.
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In summary, only o e New York City school district other t o Districts
f

10 and 17 has trial- pted some-of,t#e PCS work, and that is District 15.' This

hastot yet become a commitment'to the Project on theyttrt of the District.

PCS leadership feels that Dtrict 15 is likely to be a serious adopter of

4f*

the Project in the future, and represents an important example of the Project's

successful use of disseminativn techniques. As of July, .1979, however, it is

to, not clear that any school district, including the,two the Project has worked

1.

with for the past three years,. has made a commitment to continue in the

program next year.

3. Reviewing the Literature on Change:

The evaluatOrs wish to note that the suggestiOns offered in this section
to,

are not intended to intply2that,the-Project Igiould;havprused any one of the q

<.
.

specifio&recOmmendations from the research studies that will be cited or referred7, _,c3 , .
.

to, It is understood:that a number of different approaches to implementing changedifferent
..,

are available, al* that no single one recommpnds itself as a clear-cut and
0 .-, '' .

0 7
necessary choice. What is SUgegested.ds:tliat a large body of /research literature

0,

enconpass#g past innovation exists. 'It is believed thElple experience of
, . . ., .

4,

others with change can be profitably consulted.; Thus, this literature could rare

, =0' 4 r

as areservoir of ideas and concepts that'eould,inform such projects about the

change process iu organizations: This is especially true if and when there is

a turnover 'of Project staff, imethere is a deed fox new team members to become
`e,/- e

familiar with the strategies of change as they are represented in a change

14radigi. It would be naive to imply,that there is a distinct body of theory-
, 4%

which would guarantee success for an innovation. ,Buithe evangtion team does

feel that sufficient research has been reported that can giip iluovative efforts

a.basis for effective planning of dissemination and disseminatibn etfortk

I
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Noteworthy among the studies are the tbrd-Foundation effort,
11

Brickell's
,

12
6

'

research on innovation in New York, , Seymour Sarason on change and the culture

13 - e -'.--0 IX
.,

of schools, and the Rand Study of federal programs:1
4
.auch studies examine

initiation, implementation, and incorpor tion stages of innovation and can

serve as guidelines for projects.

Lt is suggested here that a thdrough familiarization with theories of,

change and application of concepts helps an innovative project attain success.

\ If the steps required to initiate and implement innovations are left to less

expeilenced change agents rather thanjto those who have the skills needed to

Help teachers employ new approaches,%he chances of success are greatly decreased.
4P,

PCS is a university -based program. In the division_of which the School of

Education is a part, there are knowledgeable faculty with specialties in

organizational change processes. Surely their expertise could have been used

on at least a limited basis to aid the ProjeCt's development. It would seem

that the effort to use-expert help, or to organize a more formal effort at

expecting change was not as extensive as itcould or should have been.

PCS has been in existence for five years. Certain'phenomena associated with

prolonged innovative efforts including teacher 'burn-out", project decay,

loss of the.novelty of the innovation, and" attrition of key personnel all needed

, /4

to be faced. If these phenomena are ignored over long periods, they become an

15

instrument for eventual deterioration of the innovator's energy and effort.

The, Project was insufficiently aware of these dangers, taking little notice of-

---

them and thereby profiting very little from the experience of others.

/

11"

A

0
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.. University Support and Innovative Diffusion:

In the opinion of the evaluation team, the use of an institutional

chahge model and the involvement of an experienced change specialist would

have helped the Proje t to develop more precise. functional and adaptive goals

over its five year fording period.

Based on interview data and observation in the schools, it was apparent

that confliqts of view arose between on-site Coordinators and cooperating

teachers. These conflicts surrounded the issues of school norms (e.g., tradi-
,

tional methods vs. hands-on). Under these circumstances', change came slolay,

if at all. A clearer delineation of the role of the change agents (on-site

coordinators), combined with an in-depth knowledge of change processes and

supervisory techniques, would have made a significant difference.

There ,is a possibility that a g;oup of concerned NYU Faculty may be on

the verge of forming a group called the Metropolitan Center for Educational

Research and Development. Formation of this group began in a May meeting at

rvt 5 5
JAI At a colloquium on change, faculty papers dealing with educational

change were presented. A major outcome of this meeting was the discussion of

the'establishment of the Metropolitan Center, which would include membership

from PCS and Teacher corps", as well as faculty with a specialization in

educational change prOces . There is an opportunity here to build in a

support for field projects t could blend research efforts 'with practitioner

interests. That the Project did not itself foster such/inter-departmental

colloquia earlier seems unfortunate. o
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F. Recommeddations

1. The dissemination effort must move to the level of describing'
research and offering data about the results of its training
model.

To be an effective long-range voice for science educati7on in urban

centers, PCS must dlesign a dissemination plan that -gges well beyond sharing

information which onlY describes activities and goals. Up -tethis time muclN\

of the didsemihation phase has-deplt with recruitment of students, publicity

to districts, and program information to other cities and.institutioffs of

higher education. After five years tC4oject should begin to show results,

negative or positive, so that other innovative science eauaation efforts can

replicate the PCS model. A serious lack,of reporting mechanisms and lack of

feedback data an PCS drop-outs; its graduates, and its experimental schools,

hinders the dissemination of the model to other areas of New York City.

It is unrealistic to expect a small group like PCS to'be the spokesperson

for science education at the junior high school level, especially in the light

of the enormous educatiOnal, economic, political, and social problems faced

by New York City in .the 1970's. But the Projeci can center its efforts on

reporting useful informationetained from its experience in two districts. Ads will

mean re eklenergywed Project energy will have to be expended. by the staff in conducting
. ,

research fforts, makin, presentations at conferences, and collecting data for
d

dissemination. In,order fpr any district New York City.to replicate
.
the,

.
........, 4

. .

Project, a peat deUl more information a out results need to be forthcoming.

19

/
0
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It would seedgenerally speaking, that the PCS Staff has only reported

limited researcMindings in their ProjeCt work thus far; The evaluation

team has been informed by the Project Staff that the designs for research and

collecting data are just taking shape. This was but one indication thaethe

Project was having difficulty meeting the original timelines for research set

in the PCS proposal, a fact that does not bode well.for replication of PCS

by other university groups at this time. .

2. The Project staff need to reconsider and clarify their choice

of an educational change Model.

Project personnel need to more precisely 'determine what concept of

educational change they believe in and want to use for. the remainder of the

Project's existhce. ItoJa also recommended that PCS Consult with outside

change specialists with the intent of setting clear directions for futtre

dissemination activities. The sine.guLanon for effective dissemination is

effective pretZet,imlementation; 'The PCS endeavor has focused on the

of an innovative classroom instructional model, the establishient di
.

districtsl'and the production of science education research. -'j 1411 of these

eratign

efforts require-a carefully conceptualized model for changing teacher and

student attitudes in these experimental schools, They also mandate that the

. '

. .
.

.

change specialists be able,to coordinate and superVise many fac*p,..,4 the --ii t

Or

A Project under difficult,circumstances.
_Cer,tainly the evidence thus far indiCates

A

that the Project would benefit from'supplementary.help given to the o sie 2

144

coordinators in addition to the support they received from university staff4!,
-14!-

This help might come in the foN-Of special Seminars, conferences, .or course

work for on-site coordinators on the topics of organizational change.

*See Appendix E in whihh interviews with coordinStors are reported.

1 5 o

4.
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If the Project chooses to continue using the present Position of on-site

coordinator as the major role for implementing PCS models then sufficient

time must-be alloCated'for the on-site coordinatpr to become more knowledgeable

atiout the'complexities of the change process in urban junior high school

-environments.' If time is allocated for coordinators to meet with change

specialists and reflect on the-demands and responsibilities of the pofiicion of

coordinator, a series of useful plans could be developed. Such an attempt, if

successful, would also require building principals andiassistant principalsto

partid1Pate in a team effort.

This recommendation will by easier to implement ifsthe Metropolitan

Center for Educational Research becomes a reality at NYU. Even if it does

nothowever, the Project should make every effort to improve its training

of Coordinators.

3. Dissemination must be made in format that insures

'fidelity to the PCS model.
4

The PCS struggle to maintain the Project and to establish new funding

7

-sources may increase the danger that there will be further loss of Project

identity. Any precipitous ol dramatic changes in the form and...substance of-

the ProjeCtcOuld leave only a skeleton of what was intended or accomplished. .

If the Project Staff truly feels that-it has a solid pre-service model and

that they can shape model districts or`initiate valuable field studies, then

rethey must not stray too far from the original model. If the staff manipulates

ti

and recabts the role of on-site coordinators by selecting therkin ways, that fit

h -

individual.' school districts but not those.* the Project, PCS may end up with

just another student teacher program. The Project has been bordering on just

,

such a danger for the past two years. There are.times when it does appear that

4 .

*gcs is but a slight variation on a theme generally used by colleges to prepare

pre-service teachers. However, the Project does contain some special features,4mi

these features'axe. noted by cooperating teachers and adMinistrators in the schools.
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For exaxple, during interviews with building principals and assistant '

principals it vas pointed out on several occasions that PCS, unlike

traditional student teacher programs, was "unique to their schools because

the interns remain longer at a building site and have more input in selecting

the building in which they wish to student intern." Certainly these aretwo

examples of features that PCS should insist remain intact.

If the PCS staff will reassess their present status and try to set clear

standards and directions for each of the major program components, they might

still shape an effort that could, iji some small way, ove science education

in urban junior high schools.

4. The Project should attempt to define its intended
audience more clearly.

The PCS staff must consider Whether ox' notNthe evidence of implementation

results over five years supports the assumption that the Project has equally

positive advantages for all urban junior high schools. This recommendation is

intend0 to suggest that a dAinite limitation of the audience targeted for

PCS dissemination be considered.

As commented upon earlier in this report, PCS staff has spread its efforts

thin and aimed its dissemination tac at multiple audiences ranging from

university people to school teachers in urban centers. In a way, it has attempted

to be all things to all people when it came to improving urban junior, high

school science teaching and preparation of teachers for the classroom. It is

a naive assumption, in the opinion of the evaluation team, that any one

innovation can be disseminated .to such diverse audiences with any significant

\\,____
success. It is recommended that the target groups in the future'be limited to

d.

very small samples of junior high school personnel in New York, and to only a

few select, and interested urban universities. The results of one survey found

152
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that very few graduate teacher education divisions (7 out of 24 surveyed)

had more than a superficial knowledge of PCS: None of the 24 schools

anticipated using a training model similar to PCS for preparing pre-service

teachers.
56

5. PCS should continue to draw upon thsupport-of inflUencial

educational leaders"to disseminate its ideas.

The evaluators recognize that political factors often play a significant

role in project continuance in large cities. The. Advisory Board should be

maintained with this in mind. PCS,-through its Advisory Board membership,

was able to speak to a very special dissemination audience. The political -s

dimension of the dissemination o j innovation is nearly as impOrtant to adoption

as any other dimension. A renewed attempt to work closely with the Advisciry

Board Members is important tot,any future PCS may have in New York Schools.

The Advisory Board supplies the needed symbolic and political status for the

Project in this City.

Questionnaires returned by Board Members generally indicated a mixed

reaction to their involvement bat were positive in their overall reaction to

the Project efforts:

*For summary of Advisory Board'- Sirvey, Spring 1979;see Appendix Q, r

Results of Data Collection.
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.

VIII THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

A. Description of- Purpose

When the budget for the second phage of Project City Science was -revised

downward,. the scope of the research program was also reduced e following'

four broad goals are spelled out in the revised. proposal as constituting the

major intent of the Project in this area.

ov
1. A. Research and Evaluation Institute

The intent is to'design alasting mechanism that Will
begin to make headway in generating systematic knowledge about
the science learning of eathe in the inner-city
situation, and also,,iaow to achieve science teaching in the
inner-city schools.2u

This"mechanism was to have been named the "Institute.for the
Study of Inner -City Science Instruction," and mould develop a
"research model" rather than conducting basic research.

;0

2. A Basic Investigations PrOgr:u which would develop a
"research model" rather conductidgbasic research.

3, A Research Aulication ogram

This would have included the identification of key questions
necessary for tie ipprovemedt of science teaching in th6
inner=city intermediate schools, determining the state of
present knowledge and matching that to the key questions, ,

and then identified' the most' useful research approach, and
Conducted studies suggested by this process.

4. A Program Evaluation Program

This goal envisioned summative evaluations of various
components of the, irogram, disseminating the approaches

used in these evaluations, and the institutionalization
of these skills in the proposed Research Institute.2

\

These goals, taken together, form a composite picture of 4o research program.
,

.

The program should be intensively involved in defining areas of need, and

proposal models and approaches, conducting applied research and evaluation

studies and disseminating the results of these efforts and organizing these

41,

. -

activities into a functioning research institute.

154
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A number of activities leading to the organization of a more-formal

research effort were conducted prior to 1976. These are reported on at

greater length in the section reporting on research in Appendix A. For
0

the purpose of the present evaluation; emphasis will:be placed on the re-
.

funded phase of the Project's-'operation (1976-79). The best description of

PCS intent for this. period is offered in Progress Report #8, issued in August,

- -
1976. This report presented the most ambitious statement to date of research

objectives and proposed activities. Seven lines of Research are suggested;

1. Science Knowledge of Inner City Adolescents

2. Science Attitudes of Inner City Adolescents

5. Science Learning Among Inner City Adolescents

4. Science Teacher/Science Stgdent InteractiOn

5. Non-teacher influences on the quality of science learning and attitudes

6. _Evaluation of pre-service program

7. Evaluation of "Ploil Districts" Program
60

lt

As of the Summer of 1978, While some work had been conduicted on these

lines of research, there had been no comprehensive attack on any one of them.

The purposes of the research program were outlined. At this time the

Project viewed research as helping to improve the practice of t,aohing science

to adolescents in the inner city. Vehicles for. this included "technical" studies

which would particularly focus on measurements of attitudes and learning.

A research approach was proposed which provided "paired complementary studies".

Such an approach would have entailed two separate methodological analyses of

a particular issue.' Case studies would be paired with a survey, or a psychometric

with a clinical or observational study, etc.

After some discussion of cautions, which must be exercised in conducting

studies, the report offers a list of tasks to be completed for the Pre-service

155
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Programlithe Model Districti Program, and'for the other areas of the

research domain.

This quarterly report gave the most domplete and detailed description of the

research program. For the most part, however, it remained,far removed from the

specifics of actiiAlly designing and conducting research. No designs are presented,

no analyses proposed, none of the usual reqPirements of research proposals are

met. The report seemed to skirt or delay deciding exactly what could be done in PCS.

The forty pages used to discuss the research program do not contain the explicit

information needed to 'decide on whether PCS could in fact improve the practice of

teaching science to inner-city students.

B. Review of Earlier Finding
cc

At the conclusion of the Project's fourth yedr of operation (the second year

of its re- funded existence); the.evaluators reported that there had been no
t

published or completed research documents that could be examined.* At that time,

several siUdies had been recently inaugurated, and a number of statistical

comparisons, such as changes in test, scores as measured over a period of time had

been done. At that time the evaluators offered the following tentative conclUsions:

1. The studies in progress are not evaluative, but descriptive.

2. There are no ever-riding hypotheses or broad research questions

which are guiding these efforts.

3. The topics have little to do with the hands -on approaches espoused by the

Project.

It was concluded that while the studies could eventmilly lead to evaluations of

the major components of the program, it would require that program expectations

or objectives for each of these components would have to be more clearly stated.

No such expectations had appeared in the progress report, or other documentation

'submitted to the evaluators pp to that time.

*See Appendix Al Research Program.
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C. Update of Recent Project Activities

The research and evaluation activities conducted during the 1978-79

year were primarily concerned with two major topics. The first was an

analysis of factors which influence student achievement in junXor high

school, and the second was a description and analysis of factors in students'

science career expectations and preferences. These two studies are presently

being combined, in order to analyze the Foie of other situation-specifiari-

ables in the,prediction of science career expectatious s-and preferences. This

third major thrust i8 not likely to be completed during this schdol year.

00'

Alch/ef the present year's,efforts were based on initiatives' gbegun during;

the:1977-1978.year, ;1%leLny, of the instruments were developed earlier, or were

pretested on smaller samples during the previous year. Some of the earlier

evaluations and descriptive studies, such as the.Self Assessment In Science

data; ate being updated by other PrOject staff.

In addition to these data -based research projects, the staff prepared

,two related research proposals. which would have enabled the staff to pursue

its interests in the career-development processes of women and minorities. ,The

szaff also presented theit findings to several conferences held during this

period. One study which would have measured the extent of the use of hands-

ion methodology was disbanded after a short tryout. This involved use of a mea-

sure that wasbcalled Progress Index. It apparently did not yield data that the

PCS staff regarded as useful.

In one of the Project's major research thrusts, a sample of 328 eighth

grade students in inner-city schools was administered a battery of tests

157
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which included a staff-developed motivational measure called the Need For

Academic Competence-, The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Testy The Brookover

-44*

Self-Concept of Ability, and Th Rozenzweigis Self Esteem Scale. A composite

measure of gradetfand tests was used as a criterion variable.

Using a'combination of regression and commonality analysison a matrix

o partial correlations, (verbal ability was partialedout), the investigation
V

concluded that both motivation and academic self-concept variables separately

affect academic achievement, and must be considered if attempts are to be made

at improvement. Specific suggestions were made in regard to differential

treatment of male and female students.

In the second major study, the battery of tests, which included those

mentioned above, plus separate measures of mathematics and science achievement

and a measure of the likelihood of entering science, were collected from a

similar eighth grade sample. Methodologies employed in the first study were

used to separate out *clue variances attributable to each variable and/or

combination of them. The overall predictability of science career expectations was

somewhat less than that of overall achievement. This wa probably due to the

differential reliability of the criterion, and also bec use the motivation factor

exerted a major non-intellectual influence. .

Data collection, which included a measure of locus of control, The Intellectual

`Achievement Responsibility Scale, and an academic self-concept in'science

were completed during Spring, 1979. When the results are in, they should expand

the possibilities for explanation and prediction.

. :153_



D. PCS Staff Assessment of Research 04comes

The research staff feel that they made several contributions to the

Project during the three-year period of its-re-funded existence:

1. In their internal evaluation, they' were able to discover certain

perceptions and attitudes of pre-science interns which lead to

,modifications of both the IntegratedScience,And Psychology coursed.

,
They discovered that a number of interns expressed dissatisfaction with.

/Th
various aspects of the Integrated Science course. Eventually, an Urban -

Ecolo2y sequence was developed.

2. Their field. interviewing
assisted them in choosi., certain variables,

such as the -self-concept for further analysis and providecta focus4on

various topics. The Research program included a set of research files on

various topics.

3. The staff's interviewing
also helped to decide.which districts held

educational philosophies which Mere conductive to good relationships.

4. Their regression studies are regarded as bein.6.an initial

atLal,:pt to "map the affectiVe domain." They also teel that these 'studies

clearly indicate the need tql individualize the curriculum, with"females having

'their learning reinforced in ways,different from males. The staff feels that

this research is groundbreakint, and represents a fundamental contribution to,
. '

the iiterature of learning. They feel that, this is particularly true of their

emphasis pn situadon-specific personality variables.

5. The addition of locus of control to the psychological conceptions already''

investitated is viewed by the staff as a strengthening of their research effort.
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The decisions.mbich led

primarily rested with the
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to these research and evaluation topics

=search staff: Although goals and projec ons

for a more comprehensive research effort are scattered throughout. their -

proposals and progress reports, the staff clearly indicated that the began

their efforts without much direction and without much assistance from other

PCS senior staff. .These conditions arose from several°sources:

1. During an early stage of the project, the senior research consultant

was on sabbatical.

2. The research assistants who were-hired at the beginning had multiple

assignments' and could not delegate all their efforts to research.

3. Until the third year, tSe research staff was not comprised of any

doctoral 3teel researchers.

4. The Project director was not able to give as much 'time to research super-
,

vision as the staff felt was needed.

5. The on-site coordinators were

could contribute little.to defining

could be conducted.

generally not research-oriented, and

areas in which research and evaluation

ivrhae these conditions were viewed as limiting, the research.. staff felt that

once'rapport had'been established in the participating districts, the

studies whiCh were completed were a valuable addition to the Project and to

the literature of science education.

160
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E. E4luative Comments on Research and Evaluation

There are two main sources which articulate the goals of PCS in

regard to research and evaluation. The first is i the revised Project.
4

proposal:

Research and Evaluation

The third product,will be an intensified, articulated, and

on-going research and evaluation enterprise. Since the Project,

taken as a whole, will not be as extensive as originally contem-

plated, it becom6s more important than Wore to plan for the

dissemination of knowledge. The intent is to design a lasting

mechanism that will begin to make headway iegenerating systematic

knowledge about the science learning of early adolescents in the

inner-city situation, and also about how to achieve science teach-

ing in the inner-city schools.

To this end, we now plan to have in operation by the end of

academic year 1978-79 what we are for the moment referring to as

the Institute for the Study of Inner-City Science Instruction.

We hope to have this survive as an NYU activity for at least 15

years. Its purpose will be to provide a place and a focio for

research related; to the title of the institute. The functions

will include: Serving as a clearingkpus9 for research on inner-

city intermediate school science teaching; identifying and promul-

tAting related research needs; providing a.locaition,on a focus

for post-doctoral and doctoral study; undertaking continual

syhthesis of accumulating knowledge; making possible longitudinal

and group studies on important questions; and disseminating infor-

mation ona cdntinuing basis. The institute will also capitalize

on the-experience the Project has gained in assessing its own

programs by developing an evaluation capacity to be put at the'

service of other organizations throughout the country that are

working on the improvement of science teaching. This may eventu-

ally help broaden the'financial base needed to sustai8ithe model

district/teacher training/research/change enterprise.
01114

The second source is Progress Report j8, wherein the seven lines of research

noted earlier are )resented as a framework for research and evaluation during
1

.

.

the last three years of,the,Project.

eh'
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dor
-The evaluators

meMbela of the resear

ned documents produced by Project Staff, interviewed

team, and attended some of the meetings at which

the research and evaluatiod aspects of the program were presented and

discussed. T1Ise sources of information led to the following judgments

about what was accomplished by the Project.

1. The research staff provided information about selected personality

and cognitive influences qn student achievement.

2. They provided information on the existing science career plans of

some inner-city students.

3. Information was collected and shared with the rest of the PCS staff

on the perceptions of scientists by eighth-grade. students.

4. The evaluations of the Pre-service Piogram gave the Project some

formative feedback onvpre-servicestudent coursework which led to

modifications of the Project's curriculum..

-5. 'A network of relationships was developed in participating districts
A

which could assist further data gathering and evaluation.

Among the goals which werenot acconpliallad with respect to'the stated

objectives are the following:

1. There is no functioning research institute.

2. There is no information on normative levels of science knowledge of

inner-city studenti nor information on how those levels changed during the

course of the Project.

3. There is no information on how students acquirethe attitudes they

hold toward science or science education.

4. There'is no data on the usefulness of "hands -on" learning as an instruc-

tional model":

5. There, were no formalized studies of student-teacher interaction.

162
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6. '''ihere were no evaluations of the Model Districts phase of the

program.*

Thus,:thaPrdject investigated, in some detail, four of the topics listed

in Progiess Report #8. Whether the results which were attained can be

considered stfficient depends upon how. much more the situation in which

theProject operated permitted to be done. It is the belief of'the evaluators

that, in this case,,there was the potential to accomplish more than was actually 4

accomplished. What was projected was a five year neriod in which the staff would-

he mile to mount its ownefforts, attract additiOnal help, and make some of its

finds known. What resulted fell far short of what would seemto have been

Possible in such a period-even allowing for the difficulties. It is the belief

of the evaluators that the researchNaff did not fullyinvestigate the most

important issues facing the Project, nor skilipfully capitalize upon thej

.
.

opportunities pre5ented. The Project staff could have delegated some of its

efforts: They might'havepursued more vigorously cooperation such as that

. . . e .

.

offered from theCentral Board of EduCl4ion's Bureau of Educational Research,

., . . LN._

and investigated more intensively the impact oi:PCS upon the districts in which

el

s

.

= , r t

they operated. This at least Would ha.e informed the Project staff in a more

?
.A <

. '',. .

, .

objective manner as to how well it:?1.7as accomplishing that which was being

..,
. . ,

.
V '.....

,

ittempted:, By allowing much of this inforation far be isathered by an outside

:,-. .
.. .

.
. - ,

°,, evaluation teame dalkstasidot as immediate nor as cOmprehensive as was
.

.

l' necessary for inteAelProject purposes.'
, .i, i ,.'. .

Had basic research is science education, rather= hen internal evaluation been

r

.
i .

e A ..,

....) emphaaizedl. studie&could,have centered moreclearly
-

on the main goals of the

.

..-e:
1,

e .
.

,
.-

. .

. Project. There were ho experidetts'perOrmed during the course of the Project,

.

.
.

.

.. , . , 1

and even questions as fundamental'as Whether studgptsliked pcience classes more

4 or learned More.,scienne,vil.en ithands-pa mode was employed, remain unanswered.

4 '

.,. .:, . *.

-Theevaluatoirs concur wit the perceptioria.of.Project
personnel that they were .

4
.

*4 .

, 6 of

*
The i'roject staff notes that evaluatiOns of e performance,of on-site

.coordinators were conducted.
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understaffed and not entirely prepared for the:father aMbitious'objectives

established early in the Project's history. It does not concur with the

PCS staff's view that the research which was conducted was unique or

groundbreaking. Much Went into the research effortrbuthe findings were

4 neither. lAcorporated into the Project nor, could they have. been, since they

were not well coordinated with its activities. The teacher training, school
4

intervention, and research evaluatidn elements each ly went its own way.

The research and evaluation program was not conductedin a manner that

would enhance the Project, beceasethe efforts of the 'research staff were

not so directed or supervised. Instead, the efforts seemed calculated more

to satisfy the research training requirements of the Project's researth

assistants. Without the planning which would have been necessary to make

the research and evaluation applicable to overall Project goals, this was

not an unexpected result.

.F. Summary Assessment,

ro

. ,

The accomplishments of the.reseaich, and eyallistion component' did not, greatly

endi,the overall effec ness of this Project. The activities engaged in,

and the visibleproducts of these activities were only peripherally related to

-
the stated intent of the fundinfL proposals, and for the most part cannot be-.

judged to be usefUI in any broad .senile The evaliltors have attempted to focus

.

_upon tie kihd.;of research'which could have been done to contribute significantly

to the,Project and increase"its likelihood 8? success. The folltoing types of

research and evauation activities appSared °possible in this setting:

. . .-

- 1) Reviews
t
of literature which examined how junior high, students

learn science, and extrapolations of these findings to the (settings
.

. 'available to Project City, Science t
, .

The evaluators did not find such comprehensive review, although the
,

literature,ia overall motivation and self-conceptualization was reviewed
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quite thoroughly:- No broad
geheralizatioiC0 which might' have;

shaped' the instructional process were developed, and reviews, when done,

were tailored, for the type of study which was being pursued rather Xha:n

for the overall.4.1-bility of the Project. This appeared indicative of the

Project's tendency, in the ab'sence of an identifiable research design

.

and.adeguatesupervision, to allow the interests or strengths of indi-

vddual staff members to supettede the needs of the Project.

-2) Ongoing -formative evaluatiohs of specific Project activities
I

After a careful reading o' the literature produced by Project staff,

.

it is not-clear.which activities were most effective, what overall achieve-

ment'results were 'obtained in Project schools, how successful the recruit-

ing efforts were, and whether the hands-on technique was superior to other

modalities. Given -the particular talents and capal dlities of the

research staff, an emphasis on formative _valuation could have resulted in
,

.significant contribution. It would have ensured a closer cooperation

between_the cliiNal and retearch staffs, because the relevant evaluation

questions would almost necessarily yelled to eyolve'from discussions

between these personnel. Sorge effrts were made in-this direction.

,

e C

Pre and lost testing of pre-service.personnel for changes in science

knowledge and other variables were conducted. Yet these data do not

sufficiently exhibit the type of information on which program modifications

could occur, nor-were they extensively use_in this fashion., Tests were

F.:*

L1
cc/

ec
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administered, and statistical results were computed, but the

findings did not appear to be employed. it is unclear why the

data was not more fully used. Perhaps they were not found usefnl

for program evaluation. Part of that seemed due to the fact that

-the purpose for collecting such data was not, always clear. .

In either event, nothing very productive resulted from the

considerable rhvestments in both time and effort that went into the

extensive testing of interns.

Research in consultation and cooperation with other members of the

-science education community
_ .

One method which this Project could have used to expand its
A

'network of relationships was to invite researchers, either local

or national, to participate in research projects. Apparently,

some overtures were made at national meetings and elsewhere to

invite collaboration, but there were few outside researchers

involved dirictly with PCS staff at the conclusion Of the Project's

funded activity. This failure to attract outside-research-interest
_

at any reasonable level, inclUding doctoral'candiates within the

-University, was most unfortunate.

Had there been anrjoint efforts developed, the Project would have

*.01010

benefitted in a number of ways, not the least of which would have

been by gainning new perspectives-on what could be done. 'The

pessimism which prevailed in this project about the extent to which

formidable research projects were podsible in the New York City schools

may, still have resulted,,but had other researchers with their own

network of local relationships been recruited or co-opted, this

'conclusion would have been less likely.



f

If studies inProjeCt schools might have disturbed the orderly devel-
.

'opment of rappo tI between Project staff and school personnel, why were-

4..,

other schools not contacted? Research which would benefit the City

school system probably would not have been rejected by everyone,*

particularly when one considers the potential help available from members

of the Advisory Committee. These opportunities may not have been easily

available, but they were vorth pursuing.

-
4) Research or evaluation projects which included a broad staff consisting of

coordinators, Clinical staff, and school personnel

Partly as a' result of the slow movement in the research area during

the first three years of the Project, there was little time to conceive

and execute a major study Which employed the energy of a number of the

Project's partic pating elements. It is not likely that all participants

would have agreed to such a collaborative effort, but if, planning for re-

search had begun earlier, such an effort might have been possible. It

could have been used to draw the staff to;cther, combiling their disparate

iatereits, acid serving is a mechanism that would have allowed them to

jointly define purpose, while serving asiMilar purpose with participatin

.

school personnel. _ 0

Had any of thelso options been chosen early,in the Project, there would

have been a chance that the research and evaluation component might have

had afavorable impact on.9ae Project's operation. It would also have

contributed inaeasurably to the credibility of In project in the

science education' community, and helped to stren6then the network of relation- 5

a

*one visitor to the Project from the City school system noted that the discussion

of research intent was too muddled to receive suppOrt, but strongly disagreed with

thb view of PCS staff that a clear research effort,would Mt have had school

supports /
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ships with the school system. Its prospects for having increased the

confidence and sharpening the ability of the Project's own professional

staff should be obvious.

Such speculation does not imply that the research the Project con-

ducted was useless, nor that the research staff was inept. What was done

was done capably, and with care and attentionSeveral students and staff

will use this research, as heir doctoral thesis material and:same of it

may be extended by persons who have begun their research careers. Thus,

at certain levels it will have use. For the Project, for science education,

for the New York City schools, and for the junior high school students.

involved in PrOject City Science, the research will not be very useful.

The research and evaluation component fell victim to underfunding,

underplanning, and underemphasis. Other Project activities were deemed

to be more important, and the early attention to elements needed for a

substantial research and evaluation effort was simply not a major item

on the Project's agenda. The lofty research goals and ambitions of the

Project, often repeated in Project literature, were not realized, even

though a small cadre of City Science staff worked very hard. Had their

efforts centered on achievable goals which were decided upon early in

the Project, and had adequate resources been allocated to this component,
ok

the final results might have been more favorable.

In brief, measured by the yardstick of its own' initial ambitions,

the research program of the Project has not been a success. It has fallen

fax short of all its early hopes and expectations. Even a quick reading
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of-theo proposal, or of Progress Report #18 will quickly demonstrate the

great distance between what the staff has accomplished and what had

beentproposed. The gap is truly' noteworthy.

The Project staff showed too little familiarity with the research

Objectives; Few were- seriously pursued. Outside assistance or

Itconsultatio was not intensively cultivated, and the Research Institute

was gradually made conditional upon added funding. Other factors consumed

staff time. The Project was indeed confronted with difficult and inescapable

circumstances that militated against success. 'Whether the eventual output

was consistent with what the situation would allow is difficult to

determine. The inescapable conclusion, however, is that the research

component did not achieve its intended purpose, and that the actual outcomes

were meager.

Recommendations

4

G. 'Upending on the emphasis that research plays in an overall project effort,

several options exist regarding the strengthening of the research enterprise.

1) The PCS Advisory Board should be used more extensively by the

research staff.

The advisory committee could have periodically reviewed the progress

.e

made and suggested revisions, extensions, or new leads for the research and

emaluation'component. This would have given2the research personnel a direction

which, to a great degree, was not attained until .she conclusion of the fourth

year of the project,. A greatly expanded and more active role is suggested for

this group.
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2) A broadk* coalition of those with related intJests in research
should be sought.

The research expertise of other educational programs such as educa-

tional sociology, educatsional psychology, and the resident bureaus, such

as the Office of InStitutional Research, could have been more intimately

involved in the planning of research and evaluation projects. The sense
40#

of the effort conducted is that the small cadre of professionals in the

Project who were seriously pursuing Idea4 felt someWhata.lone in their

pursuit of relevant research and evaluation efforts which could have

measurably contributed to the Project's success. It is urged that greater

efforts be made to interest outside groups and to demonstrate the

opportunities that PCS. miOt present to them.

3) Other outside professionals could have been fruitfully used.

At a relatively small cost to the-project, rledgeableOpersons in

science education research could have consulted with Project personnel

on,a regular basis. That remains possible. The staff must demonstrate the

skill to attract sufficient interest in its efforts, Some of that can be

accomplished through the conduct of research that draws attention to the

unique opportunities such a Project provides. Other interest can be attracted

throUgh dissemination efforts.

This Project did not lack researchable areas. It suffered primarily

from not being able to translate these topics into research and evaluation

designs._ .Some of this may have been caused by concern as to what would

be acceptable to the,.school personnel with whom they wished to collaborate.
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Perhaps an early presentation of ideas.to district personnel would have

paved the way to an earlier start-up time for the research and evaluation

efforts.

4) Some attention could have-been paid to examining the relevance of

evaluation and researchio the on-going development of the Project:

Yearly assessments might have avoided the situation in which the Project

finAlly found itself, that is, conducting research primarily related to

educational psychology within the confines of a science education project. The .

i

fact that the studies and analysis do not neatly fit into "science education"

---L.
fr,.. does not make them without merit. Their efforts may ultimately be a contribution

to the overall attempt to underqtand variables which affect the learning of

. _junior high"' school students. The st*let, however, have not maximally

informed the Project about how well they are doing, nor how they could improve

their efforts'.

Few of the studies completed can be viewed as having provided information to

the Projectoetaff regarding the success of their teaching, curriculum development,

administration, recruitment, placement, and community liaison activities.

The Project did focus its research efforts when considering how they

mi6ht continue and extend the research and evaluation component. Twomajor

proposals were prepared which were more centrally concerned with the

ostensible content of this Project. Unfortunately, they did not yield

the additional support which the staff was hopeful of obtaining. The ResearCh

Institute, whici., had become completely dependent upon the success of such

efforts, was left with little or no prospect of being formed.

171
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5) The planning for the funding, staffing, and activities of the
Research Institute should have eededcoocurren4Y with'all other,
Project activities.

It is acknowledged' here tiort the outside evaluators and the PC4 staff

differ in interpreting this goal of the Project. The City Science staff'

felt that this Institute was intended to be in place at the conclusion of4he

five year funding period,* and that theresearch and evaluation activities

conducted within the five year period, including proposals for additional

support, were, natural preconditions for the eventual establishment of this

Institute.

The latter conception -has some validity. However, if this Institute was as

important as it appeared to be in the original proposals, it should have

received far more attentioh than it did during the five year term of the

Project. ,Linkages with local, state, and national projects, coordination

with other research, efforts at NYU, establishment of a research advisory

wor consultative bodyall would have given some impetus and structure to

this Institute.

Perhaps the original_ conception of an Institute was much too extensive
4ts

for what could be accomplished in this Project. Based on Project documents,*

it was conceived to be an autonomous center ultimately separated from the

Project, supported independently, and evolving from five years of experience

*The evaluators perceive this as a Minton:1 condition. There was nothing to

-preVent its' earlier creation and the failure to develop the Institute seems
a product of contilluous postponement.

7 2
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in research and.evaluatioa of science education. It now seems evident

even to the Project s f that such a goal was.extreffely optimistic. An

institute with capabilities for dissemination of knowledge and conduct of

basic research with a national scope has not bien developed. Of perhaps

equal significance, planning for the Project's Phase III continuation'does

not appear to include a serious effort in the area of research and evaluation.

S
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